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ABSTRACT
Exploration of meaningful learning o f the polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
followed instruction by a researcher-developed hypermedia computer program that
incorporated human constructivist principles and a “science-in-fiction” chapter of a
novel that described PCR. Human constructivism is the Ausubel-Novak-Gowin (1997)
meaningful learning theory that supports science learning through graphic
representations and multiple examples. Science-in-fiction is a new genre o f fiction
introduced by the prominent scientist, Carl Djerassi, to engender an appreciation for
science, and its ethical dilemmas. Chapter 19 o f Djerassi’s 1994 novel. The Bourbaki
Gambit, was placed into hypermedia format to standardize the presentation.
As part of a clinical microbiology course in the medical technology curriculum
at a major medical center in the Deep South, 10 undergraduates participated in this
study. Each first read The Bourbaki Gambit, and then half o f the participants
experienced the human constructivist approach first (the PCR group) while the others
first encountered the science-in-fiction approach (the Chapter 19 group). For the rest,
the order of presentation was reversed, so that all experienced both programs. Students’
explanations while using the computer were videotaped. Students were tested and
interviewed before experiencing either program, after their first instructional session,
and again after the second instructional session. These students were also assessed on
their knowledge of the nature o f science by taking the Nature o f Science Questionnaire,
before and after instruction (Roach, 1993) and interviewed as a cross-check on its
reliability. Students’ preferred learning approaches were determined using Schmeck’s
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Inventory o f Learning Processes (Schmeck, Ribich, & Ramanaiah, 1977). Data were
collected and analyzed both qualitatively and quantitatively using appropriate verbal
analysis techniques (Chi, 1997).
All but three students reached a structural level o f PCR biological literacy. A
mean of 79% of the concepts identified as necessary was attained by participants after
experiencing both approaches. The Chapter 19 science-in-fiction group scored slightly
better than those who experienced the PCR program first, indicating that the chapter
served as an advance organizer when used first, but inhibited mastery when used
second. Significant conceptual change about the nature of science was not detected,
even though most students demonstrated deep and/or elaborative learning styles.

XI
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INTRODUCTION
Major theoretical propositions underlying this study include all o f the following
statements. Students leam best by making meaningful connections between relevant
prior knowledge and the new information to be learned. Learning involves
subsumption o f new information within hierarchically ordered cognitive structures
(Ausubel, Novak, & Hanesian, 1978). This subsumption improves retrieval firom long
term memory because it activates the relevant schema (Hooper & Hannafin, 1991).
Encouraging students to make meaningful connections is the role of the teacher,
instructional materials, and the curricula. Teacher explanations must be varied,
multidimensional, and presented in a familiar context in order to connect with each
student’s prior knowledge (Hooper & Hannafin, 1991). The prior knowledge in each
student’s cognitive structure is idiosyncratic because it is based upon his or her life
experiences, understandings, reflections, and connections she or he has made (Mintzes,
Wandersee, & Novak, 1997).
Ausubel stated that the most important element influencing student learning is
what the student already knows. Without enabling students to make the relevant
connections between new knowledge and old, teachers are ensuring that many students
will memorize information and relate it arbitrarily (Ausubel et al., 1978). Multiple
representations and examples of a concept provide a greater probability that the new
information can be successfully integrated into each student’s cognitive structure
nonarbitrarily (Abrams, 1994; Mintzes et al., 1997).
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Multiple representations and examples can take the form of analogies, stories,
diagram s, animations, explanations, and illustrations (Shulman, 1988). Graphics and

other visual im%es are important adjuncts to verbal representations because they may
be coded into two different memory systems: semantic and visual. This dual encoding
provides an advantage for retrieval that is additive (Paivio, 1991). In addition, Craik
and Tulving (1976) asserted that retention o f information critically depends upon the
quality o f the encoding operations performed by the learner. If the processes performed
during learning are elaborative or deep, academic achievement is enhanced (Schmeck
& Grove, 1979).
Students may have a preferred method o f processing information that manifests
itself in most situations. This method may be identified through an inventory of
students’ learning strategies (Schmeck, Ribich, & Ramanaiah, 1977). If students leam
meaningfully, their processing will be deep and elaborative, rather than shallow and
reiterative (Schmeck, 1988).
One method for combining many different examples and representations of a
concept for individualizing instruction is through computer-based instruction.
Multimedia, for example, can provide text, video, animation, graphics, photographs,
and sound in a complete and integrated package that can be self-personalized to the
needs o f each learner (Hooper & Hannafin, 1991). Hypermedia is multimedia with
nonlinear links between its elements. These links enable semantically and logically
related information to be connected into conceptual webs that mirror the associative
power o f human memory (Palumbo & Bermudez, 1994). The information is broken
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into small units or chunks that are connected to other units with links on separate
computer screens. This is analogous to cross-indexed notes on a set o f cards (Heinich,
Molenda, Russell, & Smaldino, 1996). Hypermedia can enhance learning by providing
learner control o f content that enables students to construct meaning from multiple
examples, visual aids, and simultaneous instructional modes.
Another powerful means o f invoking student interest and relevant schemata is
through narratives and stories. Narratives and stories are easy to comprehend and
remember when compared with expository writing. Their structure is mastered in early
childhood, whereas the structure o f other genres requires formal instruction (Graesser,
Golding, & Long, 1991). Stories are a cultural universal, a basic and powerful way for
humans to make sense of the world and their experiences in it (Egan, 1986). Narratives
can provide students with new and different points of view and allow them to relate
them to their own experiences (Young, Ruck, & Crocker, 1991).
While science fiction has long been used as a minor instructional strategy for
teaching science (Williamson, 1980), science-in-fiction is a new genre developed by
the National Medal o f Science-winning scientist, Carl Djerassi. Djerassi attempts to
educate nonscientists in the moral and ethical issues, processes, methods, creativity,
and collegiality o f contemporary scientific investigation through his writings.
Djerassi’s 1994 novel. The Bourbaki Gambit, included a fictional account o f the
discovery of the polymerase chain reaction, the science content o f interest in this study.
Although this fictional account is, by intent, not historically accurate, it artfully
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portrays the nature of science as science is practiced today, including characters and
dilemmas that are both engaging and authentic (Djerassi, 1998b).
The polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is arguably the most important
biotechnological advance to date because it has profoundly changed the practices and
potential o f molecular biology to answer questions and solve problems. The procedure
called PCR makes genetic material that once was scarce, abundant for
experimentation, increasing flexibility and efSciency, and opening new avenues o f
research. It has become essential and commonplace in all molecular biology
laboratories (Rabinow, 1996). PCR has also made its way into clinical laboratories for
the diagnosis o f disease and is modifying the practice o f clinical laboratory science
(Kami, 1996).
An important goal o f science instruction is that students gain a thoughtful
appreciation of scientific attitudes and interests that will lead to scientific literacy
(Klopfer, 1969). Biological literacy is a subset of scientific literacy that encourages
students to understand the processes of scientific inquiry in biology, historical
developments in biology, the impact o f humans on the biosphere, and most important,
the unifying principles of biology (Biological Science Curriculum Study,1993).
This research aimed, ultimately to provide undergraduates, especially senior
clinical laboratory science students, with the educational experiences that lead to an
enhanced understanding o f the nature o f science and attainment o f the “structural”
level of biological literacy, with respect to the polymerase chain reaction. Students
read The Bourbaki Gambit (Djerassi, 1994) as a novel. Then they proceeded through a
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hypermedia program based on C h u te r 19 o f this novel that described PCR and
experienced a researcher-developed, human constructivist PCR hypermedia program
containing multidimensional and graphic representations o f the relevant concepts.
Each student was assessed for cognitive gains on both hypermedia programs for the
purpose o f determining the learning outcomes attributable to each. These assessments
were correlated to the students’ current learning approaches, as determined by the
Inventory o f Learning Processes (Schmeck et al., 1977) and to their current
understanding of the nature of science via a questionnaire developed by Roach (1993).
The Inventory of Learning Processes was employed as a window on students’
meaningful learning, and the Nature o f Science (Questionnaire, on changes in their
thinking about the nature o f science.
Little previous research has been reported about teaching PCR and none falls
within the field of clinical laboratory science. Laboratory exercises using PCR have
been described in The American Biology Teacher, ajournai published by the National
Association o f Biology Teachers. For example, Phelps, Deering, and Buckner (1996)
reported that they used PCR to produce “DNA fingerprints” in the teaching laboratory,
similar to those used in forensics. Garrison and dePamphilis (1994) explained a
manual method for producing PCR products without a thermal cycler. No research
about the best methods for explaining, illustrating, or preparing instructional materials
that has been published in peer-reviewed journals (beyond Britton & Wandersee,1997)
could be located. There were some materials on the Internet; however, these items
have not been researched, tested, or submitted to peer review.
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This dissertation attempted to identify strengths and weaknesses o f the two
instructional approaches, their interrelationships, and their relationships to meaningful
learning and the nature o f science.

Definitions
•

Alternative conceptiour- an explanatory perspective constructed by the student
that is not compatible with current scientific thought Misconceptions and
naive conceptions are used interchangeably with alternative conception, but
alternative conception is the current preferred term and is less pejorative than
the others.
Biological literacy— the state of understanding basic biological principles, the
processes of scientific inquiry, the historical development o f biological
concepts, and the impact o f human life on the biosphere. The biologically
literate individual should also be able to understand the impact o f biology and
biotechnology on society, use biotechnologies appropriately, apply biological
knowledge to solve problems, and make personal decisions based on the
critical evaluation of information (Biological Sciences Curriculum
Study, 1993).

•

Concept— a perceived pattern or regularity in objects or events that is
designated by a symbol.

•

Elaborationr—the process o f marshaling subconcepts, examples, and factual
details to support and explain a concept
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Focus group— people possessing certain characteristics who are assembled in
order to provide data o f a qualitative nature through focused discussion.
Hypermedia—nonlinear, interactive linking of computer screens (that may
involve text, video clips, sound, and graphics) with other information on other
computer screens.
Learning strategies— the patterns of information processing activities that
people engage in when conhonted by a learning task or when preparing for an
anticipated memory test.
Learning style— a predisposition to favor a particular learning strategy with
some cross-situational consistency.
Meaningful learning— learning that involves the deliberate and explicit linkage
of new concepts and propositions with existing knowledge, thereby modifying
the learner’s cognitive structure (Ausubel, Novak, & Hanesian, 1978).
Nature o f science—a multifaceted and controversial term for describing
science as a process o f investigation, including its strengths and weaknesses.
Nature o f technology— a term describing human beings’ ability to change their
world to suit them better, thereby working in everyday life to shape the
character of civilization. Understanding the nature o f technology includes
knowledge o f the accompanying unpredictable and unexpected benefits, costs,
and risks (AAAS, 1993).
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•

Polymerase chain reaction— a biochemical procedure for in vitro nucleic acid
amplification.

•

Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphism (RFLP)—a difference in restriction
fragment lengths (a piece of DNA resulting firom cleavage with a restriction
enzyme) between very similar DNA molecules (such as homologous
chromosomes from two different individuals) used to detect relatively minor
differences in the base sequence of the molecules (Kreuzer & Massey, 1996).

•

Science-in-fictionr- a new genre of fiction invented authored by prominent
scientist Carl Djerassi to accurately depict the motivations and characteristics
of scientists, while exploring the ethical dilemmas o f scientific research and
telling an engaging story (Djerassi, 1994,1998b).

Research Questions
Main Question
What are the differential, meaningful learning outcomes when college
undergraduates leam about the polymerase chain reaction through a human
constructivist multimedia approach and a science-in-fiction approach?
Subquestions
1.

What do students leam about the nature o f science and technology from each of
the two approaches?

2.

How do students’ think-aloud protocols and explanations o f PCR differ when
using each o f the two learning approaches?

8
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3.

How does students’ learning via the two approaches differ in respect to their
responses to the Schmeck Inventory o f Learning Processes?

4.

How do students using each approach perform on pretests and posttests o f
polymerase chain reaction knowledge, based on the BSCS biological literacy
model?
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Human Constructivism
The theory of human constructivism focuses on what the learner already knows
and how best to encourage the learner to associate new information meaningfully
(Mintzes & Wandersee, 1998). Under the Ausubel-Novak-Gowin theory, meaningful
learning is the "nonarbitrary, nonverbatim, substantive incorporation o f new
knowledge into long term memory" (Mintzes et al., 1997). Meaningful learning
requires an active, deliberate, and mindful formation o f connections between old and
new ideas (Mintzes et al., 1997). In addition, learners must have potentially
meaningful material, relevant ideas in long term memory, and a meaningful learning
set. A meaningful learning set is characterized by the motivation and disposition o f
learners to relate new material nonarbitrarily to other associated concepts in long term
memory (Ausubel et al., 1978).
Concepts are regularities in objects or events that can be signified by a symbol
such as a word in natural language. Through interactions with the world and other
people, humans construct understanding of concepts. Concepts are elaborated,
changed, or restricted through further experience with the object or event and through
communication with others (Mintzes et al., 1997). New information must be related to
the most relevant superordinate or subordinate concepts in a process called progressive
differentiation. Progressive differentiation may involve incorporating examples,
elaborations, modifications, or qualifications, and can further modify prior concepts.
11
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When new concepts counter prior ones, then integrative reconciliation must occur
(Ausubel et al., 1978).
Successful learners are able to make radical changes to the firamework o f their
knowledge in order to undergo conceptual change (Mintzes & Wandersee, 1998).
Conceptual change may require substituting one concept for another, breaking old
connections, or forming new ones. This restructuring process may be gradual or
radical, but students must engage in restructuring in order to develop fiameworks that
enhance further learning. A well integrated and differentiated framework enables
learners to recognize patterns, process information rapidly, and represent problems at
the principle level. A large, well-structured, hierarchically-arranged domain o f
knowledge is what distinguishes an expert from a novice (Mintzes et al., 1997).
Knowledge, especially scientific knowledge, is rapidly forgotten if it is not
learned meaningfully (Mintzes & Wandersee, 1998). Once the connections between
memorized knowledge are broken or decayed, students must reconstruct their
knowledge from other, often incorrect or unrelated concepts (Mintzes et al., 1997).
Therefore, these memorized concepts and theories are no longer available for
reasoning or problem solving, and individuals may revert to prior-held, naive, or
alternative conceptions. Misunderstandings in science are often rooted in separate
topic areas. For example, alternative conceptions in chemistry or physics may impact
biology learning. These alternative conceptions interact with what is presented
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formally in instruction and may produce very difTerent results from those that the
teacher intended (Mintzes et al., 1997).
Research has demonstrated through numerous studies that alternative
conceptions occur in all age groups (including teachers), all cultures, and across
subject matter disciplines. Alternative conceptions develop from interaction with
nature, peers, language, mass media, and teachers’ explanations. Alternative
conceptions are tenacious, once formed, and difGcult to eradicate (Wandersee,
Mintzes, & Novak, 1994). A variety of instructional approaches may be required to
assist students in the processes o f restructuring and conceptual change (Mintzes et al.,
1997).
It is frequently easier to learn something correctly the first time than to unlearn
it and leam it differently (Langer, 1997). Being burdened with mindlessly memorized
information makes it more difficult to comprehend new complexities. If learners
mindlessly accept new information unconditionally by overlearning or memorizing it,
they may be unable to notice subtle changes in patterns and react accordingly (Langer,
1997). The more meaningful the learning and the more connections that are made, the
more learning that can occur, the greater the ability to solve problems and transfer
knowledge to new situations, and the less likely forgetting will occur (Ausubel et al.,
1978).
Another important aspect to the human constructivist, formerly the AusubelNovak-Gowin theory of meaningful learning, is that of metacognition. Meaningful
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learning is enhanced by skills that enable students to leam how to leam (Novak &
Gowin, 1984). In order for students to become scientifically literate, the major goal of
all science education (American Association for the Advancement o f Science [AAAS],
1993), they must be able to reason about the natural world and apply it to their
everyday lives. Because the scientific enterprise is continually growing, students need
the learning skills to constmct new knowledge about the natural world. Students can
be empowered to constmct knowledge by using the heuristic devices, such as concept
maps and Vee diagrams (Mintzes et al., 1997). Concept maps are metacognitive tools
developed by Novak and his associates (Novak & Gowin, 1984) to represent
knowledge stmctures in content areas. Vee diagrams were invented by Gowin to help
leamers to visualize and understand the components o f knowledge making and how
they interact. Because they demonstrate clear relationships between the stracture o f
knowledge, and the objects/events of interest, Vee diagrams are very helpful when
planning a research project (Mintzes et al., 1997). There should be a dialogue between

the conceptual and the methodological sides o f the Vee about the focus questions and
the objects or events they encompass. Stated more simply, Vee diagrams illustrate the
coimections between thinking and doing during knowledge constmction. In addition,
they can demonstrate that the meaning of knowledge is constmcted fiom the objects
and events observed, promote intellectual honesty, and clarify the nature and structure
of knowledge and how it is produced (Novak & Go win, 1984). The Vee diagram o f
this research is included for this reason (See Figure 1). Note that the Vee diagram
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visually explains and concisely describes both the methods and the theoretical basis for
this research.
Multiple Examples and Representations for Instruction
Teachers must know the accepted theories in a content domain and be able to
explain both why a particular proposition is deemed warranted and why it is worth
knowing (Shulman, 1988). Teachers must also be able to describe how content relates
to other propositions within the discipline and with other disciplines both in theory and
in practice. In addition, teachers must know why the content is valid, on what grounds,
and under what conditions. To teach these currently accepted truths, interrelationships,
and topic-specific knowledge, teachers must strive to produce the most useful
representations of the content, the most powerful analogies, illustrations, examples,
explanations, demonstrations, and activities that are appropriate to the topic and the
students (McDiarmid, Ball, & Anderson, 1989). Abrams (1994) found that examples
should be multiple and varied. Furthermore, she recommended that teachers should
instruct with multiple examples and nonexamples, as well as prototypical examples
(Abrams, 1994).
A formidable repertoire of representations for every topic is necessary in order
to reach most of the students most of the time (Shulman, 1986). Teachers must be able
to present alternative representations until every student understands. Representations
should correctly and appropriately reflect the nature and substance o f the subject
matter, be comprehensible to students, contribute to learning, and be reasonable and
appropriate for the context (McDiarmid et al., 1989). McDiarmid and his associates
15
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(1989) described representations as a fact o f life for teachers, especially in science,
where many concepts and constructs are not directly observable. Representations are
topic-specific, but never perfect.
Teachers must know the conceptions and preconceptions o f students o f
different ages and backgrounds, and they must know all the strategies for effecting
conceptual change to assist students in reorganizing their understandings (Shulman,
1986). Teachers need a flexible understanding o f content in order to provide a variety
o f representations. Teachers must also acquire knowledge about students in general,
and the students to be taught, especially their interests and prior knowledge, in order to
choose the most appropriate representation for a particular context (McDiarmid et al.,
1989).
Teachers must transform and com m unicate science content so that it informs
students about the structure of the discipline, what scientists do, what counts as
evidence, and how it is accepted (McDiarmid et al., 1989). Knowledge o f the nature o f
science requires deeper and more critical knowledge o f the content and a large
repertoire o f examples. A broad range of representations for fewer topics is
recommended by McDiarmid and his associates (1989). This reconunendation follows
that o f the American Association for the Advancement o f Science (AAAS) in Science
fo r A ll Americans and Benchmarks (AAAS, 1989, 1993). Demastes and Wandersee
(1992) and Mintzes and Wandersee (1998) also advocated teaching a small number o f
pervasive scientific principles that students could apply to situations and decision
making for their personal lives and for public policy.
16
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Not only must teachers understand scientific theories, the nature o f scientific
inquiry, the pertinent concepts for the topic, relevant alternative conceptions, and
where student understanding usually breaks down, but also the students’ lives and
school experiences (McDiarmid et al., 1989). The teacher must determine which
laboratory activities, which simulations, and which analogies and metaphors will
inspire these particular students on a particular day. Later, the teacher must be able to
assess student understanding using appropriate artifacts or probes. Without this special
pedagogical content knowledge (PCK), teaching is telling and learning is accumulating
information without understanding (Shulman, 1988).

The Role of Visual Images in Learning
Observation is an important component of biology (Manuel, 1986).
Observation is not the same as directly viewing an object. Seeing is a matter of
perception, and individuals’ perceptions will vary because what they see is a fimction
of what they know, have seen in the past, their concepts, their capacity to place what
they see in context, and the structure of the data received through the eyes (Manuel,
1986).
Humans all perceive basic forms, depth, and motion that enable them to know
what an object is, where it is, and what it is doing (Solso, 1994). However, individuals
make sense of these attributes idiosyncratically through psychology. Therefore,
perception is determined by common physiology and by individual psychology. The
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world is examined for answers, and hypotheses are produced about the nature o f reali^
in terms o f the individual’s past experiences and the context (Solso, 1994).
It is proposed that some prior knowledge of the world is organized into
schemas (Solso, 1994). New information is compared to these schemas (cognitive
templates) until one similar to the pattern observed is found. Then the eyes are directed
to move to another part o f the image so that they can gather more “evidence” that
supports that schema. Hypotheses are continually generated in this top-down manner,
and the schema is modified, or a new one is activated. The cycle of perception is
directed by what the individual expects to see. Because people’s cognitive structures
and schemas are idiosyncratic, images are interpreted differently, even though the same
lines and forms are viewed (Solso, 1994).
This process o f perception also explains why humans gaze longer at more
puzzling objects (Solso, 1994). The cycle continues until there is satisfaction that what
is seen is understood. Visual dissonance may occur when a person cannot make sense
o f the pattern. The dissonant pattern is either avoided or the differences are resolved by
the mind (Solso, 1994). Because humans make sense of what is seen with their minds,
there is no truly objective or unbiased observation (Manuel, 1986). This supports the
constructivist view that what is presented to students is not always what is understood
and remembered (Mintzes et al., 1997).
Visual information can function as a necessary component for helping
inexperienced leamers to bridge the gap between concrete experiences and symbolic
representations o f real world phenomena (Miller & Burton, 1994). Although not all
18
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investigators believe that images are encoded by properties that are spatial and
modality- specific, most find that visual images such as charts, graphs, and digram s
are useful in communication and instruction (Miller & Burton, 1994).
Dual-Coding Theory
Paivio (1991) first published his dual-coding theory o f information processing
after studying the role of imagery in learning. Paivio proposed that incoming
verbal/linguistic information is coded into a verbal coding system, and that incoming
nonverbal information (pictures, sounds, smells, and touch) are directly coded in an
analog fashion in a separate imaginai coding system. The theory states that the verbal
memory traces are weaker and predicts that highly imaginai information is coded in
both verbal and imaginai systems. Therefore, imaginai information is remembered
better and has an additive effect on recall. Paivio proposed that the two processing
systems function independently, but are partly interconnected, so that activity in one
could initiate activity in the other, and memories firom each could be transformed into
the other. Pictures are remembered better than words, and concrete words are
remembered better than abstract words. The verbal system processes serially while the
visual processing o f concrete stimuli occurs all-at-one-time (Paivio, 1991).
Lapadat and Martin (1994) obtained consistent results that lent support to the
instructional use of imaginai elaborations and visual materials in lectures about
educational psychology with the goal of increasing memory of the main topics over
time. Participants scored higher on quizzes and were able to report more salient events
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or episodes from lectures when the topics were imaginally elaborated by the
instructional material, than they were from verbally elaborated topics. This effect was
seen immediately afrer lectures and also three months later, thus supporting Paivio’s
(1991) dual-coding hypothesis in a naturalistic setting (Lapadat & Martin, 1994).
Mayer and Sims (1994) studied the ability o f college students to leam and
remember multimedia-based lessons on the working of a bicycle pump and the human
respiratory system. Problem-solving transfer of the material to new situations was
tested and found to be greater in students who concurrently experienced animation and
narration than in students who experienced animation and narration successively
(Mayer & Sims, 1994).
Mayer and Sims (1994) proposed a dual-coding theory o f multimedia learning
that was adapted and modified from Paivio’s (1991) dual-coding theory. Visually and
verbally presented material interacts in working memory during learning. Mayer and
Sims’ (1994) theory contends that when information is presented verbally, the
individual builds a verbal representational connection or encoding, and when
information is presented visually, the mind builds a visual connection. A referential
connection is built between the two mental constructions mapping the structural
relationship between the verbal and visual representations. In order to leam
meaningfully and to be able to transfer problem-solving skills, all three connections
(verbal representational connection, visual representational connection, and the
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referential connection between the two) must be formed. Successive images make it
more difGcult for the subject to make the requisite connections (Mayer & Sims, 1994).
Spatial ability was measured and found to correlate positively with concurrent
presentation, but not successive presentation. Mayer and Sims (1994) hypothesized
that students with low spatial ability must devote more cognitive resources to building
the visual representation o f the system than high spatial abitity students. In addition,
Mayer and Sims theorized that domain-specific knowledge compensated for
uncoordinated instruction. Therefore, students who possess domain-specific prior
knowledge may not need visual aids, and low-experience, high-spatial ability students
are most likely to benefit from verbally and visually synchronized instruction (Mayer
& Sims, 1994).
Graphics and Illustrations in Expository Text
Graphics that accompany text have become commonplace, especially in
scientific writings. These graphics serve many purposes toward increased reading
comprehension. They can provide readers with help in processing spatial information,
checking the accuracy o f what is read, reactivating earlier memories, encoding new
information, and interpreting and promoting deeper understanding o f the tex t It is
theorized that because pictures may provide a context for organizing information and
provide extralinguistic information, they can help leamers understand what they read
and remember it better. D igram s in science texts help readers to integrate and
reorganize information from different parts of the text. Diagrams may also encourage
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students to conceptualize information better for problem solving (Hegar^, Carpenter,
& Just, 1991).
Various conclusions have been drawn about the educative value o f illustrations
or graphics in text A summary of 55 comparisons o f learning from illustrated text
versus text alone yielded the following conclusions; learning from illustrative text was
consistently better for poor readers and in delayed recall, especially when the text and
the illustrations were redundant (Levie & Lentz, 1982). In another study, students were
observed to read three or four clauses on average and then scan the diagrams. They
repeated this process several times, and at the end o f reading they reviewed the
diagram for a longer time (Hegarty et al., 1991). Readers may interact with text and
diagrams while concurrently comparing it to their personal experience (Holliday, Yore,
& Alvermaim, 1994). Mayer and Gallini (1990) reported that a diagram is worth
10,000 words “when the text is potentially understandable, when the value of
illustrations is measured in terms o f learner understanding, when the illustrations
explain, and when the student lacks previous experience.”
Levie and Lentz (1982) found that learning may not be facilitated when the
illustration is complex because students find it to be a formidable decoding task.
Students tend to look at these complex graphics superficially without expecting to see
useful information, unless strongly prompted to study them. Dwyer (1969) found that
increasing amounts of detail in illustrations do not necessarily lead to increased
learning and simple line drawings may be better than realistic illustrations. Another

study found that illustrations benefitted low-ability students by providing a picture for
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storage, while high ability students performed best when t h ^ reorganized and
interpreted the verbal material on their own (Koran & Koran, 1980). Diagrams may be
most useful in text when the information is too complex for readers to visualize spatial
representations on their own. Readers must also have the relevant knowledge
necessary to extract the information that the diagrams provide (H egar^ et al., 1991).
When text and image do not agree-depicting one thing, while saying another, the result
is visual-verbal discontinuity (Braden, 1996).
Glenberg and Langston (1992) hypothesized that illustrations in domains that
were not explicitly spatial help students build mental models of what the text explains.
Readers constructed appropriate mental models when the picture agreed with the
meaning o f the text, but not the structure. When the picture did not agree with the
meaning of the text, students performed worse than when they had no picture at all.
These investigators concluded that the benefits o f illustrations were not due to
motivation, repetition, or some dual-coding explanations. Glenberg and Langston’s
(1992) data supported the lack of motivational and repetitive benefits o f illustrations;
however, their evidence for denying some dual-coding explanations was weak and
poorly explained. Glenberg and Langston (1992) posited that their results affirmed that
mental model integrated the pictorial and linguistic information, and that this occurs
through management of working memory. Pictures can serve as a type o f external
memory, freeing up capacity in working memory for inference building (Glenberg &
Langston, 1992).
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Braden (1996) o & red five flexible guidelines for illustrations in text: (a)
illustrate unusual objects—the less conunon the object the greater the need for
depicting it; (b) the more words that are needed to describe an object, the greater the
need to illustrate it; (c) if the object can be analogized easily to a familiar object, it
does not require an illustration; (d) if the appearance of the object is an important
characteristic, it should be illustrated; and (e) if it is believed that a point can be
communicated more clearly with illustrations, writers should follow their instincts.

Polymerase Chain Reaction
The polymerase chain reaction (PGR) has become a mainstay of modem
molecular biology. PGR is the in vitro, enzymatic amplification o f DNA by DNA
polymerase in order to make millions or billions of copies of a segment of nucleic acid
(Hilbome & Grody, 1991). PGR’s ability to amplify DNA segments is based upon the
properties of DNA itself. PGR has been called “molecular Xeroxing®” and is
described as a process in which a single molecule of the genetic material can be
duplicated into 100 million molecules in a few hours (Britton, 1996).
History of the Discovery of PGR
PGR was discovered by Kary MuUis on a Friday night in 1983 on Galifomia
Highway 128 in Mendocino Gounty while driving to his cabin in the woods (MuUis,
1991). He was mentally working on the problem of how to determine the identity o f a
specific nucleotide in a gene in order to diagnose a particular genetic disease. He
visualized the components o f DNA as appearing like Tinker Toys® and mentally
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rearranged them. With a flash of insight, Mullis discerned the answer to this problem.
Using the initial concept o f PCR, he realized that the specific DNA sequences could be
duplicated into millions of identical copies in a laboratory (Mullis, 1990).
Mullis was employed as a scientist by the Cetus Corporation o f Emeryville in
northern California when he conceived the idea of PCR (Rabinow, 1996). The
investigators at Cetus were not impressed with PCR until Mullis presented it at the
Cold Spring Harbor 51st Symposium on Quantitative Biology, “The Molecular
Biology o f Homo sapiens.'’' This symposium was organized by James Watson, one o f
the scientists who discovered the structure of DNA in 1953. Following this conference,
investigators worldwide began to appreciate PCR and its potential for solving many o f
the problems associated with molecular biology (Mullis, Ferre, & Gibbs, 1994). Prior
to the invention of PCR, segments of DNA could only be duplicated in the laboratory
through gene cloning, a laborious process. However, without the assistance o f other
scientists at Cetus, PCR could not have been made to work at that time because the
technical difScuIties o f carrying out PCR were overwhelming (Rabinow, 1996). Since
then, PCR has shown to be an indispensable tool for the molecular biologist because it
multiplies DNA that once was scarce into unlimited copies. PCR has rapidly
transformed the way scientists perform molecular biology. Without PCR, for example,
the H um an Genome Project would overwhelm scientists, cost millions more, and take
many years longer to complete (Mullis et al., 1994).
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Relevant Principles of DNA Chemistry
PCR is based upon the ability o f DNA to replicate itself in a semiconservative
manner. DNA polymerase is one of the enzymes that duplicates the DNA when a cell
divides so that there are two exact copies o f a chromosomes, one for each new cell.
DNA polymerase causes the two chains o f bases to separate at the juncture o f the bases
and then adds new bases to each strand, resulting in a complementary copy o f both
strands o f the original DNA (Hilbome & Grody, 1991).
When DNA is heated to greater than 90°C, the hydrogen bonds between the
bases break and the double helical DNA becomes single-stranded. Thermal energy
from heating increases molecular motion that weakens the hydrogen bonds. The two
strands come back together (reanneal) when the temperature is lowered to 70°C or less.
The backbones of the DNA molecule run in opposite directions; the five prime (5') and
three prime (3') ends are named for the orientation o f the 5' and 3' carbon atoms o f the
deoxyribose (sugar) rings structures (Campbell, Fiedler, & Persing, 1992).
PCR Procedure
The basic PCR procedure is completed in three steps. The first step includes
the extraction of DNA from the cells of interest. This is followed by heating the DNA
to about 95°C to separate it into single strands. Then the strands are cooled so that
primers flanking the DNA to be amplified can anneal to the single strands. The DNA
to be amplified is called the target. Primers are short oligonucleotides (short, single
strands o f DNA synthesized in an instrument in the laboratory) complementary to the
target. DNA polymerase adds new nucleotides only at a specific recognition site that
26
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includes a double strand o f DNA, and it can add these nucleotides in only one direction
(from 5' to 3*). These primers provide the specificity o f PCR by bracketing only the
target. In the third step, the DNA polymerase extends the primers by adding
nucleotides to make a complementary strand o f DNA that includes the target This
process is repeated 30 or 40 times, and the number o f copies increases exponentially
because each newly synthesized copy can also serve as a template. Theoretically, one
cell can provide a billion copies of the target in 30 cycles. In actual laboratory practice,
the “maximum” is never achieved, and more cycles or more targets are required than
predicted (Podzorski & Persing, 1995).
DNA Polvmerase
When PCR was first developed, the Klenow firagment of bacterium Escherichia
coli DNA polymerase I was employed to extend the primers. This polymerase is
tedious to use because its activity is destroyed at temperatures above 90®C and it has to
be added to the mixture after each heating cycle. In contrast. Tag polymerase made it
possible to fully automate the procedure because it is not denatured at high
temperatures. It works repeatedly during the heating and cooling stages o f PCR. This is
because Tag was isolated from Therrmis aguaticus, a thermostable eubacterium found
in hot springs at Yellowstone National Park. The optimum temperature for Tag's
enzymatic activity is 72°C, which is why the temperature is currently raised to 72°C in
the third step of the PCR procedure (Bej, Hahbubani, & Atlas, 1991).
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Prim ers

Primers are short, single-stranded, oligonucleotides that bracket the target
Synthesized using an automatic procedure that is relatively inexpensive, primers can
be made on-site to the scientist’s requirements or purchased from a supplier. One
primer is a copy of a short section o f the coding strand of DNA at the 5' end of the
target and the other is a copy of a short section o f the noncoding strand at the opposite
5’ end of the target. Primers are usually20-30 nucleotides long, unique, and anneal only
to the target DNA; therefore, most o f the sequence o f the target DNA must be known.
The size o f the primer must be short enough for efficient amplification, but long
enough to anneal only to the target. Because primers are added in excess and are short,
when the mixture is cooled, they anneal to the target DNA before the long strands o f
the target can come back together. Primers provide a starting point for the DNA
polymerase enzyme to synthesize a second strand complementary to the target. The
uniqueness and specificity of the primers determine the accuracy o f the PCR reaction
(Bej et al., 1991).
Thermal Cvcler
The thermal cycler is a commercially available, programmable,
microprocessor-regulated, heating and cooling block. This instrument can be
programmed for the temperatures and times required for each step in the PCR
procedure. In a typical cycle, the DNA to be amplified, Taq polymerase, extra
deoxyribonucleotide triphosphates, an excess o f primers (enough for each new
template made in the procedure), buffers, and magnesium chloride, are heated to about
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94°C for one minute for dénaturation, cooled rapidly to 50-70“C for one minute to
allow the primers to anneal, and then reheated to 72°C for one minute for the Taq
polymerase to extend the primers. Forty cycles o f like duration can be completed in
two hours (Ehrlich, 1991).
Detection
Once the DNA segment of interest is amplified, it must be detected and
identified fiom among other unam plified DNA fiagments remaining in the mixture.
The conventional method begins with separation of DNA fiagments by size using
electrophoresis in an agarose gel. Once electrophoresed, the homogeneously amplified
DNA molecules residing in the gel as bands can be stained and compared with known
positive and negative controls. PCR products can also be identified using DNA probes.
DNA probes can identify the PCR products by hybridizing with the target DNA
probes are single-stranded oligonucleotides complementary to the target and are
labeled with dyes or radioisotopes for detection. If complementary DNA is present in
the PCR products, it will attach to the probes on a solid support and produce a visible
product (Podzorski & Persing, 1995).
Applications o f PCR
The most important purpose for performing PCR is to determine if a particular
sequence of nucleic acid is present in a test sample. Selective amplification o f a unique
region o f DNA in a highly complex structure, such as mammalian DNA, is the most
common application. Genetic diseases can be detected by identifying point mutations.
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deletions, and additions in a person’s DNA. Gene therapy has been facilitated through
PCR by providing copies of genes that can be inserted into defective cells (Luce,
1993). The Human Genome Project has greatly benefited from PCR by saving time
and money when sequencing unknown DNA. Prior to the development o f PCR, gene
cloning and sequencing was highly labor intensive, time consuming, and expensive
(Mullis et al., 1994). PCR aids the detection of genetic alterations in cancer cells and
in monitoring cancer treatment by detecting small numbers of cancer cells in large
numbers of normal cells by amplifying known, cancer-specific, mutated sequences
(Luce, 1993).
Infectious agents such as bacteria, viruses, fungi, and parasites can be detected
by PCR. PCR is most useful when the infectious agent is difficult to culture, such as
the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV). The amount of target nucleic acid can be
determined by PCR in order to monitor drug therapy o f HIV and Hepatitis C Virus
(Hilbome & Grody, 1991).
In addition, PCR has been shown to be invaluable in forensic work. Unknown
human and animal remains can be identified by comparing the DNA in them to that of
relatives or stored samples of their own DNA. DNA from blood, semen, and hair
found at crime scenes can be amplified by PCR and compared with a suspect’s DNA.
Paternity and familial relationships can be determined by amplifying and analyzing
genes. Maternal relatedness can be detected by examining mitochondrial DNA, which
is only inherited from the mother (Coleman & Swenson, 1994). Mitochondrial DNA
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analysis has been useful in establishing evolutionary relationships allowing scientists
to compare the DNA o f contemporary species with that of extinct species whose DNA
has been conserved in amber, fossils, or museum specimens (Schochetman, Ou, &
Jones, 1988).

Computer-Based Instruction
Computer-based instmction has many forms and diverse instructional designs.
A few o f these include drill and practice, simulations, microprocessor-based
laboratories, multimedia, and hypermedia. Recent advances in computer technology,
for example, CD-ROMs, sound and video boards, and inexpensive memory chips,
have increased the capability and utility o f the personal computer (PC) for instruction.
In addition, a computer can be a neutral, patient, consistent, and economical tutor (Ely,
1997).
Sutherland (1996) asserted that computer-based instmction can increase the
range o f psychological tools that can be made available to students. The zone o f
proximal development becomes the student and the psychological tools such as
language, algebra, icons, and graphs. The computer can extend these psychological
tools and promote problem solving and concept formation (Sutherland, 1996).
Computer-based instmction is not without its critics, however. There are
inequities in the utilization and the apportionment o f computer resources. The problem
o f equity for computers employed as tools for instmction is multifaceted. This
complex issue includes disparities due to gender, race, ethnicity, disability (both
physical and educational), class, geographic location, school and parental wealth,
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teacher training, and methods of utilization. Gender issues have been most
comprehensively studied, but other minorities and socioeconomic status have also
received attention. For the “at risk” population, there is an intersection o f race, gender,
and class, although little research has been undertaken to evaluate all three (Sutton,
1991). These factors were important to keep in mind when this researcher analyzed the
data gathered for this study.
Multimedia
Multimedia brings together the advantages of text and video media. Computers
can organize and present multiple representations of real phenomena. Text, audio,
film, animation, diagrams, and graphs can be presented in an interactive mode. These
multiple representations can produce even richer mental models for processing,
transfer, and problem solving (Kozma, 1991).
Multimedia has been shown to increase enrollment and class attendance,
decrease the number o f students who drop a course, and improve grades (Moore &
Miller, 1996). Moore and Miller (1996) found that multimedia correlated positively
with significant improvement in grades, and this improvement resulted firom better
understanding and retention of information, compared to traditional lectures in a
college biology course.
Hypertext
Hypertext is an electronic representation of text that takes advantage o f the
computer’s random access capability to overcome the sequential nature o f print on
paper. Hypertext permits users to read and write in a nonlinear manner by interactively
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linking chunks o f text with other chunks of text on other computer screens. For
example, by clicking on a designated word with a mouse, the computer can link
leamers to another screen where they can read about the term in a glossary, find related
information about the topic, or view other representations o f the concept (Burton,
Moore & Holmes, 1995). The capacity for presenting concepts and constructs is
limited only by the imagination o f the designer, and the memory and processing speed
o f the computer (Kozma, 1991).
Hypertext was envisaged in 1945 by Vannevar Bush, the Director o f Scientific
Research and Development during the Roosevelt administration (Myers & Burton,
1994). Bush believed that the mind worked through association and proposed a
machine that would store almost anything (books, magazines, drawings, notes). This
machine would allow the user to access any other information related to the topic.
Unfortunately, the technology required for building Bush’s machine was not available
for several decades (Myers & Burton, 1994).
The term “hypertext” was coined by Theodore Nelson in the 1960s to describe
a system o f nonsequential reading and writing. He, too, did not believe that people
think linearly and developed nonlinear text chunks that were interactively linked by
users to form unique pathways (Burton et al., 1995).
Hypermedia
Hypermedia extends the nonlinearity o f hypertext by including multimedia
capabilities. Not only text, but video, animation, soimds, diagrams, photographs, and
graphs can be portrayed on a computer screen. Interactive video, multimedia, and
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hypermedia are used synonymously in the literature, but hypermedia is actually the
most inclusive term (Burton et al., 1995).
Burton, Moore, and Holmes (1995) described multimedia as a “high-bandwidth” source because a great deal of information 6om many media devices is
available in parallel. For example, viewers can simultaneously examine a diagram, a
graph, or an illustration; hear an audio presentation; and read tex t Users can also view
a video or animation while reading tex t For these reasons, hypermedia has been
enthusiastically embraced by educators and named one o f the most significant
computer capabilities designed to date (Heinich et al., 1996).
Each idea is presented on a node or computer screen that can be thought o f as a
note card in a stack o f cards. The card can represent other concepts or representations
o f the first concept and can be cormected to any other card in the stack through
electronic links. The collection o f screens linked together is called a stack. Links are
connections between the nodes or cards that a user activates by a mouse click on a
button or a “hot spot” on the screen. This electronic link permits the learner to move
between cards that are connected in a nonlinear maimer (Burton et al., 1995). The
movement between nodes allows students to personalize the learning sequence, access
vast amounts of information, and connect and interact with information in a
constructivist manner (Yang, 1996).
Learner Control o f Hypermedia
Leamer-controlled instruction suggests a class o f instructional events intended
to increase learner involvement, mental investment, mindfiilness, and achievement
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(Williams, 1996). Because hypermedia is nonlinear and interactive, with userdetermined links between screens, the learner may select the sequence, pace, and
amount o f information explored (Burton et al., 1995). For example, in the polymerase
chain reaction program developed by the researcher for this study, the user can choose
to move from the title card to read an overview, review necessary prior concepts, read
the history o f PCR’s discovery, or view the steps in the procedure. Leamers can
browse or purposefully examine the information. This learner control can be “freedom
or chaos," depending on the design o f the program and the capabilities o f the user
(Marchionini, 1988).
Hypermedia requires new leamer skiUs and strategies in order for leamers to
create their own paths through documents while making the most o f their time and
effort. An extremely large amount o f data can be accessed easily and rapidly. The
materials can be explicitly linked by designers to suggest paths. Leamers can follow a
predetermined path or decide their own paths, thus shaping the content to their
specifications. This high degree o f leamer control can help students ‘Team how to
leam” by allowing them to monitor their progress, review, and study new information.
The hyperintegration o f media has the potential to change the role o f the leamer.
The designer o f the hypermedia can constrain the user’s freedom to navigate by
controlling where the links are placed. In most systems, not all screens are accessible
from every other screen. This restriction provides some structure to the lesson while
allowing leamers to self-pace, retum/review screens at will, and skip material that does
not meet their purposes (Burton et al., 1995).
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Yang (1996) asserted that hypermedia encourages associative or relational
thinking when students actively seek meaning instead o f passively absorbing
information. Leamers may explore related ideas that facilitate the integration of
knowledge (Yang, 1996). Other researchers have proposed that the nonlinearity o f
hypermedia is similar to the way people think and leam (Maddux, 1994). Hypermedia
may also resemble how people mentally organize information with both concepts and
their relationships (Heinich et al., 1996).
Concepts can be acquired in numerous ways firom many difTerent
representations in hypermedia, and can be revisited and redefined (Gall & Hannafin,
1994). Gall and Hannafin found hypermedia to be analogous to the prepositional

representations o f human cognitive structure. Maps o f hypermedia programs can
resemble concept maps, if they are hierarchically arranged, or semantic maps, if they
are non-hierarchical. Users’ navigational maps can also model the schemas o f experts
(Gall & Hannafin, 1994).
Becker and Dwyer (1994) detected greater intrinsic motivation in students who
were using hypermedia compared to students reading paper packets o f the same
information. Spitzer (1996) also confirmed that active learning through choice in
hypermedia increased motivation. Leamer control increased intrinsic motivation and
challenged students’ understanding (Kinzie & Berdel, 1990). Kinzie and Berdel (1990)
postulated that leamer control increases students’ self-management and enhances the
perception of personal control leading to increased motivation.
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Problems in Learning with Hypermedia
There are several problems students may encounter when learning with
hypermedia. New reading and writing skills may be required for hypermedia because it
is not easy to read text from a computer screen. Fewer words can be seen at one time
and scrolling through text may be required (Marchionini, 1988).
M otivational Problems

In Williams’ (1996) review o f the hypermedia literature, he found students’
attitudes to be indifferent or favorable to learner control. However, Williams found
that some students have maladaptive motivational tendencies and perform poorly when
using hypermedia. Blaming failure on their lack of ability and attributing their
successes to external events contributes to poor motivation. Students with maladaptive
motivation tend to show low persistence and terminate the program before viewing
important concepts (Williams, 1996). This researcher wonders if the label merely
signifies a person who prefers to learn through human interaction.
Metacognitive Problems
Hypermedia can be detrimental to learning when students lack effective
metacognitive learning strategies (Ayersman, 1996). Williams (1996) conjectured that
learners may make suboptimal choices during instruction because they overestimate
how much they know about a topic and terminate the program prematurely. Students
with little prior knowledge were found to perform poorly because they have less
knowledge of the organization of the material to be learned. They may pass over
information that they do not perceive as useful. Lower ability students may also
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perform more poorly in learner-controlled environments because they adopt
inappropriate mental strategies for a given problem. However, many would agree that
an important goal o f instruction should be that students develop self-monitoring skills.
Zhao, O’Shea, and Fung (1994) asserted that hypermedia provides opportunities to
learn how to leam.
For students to become independent learners, capable o f managing their own
learning, they should be able to identify their own needs. Unfortunately, students are
often poor judges o f their own knowledge and terminate hypermedia sessions
prematurely (Hooper & Hannafin, 1991). Hooper and Hannafîn found that older and
more mature students were able to make more appropriate decisions. Not all learners
are able to engage meaningfully. Their engagement may be superficial and perfunctory.
Selection o f content doesn’t necessarily ensure learning that is deep, meaningful, and
reflective (Hooper & Hannafîn, 1991). High ability students gained greater
understanding with choice, but low ability students did not perform as well when
provided learner control, presumably because they lacked appropriate metacognitive
skills These students' opinions of learner control mirrored those o f the pilot study
group where four of the five students recommended learner control, but others were
uncertain that they progressing in the “correct” direction. The ability o f these students
to leam firom hypermedia confirmed Ayersman and von Minden's (1996) and Liu and
Reed (1994) findings that students o f various learning styles can be accommodated by
hypermedia. Although there were comments about the large amount o f information in
the PCR program, learner control o f the data did not appear to overload their cognitive
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resources as (Marchionini, 1988) warned. However, several students did recommend a
“guided tour” for the first time they used the program, but not for future uses. This
paralleled S. Lee and Y. Lee's (1991) recommendations.
S. Lee and Y. Lee (1991) used hypermedia to teach students chemistry problem
solving and found that success with learner control was dependent on learner
knowledge o f content. Students who had large amounts of content knowledge could
navigate successfully and solve problems. However, those students who lacked content
knowledge were unable to navigate successfully and to solve problems creatively.
Therefore, S. Lee and Y. Lee contended that learner control should be reserved for
review but not for content acquisition (S. Lee & Y. Lee, 1991).
Williams (1996) reviewed the literature and found that learner control was as
effective or less effective for learning than system-based control. The lack of
effectiveness o f learner control was attributed to learners not knowing or not using
appropriate strategies. He concluded that learners don’t know what they don’t know,
but that they might improve through practice on the Internet Despite poor reports,
Williams believed that learner control was more in line with constructivist
instructional strategies than linear, system-controlled multimedia. It appears that a
balance between total freedom and total control may be optimal. Njoo and de Jong
(1993) concluded that hypermedia designers should provide learners with as much
navigational control as possible to facilitate exploratory learning, but not so much that
they struggle.
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Disorientation in Large Programs
The learner can become disoriented in navigating a large hypermedia card
program, dubbed the “lost in hyperspace” phenomenon. Learners can miss relevant
nodes or form wrong interpretations from the connections they make (Marchionini,
1988). Students may become lost in the program and not be able to find their way back
to initial information or to make an effective plan for new searching (Anderson, 1994).
Beasley and Waugh (1996) found that students who knew they would be
required to draw a map o f the structure of the content outperformed students who were
unaware o f this requirement The map-drawing students also reported less
disorientation. These researchers concluded that students who pay attention to the
structure o f the content achieve more learning and become lost less frequently (Beasley
& Waugh, 1996).
Cognitive Overload
Cognitive overload can also result from navigating large hypermedia programs.
Too many decisions may divert cognitive resources from learning. Benefits from
learner control may not be sufficient to overcome the liabilities (Marchionini, 1988).
Learners may observe many options in hypermedia but not know which is relevant to
their current purposes or whether their immediate concerns are the appropriate ones to
have (Gall & Hannafîn, 1994). Feedback in hypermedia is in the form o f more
information based on students’ selections, not correct answers. As the number of
options increases, so can the confusion. Time and effort spent learning the system’s
structure can detract from learning content.
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Prescriptions for Learner Control
Chung and Reigeluth (1992) provided prescriptions for when to provide learner
control, based on their study o f the literature. They recommended that learner have
content control when: (a) students have significant content knowledge; (b) students are
permitted to set their own goals; (c) students are of higher ability and make better
choices; (d) success is perceived to be under learner control and achievable through
feedback; (e) the learning task requires higher order problem solving and cognitive
strategies so that different students find different content relevant; and (f) higher order
thinking skills are required rather than factual information.
Learner control o f sequence should be provided when: (a) lengthy instmctional
programs have no specific presentation order to maintain motivation and interest; (b)
students are familiar with content or have higher ability and can make good decisions;
(c) flexible and novel thinking is required for higher order problem solving; (d) selfpaced learning is allowed; and (e) students can use prior knowledge (Chung &
Reigeluth, 1992).
Learner control o f the pace can be allowed when: (a) greater relevance and
satisfaction are achieved from spending more time on areas o f interest; (b) feedback
indicates more time is required; (c) increased time leads to improved performance; (d)
students are using individualized or self-paced instruction; and (e) learners would
benefit from more time to integrate new information with their previously constructed
schemata (Chung & Reigeluth, 1992).
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Remedies to Problems with I .earner Control
Chung and Reigeluth (1992) recommended that a default path or guided tour be
offered for low ability students. A graphical browser that helps students to know where
they are, where they started, or how to return to familiar territory can be very helpful.
Access to information about which areas in the program learners have explored may
also assist them in making good decisions. Providing help, feedback, and the ability to
make their own links may aid students in navigation and self-regulation, minimizing
frustration with hypermedia (Chung & Reigeluth, 1992). In addition, student
disorientation in hypermedia programs can be somewhat alleviated with various
devices such as guided tours, tutorials, or help screens. Williams (1996) recommended
that instructional designers clarify and expand students’ own perception o f the task to
prevent poor decisions during navigation.
Constructivist Nature of Hypermedia
Hypermedia can be considered as a constructivist tool because students gain
multiple perspectives (Yang, 1996). Hypermedia are able to facilitate knowledge
construction because they are nonlinear, multidimensional, and comprise a rich base of
information. Learners can control their own learning because they determine where
they go, how long they stay there, and what meaning it has for them. Through their
different paths, students can constantly construct and reconstruct their understanding.
Hypermedia allow diverse points of view that are situated or anchored in meaningful
contexts. Yang reported that hypermedia design is able to offer students the flexibility.
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openness, and plurality that encourage collaboration, and democratic, reflective, and
critical thinking. It can also encourage interdisciplinary learning (Yang, 1996).
Hypermedia presents the structure as well as the content of the topic, and
meaning is signified by the links. Therefore, hypermedia is considered to be
constructivist Hypermedia promotes global unspecified outcomes through exploration
and divergent learning and allows new knowledge to be constructed when learners act
on nodes that are salient and have utility. The salience and utility o f the exploration
depend on the learner’s prior knowledge and interests (Gall & Hannafîn, 1994).
Cennamo, Abell, and Chung (1996) examined constructivist instructional
design and found that it was important to select situations that provide stimuli for
knowledge construction and features that support students and teachers using it for that
purpose. The focus shifts from the prescription of complete instructional strategies to
tools and resources for participation. Constructivist computer programs should be
modular and flexible for various learning needs (Cennamo, Abell, & Chung, 1996).
Jonassen (1991) recommended that evaluation in hypermedia be less criterionreferenced and accommodate a wide range of response options. Evaluation should
occur more for self-assessment rather than control. Jonassen advised that if
hypermedia designers relinquish control, the students must assume it. This requires
greater learner responsibility along with greater freedom (Jonassen, 1991).
Yang (1996) warned that hypermedia can only ofier a constructivist learning
environment, not guarantee that students will use hypermedia constructively. Jonassen
(1991) also admonished hypermedia designers that outcomes in hypermedia will vary.
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Hypermedia or other instructioiiai designs should provide generalized tools for mental
construction because learning is internally controlled and mediated by the learner.
Moreover, Jonassen stated that constructivist theories are currently more descriptive
than prescriptive.
Learning Style Accommodation by Hypermedia
Students’ preferred method for processing information has been reported to be
acconunodated by hypermedia. Hypermedia allows a more individualized instruction
and may reach multiple intelligences (Forcier, 1996). Heinich and his associates
recommended hypermedia because it contributes a stimulating environment that may
appeal both to slow and advanced learners, and to students whose styles of learning are
unique, plus it may prevent boredom (Heinich et al., 1996).
Liu and Reed (1994) identified field-dependent and field-independent learners
in hypermedia and described them by measuring the total time spent in the hypermedia
program, repeat visits to individual cards, number of tools used, and the different types
o f information consulted by students. Field-dependence/independence is a commonly
employed measure of cognitive style that measures how well a student can restructure
knowledge based on the use of salient cues and field arrangement (Weller, Repman,
Lan, & Rooze, 1995) or the extent to which a person perceives part of a field as
discrete firom the surrounding field as a whole (Liu & Reed, 1994). Field-independent
learners confiront problems analytically and are able to perceive a relevant item in a
field o f distracting items. Field-dependent learners are less likely to impose a
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meaningful organization on a field that lacks structure. These learners approach
problems globally and are more sensitive to social cues.
Liu and Reed (1994) found that different groups used different strategies in
accomplishing the same task, and they chose different media, tools, and learning aids.
Learning styles affected the way students learned in the hypermedia environm ent
However, both field-dependent and field-independent learners performed equally well,
providing some evidence that hypermedia-assisted learning could accommodate
different learning styles (Liu & Reed, 1994), or that the field-dependent/fieldindependent distinction is context-dependent.
Ayersman and von Minden (1996) reviewed hypermedia literature and
concluded that little research had been reported that compared learning styles o f
students and the ability of computer-aided instruction (CAI) or hypermedia to support
them. The few studies available affirmed that hypermedia can meet the needs o f
students with different learning styles because it is learner controlled, but CAI could
not. Because there were no differences found in most o f these studies between
different groups o f students, Ayersman and von Minden (1996) concluded that
hypermedia used as instruction can accommodate various learning styles.
Examination of Students’ Paths Through Hypermedia
Which path the user selects through the hypermedia database can be recorded
and mapped onto a diagram o f the database. These maps can be compared between
users (Burton et al., 1995). Simmons and Lunetta (1993) converted the order o f
problem solving sequences o f successful and less successful participants to a small
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graphie and compared them. Similarly, individual maps o f student progress through
the programs can be compared among the participants in a manner analogous to
Tufte’s (1983) small multiple graphics.
Gall and Hannafîn (1994) found that hypermedia could serve as a vehicle for
comparing the logic and schemata o f novices to that o f experts. Individuals with
extensive prior knowledge invoked schema-driven selections. Prior knowledge forms
the context for establishing information needs, making connections, and reasons to
search. Students without content-specific prior knowledge may fail to establish their
information needs. Therefore, patterns o f usage can indicate the control structures that
learners used to make coimections between nodes to create understanding. These
patterns o f usage can be analyzed to infer the cognitive structure o f the learner or to
find which nodes are more interesting or profitable than others (Gall & Hannafîn,
1994).
Williams (1996) disclosed that patterns o f usage were more selective for high
achieving students, while low ability students appeared to select options randomly.
Those students who left the lesson early also chose the easiest kinds of options in the
program. The types o f options selected appeared to be more related to ability than to
the inherent quality o f options chosen (Williams, 1996).
W eller and associates (1995) studied the audit trails o f 98 students after the
students completed a hypermedia program. The students’ audit trails revealed that
students approached learning with hypermedia differently. Weller et al. hypothesized
that the novelty of a learner’s first-time use o f hypermedia may prevent them firom
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choosing predictably. In addition, different students may use the same path for
different reasons. Students may also have an incomplete or inaccurate understanding o f
the paths that they did not choose to take. These researchers found computer audit
trails to be quite complex and difficult to analyze (Weller, 1996).
Yacci (1994) performed a qualitative study to produce a grounded theory of
student choice in a rich learning environment. He asked 137 undergraduate students in
a computer literacy course to rank their preferences in learning strategies and to briefly
explain the rationale behind their choices. The students’ top three choices were ranked
into 16 patterns of usage. Factor analysis was performed to determine the underlying
latent variables that affected the students’ choices. He assumed that students had
reasons behind their strategies and that these choices would form a sequential pattern
(Yacci, 1994).
The three-event cognitive learning patterns identified by Yacci (1994) in order
o f firequency were: “overview—review/releam—further information,” “figure it o u tadditional knowledge—further information,” “overview—additional knowledge—further
information,” “overview-additional knowledge—question,” “step-by-step—enhance—
examples/model,” “step-by-step—review/releam—try yourself,” “step-by-step—
review/releam—examples/model,” “background information—additional know ledgefurther information,” “background information—try it myself—question.” These were
reduced to these four categories: “leam the structure o f knowledge,” “gather
information,” “see it done well,” and “act then ask.” He found several distinct patterns
followed by students in choosing learning activities. He also asserted that the patterns
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may apply to any learning experience, not only to computerized instruction in rich
learning environments (Yacci, 1994).
Some o f these global patterns chosen by Yacci’s (1994) sample are consistent
with instructional design theory, such as beginning with an overview, but his study
demonstrated that this is not always the way learners would choose to begin (Yacci,
1994). Some students preferred to begin with hands-on manipulation or check for
comprehension early in the learning process. Yacci (1994) recommended that
instructional designers clearly label resources according to the event they facilitate,
such as overview, examples, demonstrations, and details.
HyperStudio™
HyperStudio™ (1993-1995) is a simplified authoring program for designing
hypermedia programs. Because HyperStudio™ is an excellent, easily learned tool for
facilitating the design o f hypermedia, it was chosen for this research. Effort could be
directed toward the content and not toward learning a difficult authoring system.
Although it has technical limitations for designing instruction, HyperStudio™
accommodates the requirements for this study’s instructional design.
Computer Screen Design
Electronically produced visual images require different design characteristics
than print-based media. Images not only enhance the viewer’s ability to interpret the
intended message but can also have an emotional impact (Knupfer, 1994). Grzq)hic
design principles guide the selection o f instructionally effective graphics and their
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arrangement on the computer screen (Milheim & Lavix, 1992). Milheim and Lavix
(1992) presented several practical suggestions and overall guidelines for computer
screen design. Among them were to include only relevant details on each screen but
use as many screens as necessary; exhibit no annoying or distracting features; use
graphics instead o f text where possible; make screens visually stimulating and easy to
read; promote deep processing; aid in organizing the lesson content; allow reasonable
learner control; promote interaction; and facilitate lesson navigation. No more than
three lines o f text should be shown per screen and it should not be overcrowded
(Milheim & Lavix, 1992). Faiola and De Bloon (1988) recommended the careful use
o f negative space with computer screen developm ent
Milheim and Lavix (1992) made the following recommendations for color in
computer applications. Color should be used to logically link related material in the
program, separate screen areas, emphasize key points, and communicate overall
structure. Color should also be limited to a maximum o f three to six colors per screen
with consistent choices (Milheim & Lavix, 1992). The most important idea on the
screen should be illustrated in the brightest color (Tufle, 1997). Neutral gray
backgrotmds are best because they recede optically and have low saturation (Faiola &
DeBloois, 1988; Milheim & Lavix, 1992; Tufle, 1997). In addition, text should
significantly contrast with background. White or yellow on black or gray backgrounds
increases readability (Milheim & Lavix, 1992).
Livingston (1991) studied the effects o f full color, black and white, and
monochromatic color on performance in a com puter game. She found that color was
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motivating and attention getting, but students performed best when the screen was
monochromatic. Students performed least well with full color (Livingston, 1991).

Reading Fiction in the Study o f Science
Science students are barraged with facts that they are expected to remember
from the moment they enter college until graduation, and their feelings about what
they are learning are seldom shared or acknowledged in class. But feelings accompany
any learning that results in reorganization o f meanings (Gowin, 1981). By inducing
and harnessing students’ emotional responses through reading narratives, it may be
possible to encourage elaboration o f concepts for more meaningful learning. The
narrative, nonexpository nature o f fiction may motivate students to leam from it. The
genre o f fiction chosen for this study is called "science-in-fiction," developed by
scientist Carl Djerassi (1994).
Carl Djerassi is a well-known biochemist who received the 1992 Priestley
Medal (the highest American award in chemistry), the National Medal of Science in
1973, 14 honorary doctorates for the synthesis o f the first steroidal oral contraceptive,
and the National Medal o f Technology in 1991 for novel approaches to insect control.
He is a member o f the National Academy o f Sciences and the American Academy of
Arts and Sciences. Presently he is a professor o f chemistry at Stanford University and
also writes novels, short stories, poetry, plays, and an autobiography. Djerassi writes
novels that he labels as "science-in-fiction" to illustrate how authentic scientists work
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and to bring realistic issues in science to the attention o f nonscientists (Djerassi,
1998b).
Learning with Narratives
Narratives can improve learning in science by drawing the reader or listener
into a world o f shared experience. Because stories are our natural means o f partaking
in the lives o f others, they can stress the situated nature of cognition; the ways in
which science, culture, and world view interact; and the roles o f im%ination and
creativity in science (Martin & Brouwer, 1991).
Science Narratives
Narratives about the history o f science are especially informative for science
students. Most science textbooks omit the who, where, and when o f scientific
discoveries, and only the what. The lack o f context in these accounts presents science
as an objective, rational process and provides an unrealistic view o f the nature of
science (Martin & Brouwer, 1991). Developing a thoughtful appreciation and interest
in science that will lead to scientific literacy is an important aim o f science education,
and knowledge of the nature of science is one key to scientific literacy (Klopfer &
Watson, 1957).
Another important purpose for the study o f the history o f science is its help in
identifying and facilitating conceptual change in students who hold alternative
conceptions (Wandersee, 1986). Naive conceptions of students may match those of
scientists’ early beliefs. Once these alternative conceptions are exposed, students may
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be persuaded to exchange their naive beliefs for currently accepted ideas in science.
Because students cling to these alternative conceptions so tenaciously, it is important
to create unanswered questions and conflicts in their minds (Wandersee, 1986).
Wandersee (1992) also contended that narratives about the history o f science are a very
natural way o f learning about science and may be most compatible with the way we
store our memories.
Adding the history and nature o f science can be accomplished several ways.
For example. Roach and Wandersee (1993) proposed the use o f historical vignettes to
aid students in constructing knowledge about the processes o f science, not only the
products. A vignette is a story describing an incident o f dramatic, nature-of-sciencerelated conflict from the life a famous scientist (Roach & Wandersee, 1993). Students
then discuss the situation and the available alternatives, after which the teacher
resolves the conflict by telling the "rest of the story" (Wandersee & Roach, 1998). This
strategy differs, in students intellectual participation from that o f Klopfer and Watson
(1957) who described the use of case histories o f experimental science that emphasized
the methods that scientist use, the human dimension o f science, its international
quality, the necessity for the open exchange o f ideas, and the influences o f culture on
science.
Stories as Cognitive Organizers
Martin and Brower (1991) asserted that narratives are an "essential ingredient
in human cognition." Narratives provide a metacognitive structure for organizing new
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infoimatioii into a pattern that the human brain can recognize and layer specifics upon
(Lauritzen & Jaeger, 1992). Stories are fundamental structures o f the human
experience dating back to preliterate history and are the primary mode o f modem
communication (Lauritzen & Jaeger, 1992). Thinking is organized as stories and
stories are a basic principle o f the mind (Turner, 1996). Turner also theorized that
language arose fiom a projection o f stories.
Narratives are a mode o f knowing that captures the richness and nuances o f
meaning in human affairs (Carter, 1993). A persuasive story can promote a kind o f
critical reflection that results in the reconstruction o f the reader’s value system
(Barone, 1992). Stories can also capture the complexity, specificity, and
interrelatedness o f complex phenomena, and a multiplicity o f meaning not possible in
expository te x t Because scientific explanation requires consistency and
noncontradiction, it is unable to accommodate ambiguity and dilemma as its central
theme, whereas stories do this well (Carter, 1993). Noddings (1991) promoted the
value o f interpersonal reasoning in problem solving, and this interpersonal reasoning
can be more easily displayed through dialogue in stories. Stories can help students to
remember because they parallel real life, foster meaning making, provide a meaningful
context, accommodate individual differences, and invite learners into a community
(Egan, 1986). Egan also claimed that stories are the most effective tools for making the
content within them personally meaningful. Wandersee and Roach (1998) agreed that
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stories can provide cognitive bridges, so that students can activate their prior
knowledge and make connections between it and the new.
Fiction and narrative literature offer students opportunities to relate stories
about science and scientists to their own lives and experiences. Students may imagine
what the characters in the stories may be feeling and thinking (Young et al., 1991).
Fictional portrayals o f scientists in ethical dilemmas and ambiguous social situations
may enlighten students about the role o f science, technology, society (STS) issues.
Tensions between the values o f scientists and those o f society can be explored. Stories
may evoke an emotional response in students and demand their participation (Martin &
Brouwer, 1991). Because narratives o f the history o f science, stories, true or fictional,
and realistic novels about scientists can facilitate a more balanced view o f the actual
nature o f science, especially science’s false starts, societal influences, and the personal
motivations o f scientists, these writings are valuable instructional tools.
Hard Science Fiction
Arguably, science fiction is the most common form o f fiction, if any, used in
science courses. Williamson (1980) identified more than 500 science fiction-centered
college courses in 1973. Although distinct firom science fiction, science-in-fiction as a
genre is most closely related to that subcategory that is classified as “hard” science
fiction. Science, defined by Brin (1986) as the body o f knowledge which encompasses
verifiable, predictable patterns in our universe, is a m ajor force in hard science fiction.
Science participates in the motivation o f the characters to do what they do and should
be as consistent as possible with current, accepted scientific paradigms. Hard science
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fiction strays fiom accepted science only in purposeful speculation required by the plot
o f the story. It has been recommended that these divergences fiom accepted science be
few and rigidly defined (Brin, 1986).
Gunn (1986) stated that hard science fiction promotes the attitude that man’s
presence and purpose is to understand the universe and his place in it. This
understanding is central to the genre. It also describes a world where the understanding
o f science can change human behavior (Gunn, 1986). In hard science fiction the story
fi^quently revolves around a change in the environment that can be understood
scientifically and particularly through the “hard” laboratory sciences o f physics,
chemistry, and biology, or the observational sciences o f astronomy, geology, and
geography. Mathematics and computers are the tools. These sciences are termed
“hard” because they deal with objective data and the predictions made fiom these data
are verifiable (Gunn, 1986).
The employment o f fiction and science imposes constraints on what is possible
or plausible (Benford, 1986). Benford asserted that paying attention to scientific
accuracy can force coherence on fiction. It may also create a fundamental tension
between the dramatic needs o f the plot, and the demands o f accuracy and honesty.
Forward (1986) agreed that the purpose of hard science fiction is to have the science as
accurate as possible and matched to the fiction, while telling a good story. His method
is to allow the science to write the story—“You should work out the science without
prejudice and then let the science write the fiction” (Forward, 1986).
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Although hard science fiction is similar in these ways to science-in-fiction,
hard science fiction differs fiom it because its premise is imagining change and playing
w hat-if games with the future (Brin, 1986). The situations in which the characters find
themselves are different from the here and now, even though they take place in a
universe that is recognizable to our own. The author makes an honest effort at
prophetic extrapolation o f the known present to a logically explained future (Gunn,
1986). Science is essential for the main characters to cope with the conditions o f
another time or place.
Teaching Science Fiction Courses
Hard science fiction has been used by numerous educators to illustrate
scientific principles in an interesting, vivid manner. At the introductory level, it may
stimulate interest in science (Schmidt, 1973). Carl Sagan (1980) was one such student.
He described how reading science fiction as a boy led him to his profession in science.
He stated that one o f the great benefits o f science fiction is that it conveys bits and
pieces, hints and phrases o f knowledge that is unknown or inaccessible to the reader.
Science fiction may provide a sense o f wonder. In addition, science fiction can
introduce students to prominent scientists such as Isaac Asimov and Arthur C. Clarke
through their fiction writing (Sagan, 1980).
Williamson (1980) asserted that technology is changing our world faster than
most people can assimilate. Asimov (1980) pointed out that it was not until the
Industrial Revolution that people understood that change is natural and inevitable and
that the future must be different fiom today (Asimov, 1980). Science fiction allows
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students to think about the previously unthinkable, such as aliens or nuclear war. It
promotes a freedom o f expression, lack o f conformity, open-mindedness, and an
international view point Humans are portrayed as one more evolving species in danger
o f extinction (Williamson, 1980).
The primary advantage o f teaching science fiction is that it deals with the
sociological consequences o f scientific and technical developments. The far-reaching
effects o f these developments can be discussed in the guise of science fiction. In
addition, it can illustrate that the art o f problem solving is asking the right questions
and recognizing what is most important (Schmidt, 1973).
Science-in-Fiction
Science-in-fiction also deals with science as the primary motivation for its
characters, but it is located on earth in the current time. Djerassi (1998b) emphasized
that science-in-fiction should not be confused with science fiction. The purpose o f
science-in-fiction is to explain the motivations and characteristics o f scientists while
telling an engaging story.
Science-in-fiction explores the ethical dilerrunas of scientific research that
Djerassi felt should be illuminated and presented to nonscientists (Djerassi, 1998a).
Djerassi expressed the belief that these ideas should be presented to the general public
in an accurate marmer, but through fictitious plots, because the ethical dilemmas o f
scientists are seldom raised. Djerassi’s position is that these ethical dilemmas are
seldom encountered in conventional science classrooms, or even within the mentordisciple relationship because scientists fear retribution, attempt to be discrete, and wish
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to avoid embarrassment. Cloaked in fiction, ethical issues can be openly debated
(Djerassi, 1998a).
Better communication between scientists and the general public is another goal
o f science-in-fiction (Djerassi, 1998a). Scientific research and scientific inquiry are
depicted accurately and current topics are examined. Some of the topics explored in
Djerassi’s novels include the scientist mentor-disciple relationship, reliability o f
scientific results, the scientist’s compulsive drive for peer approval and recognition,
Nobel prize lust, creativity, collegiality o f scientists, and the role o f women in a maledominated profession. Scientists are often overly concerned with publication, the order
o f authors, choice of journal, and competition to be first to publish. Gaining tenure and
winning grants that fund their research and provide the opportunity to perform cuttingedge science can be scientists’ primary motivations (Djerassi, 1998b).
The Bourbaki Gambit
This research study is based upon Djerassi’s 1994 novel. The Bourbaki Gambit.
Djerassi stated that the issues in this novel are the inherent collegiality in science,
scientists’ desire for recognition by their peers, and the aging or “graying” o f our
society. Arthur C. Clarke, author o f prominent hard science fiction such as, 2001: A
Space Odyssey, described the novel and Djerassi on the jacket cover o f The Bourbaki
Gambit (Djerassi, 1994):
A scientist whose work has changed the very nature o f modem society, Carl
Djerassi is now making his m ark on literature. The Bottrbaki Gambit, though a
work o f fiction, may very well be compared to Watson’s classic. The Double
Helix. The author reveals, as only an insider can do, how much o f scientific
research is fueled by human passions.
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The title o f this book comes from a group o f French mathematicians who used
an assumed name, Nicholas Bourbaki, for their publications. This is the connection to
the group of four elderly scientists in Djerassi’s novel. These four well-known
scientists chose to forfeit their individual identify for a group one. They united in this
manner to extract revenge on their younger colleagues and former administrators
because they were forced or coerced into early retirem ent Sepp, one member o f the
group, supposedly invented the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) in the course o f the
novel, and papers written by the group about the discovery were published under the
pseudonym o f Diana Skordylis. PCR is an important scientific concept and Kary
Mullis received the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1993 for its discovery (M ullis et al.,
1994). PCR also formed the unacknowledged basis for two o f Michael Crighton’s
novels, Jurassic Park and The Lost World. In addition, evidence from blood cell and
hair PCR analysis was a “chief bone o f contention” in the O. J. Simpson m urder trial
(Djerassi, 1998b).
Chapter 19 o f The Bourbaki Gambit described the underlying DNA chemistry
required for the understanding o f PCR (Djerassi, 1994). The chapter also explained the
basic steps of the PCR procedure when the main character communicated the
procedure to a nonscientist. Chapter 19 contains only a few typographic
representations o f the procedure.
In 1995, the Distinguished Service Award from the National Association o f
Biology Teachers was awarded to Djerassi. During his banquet speech, Djerassi
mentioned two sessions he would have liked to have attended. One o f the presentations
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he referred to was “Cutting Up the Text, How We Used Magnetic Graphics to Teach
PCR” by L. Britton and J. Wandersee. In his remarks, he challenged these researchers
to use Chapter 19 o f The Bourbaki Gambit to teach students about PCR. This is the
basis for the use o f the novel in this study. Since that time, Djerassi has continued to
com m unicate with this investigator and has been very supportive o f this research

effort.
Limitations o f Chanter 19
A pilot study using both the entire novel and Chapter 19 was performed in
1996 to determine the advantages and limitations o f Djerassi’s description o f PCR. See
Appendix A. In that pilot study, it was found that there were im portant steps in the
procedure that Djerassi simplified. For example, he described a “chemical knot” on the
end o f the primer to prevent the DNA polymerase en2yme fiom adding bases in both
directions. This is not an accurate scientific explanation of what occurs in the PCR
procedure. The DNA polymerase adds bases complementary to the original strand only
in the S' to 3' direction beginning with the primer. There is no “knot” on the primer,
and the primer is required in the procedure to provide the polymerase with a
recognition site for its chemical reaction.
To include this step, Djerassi would have had to explain the antiparallel nature
of DNA and the meaning o f the S' and 3' ends. Omitting this inform ation may have
confused the students in this pilot study. In addition, a colleague who performs PCR
daily and teaches the procedure concluded that the knot was unnecessarily confusing
Matthews-Greer, J. (personal communication, October 8,1996). However, the
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‘^chemical knots” did not affect the understanding o f the only student who knew the
correct action of DNA polymerase.
When Djerassi was asked to explain this inconsistency, his answer was:
I have chosen to illustrate PCR in the manner done in The Bourbaki Gambit
because 1 assumed that m ost o f the readers would have zero background in
science, which is not the case for your students. For instance, describing the 5’
to 3' activity seemed to me already too involved for a fiction reading public.
Djerassi, C. (personal communication, October 6, 1996).
The content o f this chapter may be inappropriate on other points as well.
Students experienced difficulty understanding the role o f the restriction endonucleases.
Because these enzymes are not required for the PCR procedure, they could have been
omitted. Mention o f the DNA sequencer and DNA synthesizer could also have been
eliminated. These instruments were not as problematic as the restriction enzymes and
the chemical knots, but they are really not essential to the understanding o f PCR. In
addition, the role o f the thermal cycler was not included in the chapter. Because
Djerassi was writing about the invention o f the procedure, it might be expected that the
development o f the instrument would come later, but for the purpose o f this study and
for biological literacy’s sake, it was an unfortunate exclusion.

The Nature of Science
Because science-in-fiction has understanding scientists and their motivations as
one o f its major objectives, it was believed that the main advantage for students in
reading The Bourbaki Gambit (Djerassi, 1994) would be learning about the nature o f
science and gaining an appreciation for the role o f technology. In addition, the
historical sections o f the PCR human constructivist hypermedia program were
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expected to contribute to students’ understanding o f the nature o f science and
technology, but to a lesser degree than the novel.
Knowledge o f the nature o f science has been and continues to be one o f the
m ajor emphases o f science education (AAAS, 1993,1989; Aikenhead, 1973; Alters,
1997; Kimball, 1967; Lederman, 1992; Lederman & O'Malley, 1990; Matthews,
1993). It is one o f the primary tenets and a critical component o f scientific literacy,
(AAAS, 1993, 1989; Lederman, 1992). Knowledge of the processes o f science is as
important as the products (facts, principles, and theories) of science (Duschl, 1990;
Lederman, 1992). Science and technology’s increasing effect on students’ daily lives
and the scientific and technological bases for many everyday decisions have
emphasized the need for scientific literacy and knowledge about how scientists and
engineers reach their conclusions. Students need such knowledge for making personal
decisions and contributing to societal decisions about issues affecting their lives. In an
increasingly scientific and technological world, students without knowledge o f the
nature o f science may lack the skills to judge the validity of evidence or the logic o f
arguments (Meichtry, 1992). The current system that conveys “final form” science
gives most individuals no effective choice but to accept on faith or reject out o f hand
each new scientific finding (Duschl, 1988).
In addition, without a proper understanding of science as a process, students
fall prey to the myths of science, including that scientists are always open to new ideas
or that evidence can definitively confirm hypotheses (Callelry & Koritz, 1992-1993).
Duschl (1988) stated that the disenchantment of the public with science may be due to
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their lack o f understanding o f the nature o f science. Without knowledge of scientific
methods, the criteria o f application, what counts as evidence, and scientists’ reasoning,
individuals are unable to trust scientific pronouncements (Duschl, 1988).
STS and The History and Philosophy o f Science
One major thrust for achieving knowledge about the nature o f science is the
Science-Technology-Society (STS) curriculum movement (Lederman & O'Malley,
1990). Another is the incorporation o f the history and philosophy o f science into
curricula (Matthews, 1993). Matthews listed several advantages to the addition o f
history and philosophy to science education. Among the advantages he mentioned are
that the history and philosophy o f science can: (a) humanize the sciences, connect
science to personal concerns, and make science more attractive to females; (b) make
science class more challenging, develop reasoning and critical thinking by asking (for
example, if conclusions correctly follow premises); (c) enhance understanding and
meaningfulness o f science facts; (d) improve teacher education so that teachers can
help students generate authentic views of science; (e) aid teachers’ understanding o f
students’ alternative conceptions that often follow the naive views o f early scientists;
and (f) assist educators in generating informed views o f current issues.
In addition, history can provide concrete examples for how the scientific
enterprise works (Bybee et al., 1991). Gruender and Tobin (1991) asserted that
understanding the philosophy o f science can help students to appraise the value o f
science as a human activity central to human life. Philosophy o f science can assist
individuals to deal with value choices and to see the overall logic and method o f
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discovery, experimentation, and explanation. The history and philosophy o f science
can demonstrate how fallible the scientific process is (Gruender & Tobin, 1991).
However, there are numerous and fimdamental disagreements about what
science is, and a diversity o f opinions among philosophers o f science (Clemison, 1990;
Gotham & Smith, 1981; Martin, Kass, & Brouwer, 1990; Ray, 1991; Rubba, Homer, &
Smith, 1985). Lederman (1992) reflected that there is no preferred or informed nature
o f science, and that the nature of science is more tentative than scientific knowledge
itself. The diversity o f opinion among philosophers speaks against a single-minded
approach and for tolerance for a diversity o f approaches (Ray, 1991).
Alters (1997) reviewed the literature about the nature o f science and found a
variety o f opinions about what it is. A questionnaire that combined a number o f these
ideas was developed and sent to members o f the Philosophy o f Science Association
who also held assistant professorships or higher ranks in philosophy at a university in
the United States. Items that less than 50% o f the respondents agreed w ith included:
“The methods o f science are better characterized by some value-type attributes than by
techniques,” 44%; “Uniformitarianism (the assumption that phenomena are the
product o f natural forces operating over long periods o f time with considerable, though
not necessarily total, uniformity) is an axiomatic assumption that helps delineate what
counts as science and what does not,” 46%; “Science rests on an assumption that the
natural world cannot be altered by a supernatural being,” 42%; “A consensus among
self-appointed experts is the basis o f scientific knowledge,” 22%; “Science disciplines
differ firom one another in what is studied, techniques used, and outcomes sought, but
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they share a common purpose and philosophy,” 47%. Alters asserted that many o f the
tenets o f the nature of science must be reconsidered, so that new criteria can be
developed, because there was great diversity o f opinion among these philosophers o f
science. Clemison (1990) argued that the relationship between science and philosophy
is problematic, and conceptions change over time. Therefore, the best approach is to
develop a view o f the nature o f science that is appropriate to the current times
(Clemison, 1990).
Palmquist and Finley (1997) characterized a sample o f student teachers by their
views on the nature of science and how their views were affected by the types of
learning opportunities they were taught to use in science education methods courses.
They categorized their sample’s views as either contemporary, traditional, or mixed.
One third o f their sample fell into each category; however, most had traditional views
about the scientific method and the laws o f science. Contemporary views include there
is no scientific method, and laws are created by scientists, validated by the scientific
community, and attempt to explain nature. Traditional views would include laws can
be proven to be true, are found in nature, discovered by scientists, and are proven
theories, while the scientific method is a single method with prescribed steps that must
be followed to validate theories (Palmquist & Finley, 1997).
Reasons Students Lack a Understanding o f the Nature o f Science
Students and teachers have earned low scores on many nature o f science
questionnaires, and many reasons are provided to explain these findings. For example,
little instructional material is available for teaching the nature o f science, and there is
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no conceptual firamework describing teaching and learning strategies (Bybee et al.,
1991). Students believe that science is a collection o f facts and that memorization is
the best way to learn science because memorization is more efBcient for the types o f
tests that are given. Students who memorize facts can do as well on these types o f tests
as those who integrate their knowledge and really understand science (Songer & Linn,
1991). King (1991) agreed that standardized achievement tests require memorized
facts not understanding, and students are seldom tested or evaluated about the nature o f
science (Aikenhead, 1973). Students fail to leam the processes o f science because
laboratory experiments are cookbook and not informative (Lederman & O'Malley,
1990). Furthermore, the results o f curricula designed specifically to improve students’
knowledge about the nature o f science have been equivocal (Lederman, 1992).
Students fail to understand that models are the explanations o f relationships,
not copies of observable events (Songer & Linn, 1991), and that there are a variety o f
ways science can be accomplished (Ray, 1991). A substantial knowledge base in
science may be required by students prior to their being able to consider the nature o f
science (Lederman & O'Malley, 1990). For example, when Aikenhead and Ryan asked
students about the tentativeness o f science, one fourth o f these students did not
understand the question. O f those who agreed that science is tentative, at least three
sets o f reasons for this belief were provided (Aikenhead & Ryan, 1992).
Another explanation for lack o f knowledge about the nature o f science is that
science teachers do not have adequate conceptions themselves (Lederman, 1992).
Because teachers do not know the history, philosophy, or sociology o f science, they do
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not understand the processes o f science. Many teachers teach as they were educated,
focusing on rapid coverage with little opportunity provided for integration o f
knowledge (Gallagher, 1991). Lectures about basic science principles result in students
who believe science is a body o f knowledge, and hypothetical-deductive laboratory
exercises that lead directly to scientific laws encourage students to believe science is
certain (Palmquist & Finley, 1997).
Techniques to improve teachers’ understanding have had some success when
they included history or direct emphasis on the nature o f science (Lederman, 1992).
Lederman found that the most important variables influencing students’ knowledge of
the nature o f science were the specific instructional behaviors, activities, and decisions
teachers implemented during a lesson. Problem-solving, inquiry-oriented instruction,
and high level questioning by teachers were activities related to conceptual change in
students. Earlier, Lederman and Zeidler (1987) found no differences in classroom
behaviors corresponding to teachers’ conception of science. However, Lederman
(1992) reported that teachers cannot teach what they do not understand, and possessing
the knowledge is not enough to ensure effective communication of the nature o f
science to students.
In addition, textbooks present science as revealed truth and provide very little
information about how scientists came to know it (Gallagher, 1991). Textbooks do not
deal carefully with the relationships between concepts, laws, and theories, and these
relationships are critical, if not requisite, to scientific literacy (Rubba et al., 1985). Text
and diagrams in these books are devoted to concepts and principles, and alm ost none
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to the nature o f science, or how this knowledge was formulated or validated
(Gallagher, 1991). Duschl (1990) declared that this “final form science” causes
students to weigh all scientific knowledge claims equally and to believe that theories
do not change or interact with other theories.
Lederman and O’Malley (1990) asked students the sources o f their beliefs
about science and few were able to recall any. These researchers deduced that these
students’ knowledge about the nature o f science was taught and learned im plicitly, and
this might not be sufhcient for students to understand the big picture and ground their
beliefs in evidence.
Problems with Paper and Pencil Assessments o f the Nature o f Science
Quantitative data can propagate ambiguities about students’ beliefs
(Aikenhead, 1973). Questionnaires are firequently vague to students because students
use language difierently from researchers and don’t understand the statements in
nature o f science questionnaires. This mismatch in language may lead investigators to
misinterpret students’ perceptions about the nature o f science (Lederman & O'Malley,
1990). Aikenhead and Ryan (1992) reported that ambiguity o f student responses to
these instruments often reached 80%, and that Likert-scale responses were really only
guesses. Semi-structured interviews offered the most lucid and accurate data, but were
time-consuming and expensive. Having students write paragraphs was better with only
a 35-50% level o f ambiguity, but using empirically derived, multiple-choice responses
lowered this to a 15-20% level o f ambiguity (Aikenhead & Ryan, 1992).
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Lederman and O’Malley (1990) recommended a quantitative and qualitative
assessment o f the nature o f science that includes semi-structured interviews, in
addition to a questionnaire. Students should be asked to explain and defend their
answers to the questionnaire. Moreover, Lederman and O’Malley warned o f a testing
effect firom the “before” questionnaire to the “after.” If students had never thought
about the nature o f science before the first questionnaire, the assessment procedure
may actually form the students’ views and knowledge about the nature o f science
(Lederman & O'Malley, 1990).
The potential for feedback is greater with qualitative data because mastery o f
concepts and misconceptions can be better identified (Aikenhead, 1973). Lucas (1975)
recommended that users o f instruments for the nature o f science recognize that
conflicting models of science exist Developers were requested to explicitly state the
philosophical assumptions o f their instruments, make copies of the items and their
keys readily available for comparison, and report data for each item when publishing
results (Lucas, 1975).

Biological Literacy
Biological Literacy Defined
The goal o f biological literacy is growth in the public’s knowledge,
understanding and perspectives about biology. Biological literacy is a continuum that
occurs over a lifetime, and its purpose should be to move students finther along this
continuum (Uno & Bybee, 1994). Uno and Bybee stated that the biologically literate
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person should understand biological principles, the processes of scientific inquiry, the
historical development o f biological concepts, and the impact o f human life on the
biosphere. The biologically literate individual should also be able to understand the
impact o f biology and biotechnology on society, use biotechnologies appropriately,
apply biological knowledge to solve problems, and make personal decisions based on
the critical evaluation o f information (Uno & Bybee, 1994).
The BSCS Biological Literacy Model
The biological literacy model was developed by Uno and Bybee (1994) and
published by the Biological Sciences Curriculum Study as Developing Biological
Literacy (1993). Uno and Bybee described four levels o f biological literacy that reflect
the level o f understanding a student has about biological concepts. Although not
exclusively at one level or another, most students cluster into a single level of
knowledge about a particular concept such as PCR (1993).
The first level is nominal biological literacy, and in it students are able to
recognize the domain o f biology and define some term s, but lack understanding.
Students may harbor many alternative conceptions about the topic.
The second level is fimctional biological literacy. Students have limited
understanding about the concepts, even though they can use vocabulary correctly and

accurately define certain biological terms in this level o f biological literacy. Students
lack overall understanding o f the structure of biology and have no curiosity about it.
They have memorized biological facts but are unable to comprehend, explain, analyze,
and work with scientific information (Uno & Bybee, 1994).
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Students at the structural level understand the m ajor conceptual schemes o f
biology that organize biological thinking, the main one being evolution. They possess
procedural skills and knowledge, and can explain biological concepts in their own
words. Structurally literate students understand the nature and methods o f scientific
inquiry and can place topics within the larger scheme o f biology (Uno & Bybee, 1994).
Multidimensional biological literacy represents the ability to place biology and
its concepts within the greater scientific system (Uno & Bybee, 1994). Individuals at
this level have a broad, interconnected, and detailed understanding o f a biological
topic. The interactions o f the topic with society is also part o f multidimensional
biological literacy. Students at this level should be able to investigate a biological
problem, collect data about the problem, and reach conclusions. In addition, students
realize that they must also understand other disciplines o f science and mathematics in
order to solve biological problems. The commitment and interest that sustains
multidimensional understanding is also possessed by the student who has
multidimensional understanding (Uno & Bybee, 1994).

The Inventory o f Learning Processes
Development
The Inventory o f Learning Processes (ILF) was developed by R. R Schmeck,
F. D. Ribich, and N. Ramanaiah (1977) by first preparing a list of processes derived
firom major theories in the realm of human learning. These processes were
operationalized into terms o f the environment and activities of typical college students.
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For example, "I leam new concepts by expressing them in my own words" would
represent an item describing the encoding process in which the learner transforms new
information into words related to prior knowledge already in memory. The three
aforementioned experts in various specializations within the domain o f hmnan learning
and memory condensed the list o f items to 121 and tested 503 undergraduates. These
undergraduates represented many different majors and all four classifications of
students: fieshmen, sophomores, juniors, seniors. The students were asked whether
they engaged in each o f the listed behaviors. Schmeck, and associates analyzed the
student answers by factor analysis (Schmeck, 1983). Factor analysis was used to group
the items into four scales according to the extent that they assessed sim ilar dimensions
o f behavior: the analytic-synthetic scale, later named deep processing; elaborative
processing; study methods, changed to methodological study; and fact retention. The
final inventory contained 62 o f the 121 items. The developers spent six years
developing and validating the instrument These scales assess dimensions o f learning
behavior and conceptual activity they found to characterize college students’ learning
(Schmeck & McCarthy, 1982).
Theoretical Basis of the ILP
The ILP is based upon Craik and Lockhart’s (1972) assertion that memory is a
by-product o f thinking, and memories are the traces left behind by past information
processing. Craik and Lockhart proposed that some processes leave more enduring
traces than others. Craik and Tulving (1975) hypothesized that the durability of the
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memory trace is a positive function o f the depth o f processing and that retention
depends upon the qualitative nature o f the encoding operations performed. In other
words, a minimal semantic analysis is more beneficial than an extended structural
analysis, and information processing occurs along a continuum firom shallow to deep
(Craik & Tulving, 1975). Schmeck and his associates (1977) postulated that learning
strategies are the patterns o f information processing activities that people engage in
when confironted by a learning task or when preparing for an anticipated memory te st
Learning style is a predisposition to favor a particular learning strategy w ith crosssituational consistency (Schmeck, 1983). Learning style can also be described as the
predisposition on the part o f some students to adopt a particular learning strategy
regardless o f the specific demands o f the learning task. Learning style is the student’s
cognitive style when confironted with a learning task (Schmeck, 1983).
Descriptions o f Scales
Deep Processing Scale
College students who scored high on the deep processing scale spent more time
thinking about information and less time repeating it. High scorers organized
information into conceptual chunks, and compared and contrasted concepts. They
could recode information verbally and diagrammatically (Schmeck & Phillips, 1982).
Deep processors could evaluate, discriminate, extrapolate, and reorganize information
(Schmeck et al., 1977). These students could also subsume new information within
more abstract conceptual categories or schemata. Through comparing and contrasting
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concepts, they could embellish their schemata in the absence o f concrete data
(Schmeck & Meier, 1984). Deep processing students were more intentional, directed,
interpretive, and analytical. They could classify and synthesize information from
different sources (McCarthy, Shaw, & Schmeck, 1986).
McCarthy, Shaw, and Schmeck (1986) described the deep processing student
as one who critically evaluated the merits o f theories and other abstractions. Schmeck
and McCarthy (1982) described deep processing as the m ost powerful learning strategy
because it most frequently correlated to performance in learning situations, both in the
classroom and the laboratory. Students who processed deeply were better at structuring
information into tree diagrams and able to see inherent relationships between ideas
(Schmeck & McCarthy, 1982). They could also assess the use of dialectic and
hierarchical information structuring techniques (Beyler & Schmeck, 1992). Schmeck
also found these students to be more accurate in their estimation o f their own
competence and, therefore, more metacognitively aware (Schmeck, 1983). Alasandrini
and Langstaff (1984) reported that students who scored high on the deep processing
scale were best able to extract what was relevant from distracting surroundings and
were field-independent learners.
Students who scored high on the deep processing scale were more calm,
confident, responsible, cognitively flexible, and aware o f their own skills and abilities.
High scores in deep processing have been positively correlated to critical thinking,
reading comprehension, verbal ability, attention to semantic attributes o f words, and
functioning independently in an unstructured situation (Schmeck, 1983).
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Elaborative Processing Scale
The Elaborative processing scale measures the self-referent encoding strategy
and the extent to which students translate new information into their own terminology,
generate concrete examples from their own experiences, and apply new information to
their daily lives. Students who scored high on this scale subsumed new information
and elaborated schemata by recalling past experiences and rephrasing information into
personal terms (Schmeck & Meier, 1984). Elaborators tended to use their own unique
language, images, and metaphors to make sense o f information. They personalized it
and made it their own by thinking o f concrete, firsthand examples (McCarthy et al.,
1986), translated information into their own life experiences, searched for practical
applications o f abstract ideas, and organized it into individual or personally meaningful
structures (Lockhart & Schmeck, 1983). In addition, these students used more visual
imagery for the purpose o f encoding information (Schmeck & McCarthy, 1982).
High scores on the elaborative processing scale were independent o f which
level o f deep processing they employed. Elaborative processing is a strategy of
generating associations or examples from the student’s own past experiences while
deep processing is considered to be a more academic application o f verbal
classification or categorical comparison (Schmeck & McCarthy, 1982). Elaborative
processors were less intentional, more experiential, curious, and free associative
(McCarthy et al., 1986). Students who scored high on elaborative processing scale
tended to have higher self-esteem, to be more insightful, and to draw more conclusions
(Schmeck & Meier, 1984). Elaborative processing students were able to place the parts
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together into a meaningful whole and were holistic and field-dependent rather than
field-independent students (Alesandrini & Langstaff, 1984).
Fact Retention Scale
Students who scored high on the fact retention scale had a predisposition to
process specific pieces o f information and were attentive to operational details. They
often scored well on low-level, objective examinations that required retention o f
specific pieces o f information (Schmeck, 1983). This scale is a very useful predictor o f
academic performance because these students carefully processed and stored details
and specifics, regardless o f other processing strategies (Schmeck & McCarthy, 1982).
They followed instructions careftdly and were bound by the course syllabus.
Performance on tests for dates, places, and other details was best because they
classified information into narrower, more precise categories and memorized it
(Schmeck, 1983). Fact Retention was positively correlated to recall in incidental
learning situations and may be assessing memory capacity even in the absence o f
studying (Schmeck et al., 1977).
Methodological Studv Scale
Students who scored high on the methodological study scale had an intense
need to achieve and they desired high grades. They were organized and meticulous
about study habits (Schmeck, 1983). They also claimed to study more often and more
carefully, employing methods similar to systematic techniques recommended by “How
to Study” manuals; for example, type your notes, outline the text, study every day, and
never cram for exams (Schmeck & McCarthy, 1982). High scoring on the
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methodological study scale was related to performance only under intentional learning
situations (Schmeck et al., 1977). These traditional study methods were commonly
believed to be essential for earning high grades through managing study tim e and
organizational methods (Beyler & Schmeck, 1992). Schmeck (1983) reported that
these students who scored high on methodological study had high achievement
motivation, but lacked skills or ability necessary to engage in deep or elaborative
processing. They compensated by engaging in drill and practice. High scores on this
scale were negatively correlated to critical thinking. These students were often bound
by the course syllabus, eager to please, and avoided violating any social norms.
Females often scored higher than males on this scale (Schmeck, 1983).
Combined Deep Processing and Elaborative Processing Scales
If the scores on the deep processing and elaborative processing scales were
summed, they measured the extent to which individuals take an active, constructive
approach to learning rather than a passive, absorbent approach (McCarthy et al., 1986).
A combined score on these two scales identified students who were deep-elaborative
on one end o f the continuum, and shallow-reiterative on the other (McCarthy et al.,
1986). The deep-elaborative combined (depth and breadth) scale identified students
who were more prone to generate cognitive interaction between old and new
information rather than to simply memorize it (Schmeck & Meier, 1984). This ensured
that they would lay down more enduring memory traces. High combined scoring
individuals attended to their internal reality and strived to m aintain cognitive
consistency and parallelism between internal and external reality. According to
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McCarthy and Schmeck (1986), metacognition could be directly and indirectly
assessed by the way questions were answered in a meaningful, internally consistent,
patterned manner. The students vdio scored high on the combined deep-elaborative
scales were versatile in their learning strategies. These students thought while they
studied, versus those who relied on repetition for mastery. Combined deep-elaborative
processors were often sensation seekers and easily bored (Schmeck, 1983).
Limitations to the ILP
Leiden, Crosby, and Folmer (1990) compared the ILP w ith the Lancaster
Approaches to Studying Inventory (LASI) using 79 medical students as participants.
These researchers found that both inventories were examples o f information
processing instruments and were based upon the same theoretical ôam ework that
distinguishes between shallow and deep processing. The scores on the ILP and the
LASI correlated well to each other except for the Fact Retention scale o f the ILP. Fact
retention scale was unrelated to any scale on the LASI. Leiden, Crosby, and Folmer
found no correlation between students’ scores on either instrument and their academic
performance. Because the authors’ purpose (to ascertain the diagnostic usefulness in
predicting students’ academic performance so that they could be counseled on their
strengths and weaknesses) differed firom the one in this study, they found the ILP and
the LASI to be useless. Nor did they find the two inventories to be useful in a
descriptive sense. These researchers recommended that the designers o f the ILP and
the LASI provide better instructions to users about how the m ean scores can be
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translated into student feedback, or else publish standardized norms (Leiden, Crosby,
& Follmer, 1990).
Applications o f the ILP to Teaching and Learning
Schmeck (1983) reported that there was a relationship between the type o f
thought and the quality o f recall. All thoughts were not equal. Although intelligence
was not highly correlated with learning style, Schmeck thought that it might place
limits on the student’s information processing activities. Intelligence may limit
strategies, and strategies may limit learning. Schmeck also asserted that students may
need to acquire Piaget’s stage o f formal operations before they can process information
deeply (Schmeck, 1983). In contrast, Novak and Gowin (1984) see prior knowledge as
the primary limiting factor.
Techniques that Schmeck (1981) advocated to encourage deep processing and
elaborative processing by college students in his teaching include placing a greater
emphasis on meaning, rather than on symbols or definitions. He recommended that
teachers express ideas in several different ways, and ask the students to state ideas in
alternative ways and in their own words. The instructor should present a multitude of
examples, and students should be urged to generate their own examples. The
interrelationships between ideas should also be stressed. Because homework and
examinations shape learning styles, they must not reward shallow, reiterative
processing. By accepting any well-thought-out answer and, not ju st the one and only,
sacred right answer on exams, and by asking for personal examples, Schmeck
encouraged deep and elaborative processing. In addition, Schmeck emphasized the
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meaning of, and relationships among and between concepts, and related them to the
students’ prior knowledge (Schmeck, 1981).
Lockhart and Schmeck (1983) argued that teachers should be concerned with
how students leam, as well as what is learned, because the how determines the quality
and durability of memory. Teachers should be involved with the cultivation o f thought
processes as well as teaching content. Assessment o f learning s^ le s may facilitate the
identification o f students’ thought processes. ILP items may provide a window on
meaningful learning tendencies.

(Qualitative and (Quantitative Research Methods
Problems Researching Instructional Media
When researchers study instructional media, Clark (1994) contended that they
should ask whether there are other media or another set o f media attributes that would
yield similar learning gains. According to Clark researchers must form their theories
around the underlying structural features o f the shared properties o f the
interchangeable variables, and not base theory on the irrelevant surface features. This
replaceability test was the key to his argument: if a treatment can be replaced by
another treatment with similar results, the cause of the results lies in some shared and
uncontrolled properties o f both treatments (Clark, 1994).
When a study fails to demonstrate that media attributes are sufGcient to cause
learning, the study has failed to control for instmctional method and is, therefore,
confounded (Clark, 1994). Moreover, Clark (1994) claimed that only the use o f
adequate instructional methods will influence learning. He defined instructional
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methods as the provisions of cognitive processes or strategies that are necessary for
learning and that students cannot or will not provide for themselves. Any necessary
teaching method can be delivered to students by many media or a variety o f media
attributes with similar learning results (Clark, 1994).
Following Clark’s 1983 (as sited in Ross, 1994) admonitions, Ross stated that
in order to prove that media influences learning, any researcher must make the two
treatments as similar as possible. After stripping away all the special attributes o f the
media, such as sound, interaction, adaptive feedback, and animation, no difference can
be found in any cited studies. This quest for high internal validity has left the research
with no external validity or meaningfulness for real classroom applications (Ross,
1994). Ross (1994) stated that this debate offered important implications for how
researchers and practitioners think about media applications.
Weller (1996) found that at least a third o f recent research studies on computerbased learning compared one type o f instructional delivery medium to another rather
than comparing instructional methods. For example, these studies compared
hypermedia to traditional lecture. This led to unexamined, confounding variables, and
other possible compelling rival hypotheses in many o f these studies. The primary rival
hypothesis Weller attributed to most o f these research reports was that greater effort
was employed in designing instruction for the computer than for the other method
chosen. When a researcher wishes to examine the effects o f different media, only the
media being compared should be different (W eller, 1996). Kozma (1991) stated that
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even if it could not be proven that instructional media affects learning, multimedia and
hypermedia remain an efScient method for instruction.
Considerations When Researching Hypermedia Instruction
W illiams (1996) reported that no meta-analysis of hypermedia studies could be
performed because there was a diversity o f formats and designs used in instruction and
research. Many studies lacked relevance, were biased, and/or had no external validity
(W illiams, 1996). Research often originated from data that was not generalizable
because o f small sample sizes and uncontrolled extraneous variables (Ayersman,
1996).
Gall and Hannafin (1994) agree with Ross (1994) and Kozma (1991, 1994) that
context is integral to learning, and, therefore, to research. Different results w ill be
found when using media in research labs rather than classrooms or computer labs. The
influence o f other learners’ science talk, amount o f noise, and distractions can all
affect learning. However, conventional validity and reliability are difticult to achieve
because o f all the confounding variables (Clark, 1994). Studies in natural settings as
compared to laboratory settings are messy, and cause and effect cannot always be
determined, but the results better reflect authentic learning situations (Ross &
Morrison, 1996).
The research question should determine the method o f investigation (Savenye
& Robinson, 1996); and Ross and Morrison (1996) asserted that research questions are
not likely to be answered by purely experimental means. Even if one instructional
method is found to be superior to another in quantitative research, the reason for the
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efficacy may not be accessible to purely empirical verification. Qualitative and
quantitative methods used together in methodological triangulation can be much more
valuable than either used alone (Ross & Morrison, 1996). Observation o f students and
student interviews provide a more holistic picture that can be useful for determining
how and why learning did or did not occur (Ross & Morrison, 1996).
Many questions remain about what facilitates learning, especially in the area o f
hypermedia instruction. Computer technology can present students with a large and
diverse array o f content representations in many contexts. Computer media can also
offer the advantages of economy, consistency, and motivation. However, learning is a
complex human activity that appears to require a myriad o f research techniques to
understand what influences it.
(Qualitative versus Quantitative Paradigms
Qualitative research has become a strong paradigm, with almost as many
proponents in education as quantitative research, and combinations o f both qualitative
and quantitative may offer the best o f both (Eisner & Peshkin, 1990). Multiple
methods and perspectives have many advantages, and a disciplined collection o f
evidence firom a variety of origins and triangulation o f several data sources is optimal
(Smith, 1982). Qualitative research discovers multiple intangible realities that can be
studied holistically, unlike quantitative research that must attempt to control variables
(Guba & Lincoln, 1982). The contextual relevance o f qualitative research is not
achievable by the quantitative paradigm (Guba & Lincoln, 1982). Furthermore,
generalizability in the social sciences is illusive, and even in well designed and
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controlled experiments, there have been few replications o f effects. Results have
frequently been unpredictable from context to context because it is very difScult to
control all the many variables that affect learning (Smith, 1982).
Qualitative inquiry differs from quantitative methods in that theory is grounded
in the data (Guba & Lincoln, 1982). Although theory influences the mode o f inquiry,
the choice of contexts, and the events and people examined, hypotheses are fragile and
tentative in qualitative methods (Smith, 1982). Moreover, qualitative research takes
full advantage of the human as instrument, and this more than adequately offsets the
researcher’s subjectivity (Guba & Lincoln, 1982).
Both qualitative and quantitative methods have advantages and disadvantages.
Quantitative has the advantage o f objectivity and replicability, but it can only make
conclusions about the specific hypotheses tested and is limited by the situation.
Qualitative data provide a richer and deeper understanding o f a situation but lacks
objectivity and transferability. Some researchers have developed methods for
converting qualitative data to quantitative, and some quantitative studies may be rich
in context or combine both types o f investigation (Chi, 1997).
Qualitative research is best for answering many questions in education
research. The prime advantage o f qualitative research is that it provides rich sources o f
data on cognitive processes and answers both how and why questions. This cognitive
processing data contribute to a more comprehensive understanding and description o f
cognition and, therefore, learning (Simmons & Lunetta, 1993).
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Issues o f Trustworthiness and Credibility in Qualitative Research
Validity, according to W olcott (1990), is a concept best left to test makers.
Because generalization has low priority with qualitative researchers, internal validity is
more important than external validity (Schofield, 1990). Instead o f validity, issues o f
credibility are best explored (Wolcott, 1990). To be credible, the evidence must
support the researcher’s depiction o f the situation and must lead to the inferences and
interpretations made (Schofield, 1990). Transferability is determined by the richness o f
the description o f the situation, the theoretical purposes, and sampling. With ample
information, the reader can determine if the situation described corresponds in some
degree to their own (Guba & Lincoln, 1982).
In order to produce credible results, Wolcott recommended that qualitative
inquirers talk little and listen a lot, record accurately, begin writing early in the
process, include primary data in final accounts, under-analyze, report fully, be candid,
seek feedback firom collègues and those studied, attempt to achieve balance, and write
accurately. A credible, fair, balanced, complex, sensitive, rigorously subjective,
coherent, internally consistent, and an appropriately plausible report should be the goal
of qualitative research, not validity (Wolcott, 1990).
Guba and Lincoln (1982) targeted trustworthiness as the primary objective o f
qualitative data and suggested that the researcher ask the data sources or participants if
they find the researcher’s analysis to be well formulated, interpreted correctly, and
believable. Prolonged engagement; persistent observation; peer debriefing;
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triangulation; and honest identification o f biases, implicit assumptions, and prejudices
are indispensable to trustworthiness (Guba & Lincoln, 1982).
Methods o f Qualitative Inquiry
Clinical Interviews
Clinical interviews originated with Piaget to ascertain the nature and extent o f
an individual’s knowledge about a particular domain by identifying the relevant
conceptions she or he holds and the perceived relationships between them (Posner,
Strike, Hewson, & Gertzog, 1982). Piaget’s model for the clinical interview was also
described by Novak and Gowin (1984) as very valuable in science education research
for assessing students’ cognitive capabilities. During clinical interviews, carefully
selected objects and events are presented to participants, and they are asked precisely
worded questions about the objects and events. Novak and Gowin have used this
method to estimate the cognitive organizations o f learners by determining which
concepts and propositions were held, and how they were structured and used for
problem solving. Clinical interviews can be employed prior to instruction to determine
what prior knowledge and alternative conceptions are held by the learner, and
afterwards, to assess understanding and meaningful learning. Students are asked openended questions and requested to elaborate. It is important that the interviewer be well
acquainted with the scientific subject m atter in order to probe the student’s knowledge
thoroughly (Novak & Gowin, 1984).
Posner and Gertzog (1982) also conducted clinical interviews as a descriptive
assessment o f science concepts that were learned meaningfully. The interviews were
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found to be more valid and revealing than written assessments, and changes over time
as a consequence o f instruction were apparent in learners’ conceptual hramewodcs as
deduced from interview data (Posner & Getzog, 1982).
Arrangement of Magnetic Graphics Cards
Clinical interviews provide more data about students’ knowledge and
subsequent learning when students manipulate objects (Novak & Gowin, 1984).
Representations in the form o f magnetic graphic cards o f the PGR procedure comprise
the manipulables that can be used to elicit students’ understanding o f the procedure.
Magnetic graphic cards are tools developed for assessing student knowledge o f PGR in
clinical interviews following instruction. The graphic cards are made by cutting up
copies o f diagram m atic illustrations associated with PGR to make magnetic, moveable
cards (Britton & Wandersee, 1997).
The PGR cards illustrate or represent the following objects, instruments, and
events required to enhance a student's description o f the steps a technologist would
take in performing PGR and explaining what occurs in the thermal cycler. These cards
included: (a) a test tube o f blood to represent the specimen that would contain the
DNA o f interest; (b) a white blood cell with DNA spooling out o f the nucleus to
illustrate the extraction o f DNA from the cell; (c) a test tube holding the master mix;
(d) a thermal cycler; (e) four diagrams that illustrate the steps required to replicate the
target DNA (separation o f strands by heating, primer annealing, DNA polymerase
extension o f primers, and exponential amplification); (f) the test tube containing the
amplified DNA; (g) amplified DNA on a membrane tagged w ith a DNA probe
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complementary to the target sequence o f DNA (this was demonstrated by a blue dot on
a membrane that represents the match o f the probe to target and hence, the presence o f
the target sequence in the specimen); (h) a DNA synthesizing instrument; (i) a pair o f
scissors to represent restriction endonucleases; (j) &gel electrophoresis instrument; (k)
a gel with DNA separated into bands; and (1) a DNA sequencing instrument (Britton &
Wandersee, 1997).
In one pilot study, students were asked to place the PCR magnetic cards in
proper sequence and to explain their reasoning for their placements (Britton, 1997). In
another pilot study, the students were asked to “think-aloud” while arranging the
magnetic graphics in order to assess the students’ levels o f understanding. It was found
that when students who have incomplete mental models were asked about a process or
procedure, they frequently answered, “I don’t know.” When questioned further, they
admitted that they really meant, “I have some ideas but cannot put them into words.”
These cards allow the researcher to pinpoint where the students’ learning difficulties
lie. Students answered when using these cards, “I know this goes here, but I’m unsure
of where this step fits in,” or “the first o f it goes like this, but I am confused about the
last three steps.” This helps the researcher to discover where the student lacks the prior
knowledge necessary to understand the process or to see where it could have been
taught more clearly. This method can be applied to any laboratory process or procedure
that has many steps and where knowing those steps is important for understanding the
underlying biological process (Britton & Wandersee, 1997). See Appendix A for pilot
studies.
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Focus Group Research
Focus groups are defined as people possessing certain characteristics who are
assembled into groups in order to provide data o f a qualitative nature in focused
discussion (Krueger, 1994). Focus groups are involved in group interviews that rely on
group interaction. They originated in sociological research but today are most often
used for market research (Morgan, 1988). In educational research, focus groups can be
a valuable supplement to quantitative and qualitative research. Most valuable as a
preliminary or exploratory tool where little is known about a topic, focus groups can
also be used to evaluate programs, to identify major themes, or to elicit attitudes and
cognitions (Abrams, 1994; Stewart & Shamdasani, 1990). Neutral reactions are not
usually elicited, but very good and very bad ones are (Greenbaum, 1988).
Stewart and Shamdasani (1990) listed seven purposes o f focus groups: (a)
obtaining general background information; (b) generating research hypotheses that can
be further explored with other methods; (c) stimulating novel concepts and creative
ideas; (d) determining problems with new services, products, or programs; (e) eliciting
impressions o f programs, products, or objects o f interest; (f) learning the language
people use when talking about the topic; and (g) interpreting or understanding
previously gathered quantitative data. In addition, summative evaluations o f programs,
assessment o f qualify and feedback on the nature or extent o f problems can be gathered
by focus group research (Krueger, 1994).
The advantages o f focus groups arise from the interaction between individuals,
but this can also become a drawback if not handled well by an experienced moderator
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(Greenbaum, 1988). People may feel more comfortable providing their opinion in a
group discussion than individually, and the interaction among members may result in
them being more talkative. Additionally, group dynamics may provide insight into how
peer pressure can affect the acceptance o f a concept, product, or program (Greenbaum,
1988). A large amount o f data can be gathered in a short time with little cost (Morgan,
1988). It is possible to nurture different perceptions or points o f view in the group
without pressuring participants to reach a consensus. They work well because they tap
into the human tendencies to develop opinions and attitudes through interaction with
others (Krueger, 1994). There may develop a type of synergism between the
participants that will produce a wider range o f viewpoints than can be elicited &om an
individual interview. There is also a bandwagon effect where one individual’s
comment triggers responses from others. People may also feel more secure giving
negative feedback in a group than individually (Stewart & Shamdasani, 1990).
Focus groups may provide better information than questionnaires because
responses can be clarified or probed for deeper meanings. Emotions can be determined
more easily. Responses are also couched in the participants’ own language, jargon, and
phraseology, which may aid the researcher in writing questionnaires or tests
(Greenbaum, 1988). Flexibility o f focus groups is an advantage because a wide range
o f topics, different participant characteristics, settings, and purposes can be explored
(Stewart & Shamdasani, 1990).
Although the objective o f focus groups is to get people to discuss the topics o f
interest to the researcher, this is not always easy. Some participants are too shy or
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intimidated by the others. They may be afraid they will look stupid or fail to provide
negative feedback for fear o f offending (Greenbaum, 1988). One high status or very
opinionated individual may dominate the discussion and limit the range o f responses
obtained (Stewart and Shamdasani, 1990). Because the information is self-reported, it
may be biased or untrue (Morgan, 1988). The small number o f respondents and typical
recruitment procedures limit the generalization o f data to a larger population. In
addition, the responses are not independent of each other because they occur through
interaction. The moderator may bias the results by unconsciously providing cues about
desirable responses (Stewart and Shamdasani, 1990). There is also less control o f the
group than is possible with a single interview, and the data may be difticult to analyze
and interpret (Krueger, 1994).
Typical procedures followed in focus group research include choosing small
numbers of participants. Four is the smallest and 12 the largest group typically used.
However, most researchers recommend groups o f five to seven members (Greenbaum,
1988, Krueger, 1994; Morgan, 1988; Stewart and Shamdasani, 1990). Potential
participants may be identified and screened through telephone interviews to determine
whether they have the required characteristics. Typically, participants are paid and
served refreshments. The moderator begins by explaining the rules, the purpose o f the
group, and the reasons they were chosen. This sets the tone and atmosphere o f the
session. Then a general question with a factual answer is raised to “break the ice” and
to get everyone to talk. Next, the moderator asks the more important questions in a
logical order, while holding the group to the time schedule and keeping the group on
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track. The moderator may end the session by summing up the information supplied by
the participants and allowing each o f them a final response, unchallenged by others
(Morgan, 1990) or the moderator may ask if the sununation is accurate or if anyone has
anything to add (Krueger, 1994). Participants can be called on in order, or asked to
write down positive and negative ideas if the group dynamics are not functional
(Greenbaum, 1988). Lastly, data analysis is performed.
Observation
Observation research is seldom solely reported because interpretations are quite
difficult to make and confirm without additional forms of data with which to verify the
researcher’s impressions. One approach to verify observations is to use multiple
observers who vary in age and gender for a more balanced interpretation. Another is by
correlation or triangulation of observations w ith interview transcripts, documents, and
quantitative data. Although it is impossible for investigators not to affect the
individuals being observed (Hawthorne effect), observation is the least obtrusive of
methods (Adler & Adler, 1994).
Even though observations can be made w ith a video camera, it is also
important for the observer to write detailed field notes. Glesne and Peshkin (1992)
described two categories of field notes. Descriptive field notes are made during the
observation and should be detailed enough that the observer would be able to visualize
the setting a year later. These descriptive notes should be complete, recounting the
actions o f the participants, not how the observer interpreted the behavior. Analytical
field notes are made directly after the observation to record the observer’s feelings,
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reflections, problems, ideas, impressions, speculations, and plans (Glesne & Peshkin,
1992). Patton (1990) urged researchers to be as factual, accurate, and thorough as
possible with descriptive field notes, and not to trust anything to memory, especially
analytic notes and memos.
Observations in this research study were recorded with a video camera to
capture actions at the computer, during interviews, and while students made
explanations. Heacock, Souder, and Chastain (1996) proclaimed videotapes to be
accurate, complete, rich, and permanent records o f observations. Replaying the
videotapes provides the observer with new insights, nuances, and interpretations o f
verbal and nonverbal behavior. Slow motion may also be beneficial with some
activities or with certain participants. Videotapes can also be viewed by other
observers for independent evaluation and corroboration of ratings. Disadvantages o f
videotaping include participants’ reluctance to be videotaped, and possible invasion of
privacy if the tapes were to be handled inappropriately (Heacock, Souder, & Chastain,
1996). Participants’ apprehension can be alleviated by providing written and verbal
instructions before videotaping (Roberts, Srour, & Winkelman, 1996). Privacy can be
assured by the safekeeping o f tapes and erasing them after transcription. A researcher's
promise not to share the tape or content with others reassures most participants who
are reluctant to collaborate.
Journal Writing
W ritings by participants can serve as another form o f data for triangulation
with interviews, instrument completion, and/or observations. Documents can provide
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dimension to observations and interviews by supporting, expanding, and challenging
the researcher’s understanding o f the phenomena in question (Glesne & Peshkin,
1992). Journals may serve as autobiographical documents that record feelings,
thoughts, and beliefs. Journal writing is a form o f expressive writing that hybridizes
the student notebook with a diary (Rivard, 1994).
Reflective writing can create an awareness in students o f their cognitive
processes and afford a powerful intervention that may increase students' use of
metacognitive strategies (McCrindle & Christensen, 1995). McCrindle and
Christiansen found that students vdio wrote journals instead o f laboratory reports
demonstrated more sophisticated conceptions o f learning and performed better on the
final course exam. This indicated that students were probably synthesizing and
analyzing rather than reiterating laboratory results. Coles (1991) reported that a class
where students kept a thoughtful journal about introductory geology strengthened
student achievement and teacher effectiveness. Journals can also provide students with
opportunities for expression and the freedom to explain why they think as they do,
empowering students to take responsibility for their learning (Shulman, McCormack,
Luechauer & Shulman, 1993).
Successful journal writing assignments require students to combine two or
more concepts, not just parrot text or lecture notes (Beall & Trimbur, 1993). Journals
should count as part o f the grade for a course but not be graded for substance
(Fulwiler, 1987). Journal entries can be used to expand upon ideas students have about
the nature o f science, give students time to reflect about the topics, and form a
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reasoned belief. The writings can then become documents that support or refute their
answers on the NOSQ (Roach, 1993) and to interview questions.
Computer Analysis
Computer analysis o f qualitative data have had considerable impact on
qualitative analysis—from restrictions on analysis to exploration o f possibilities (T.
Richards & L. Richards, 1994). Computers can make data analysis much less laborious
because qualitative data are textual, voluminous, difficult to handle, time consuming,
and analytically demanding. Computer data analysis can be less fatiguing and more
quickly performed by computers so that more o f the researcher’s energy can be
devoted to analysis instead of mechanical tasks (Tesch, 1991). There is no clerical
limit to the amount of data that can be managed by computer; therefore, it removes
barriers to complexity and permits researchers to be more rigorous with their analysis
(L. Richards & T. Richards, 1991a). Formatting text files, identifying segments for
coding, attaching codes, and retrieving identified segments become easy. Furthermore,
computers are excellent for finding individual words or phrases, counting occurrences,
viewing words in context, creating indices, attaching key words and codes to segments
o f text, and connecting codes into categories (Tesch, 1991).
The computer makes it much easier to add later impressions while keeping the
original data intact, to retrieve numerous categories o f data very quickly, to find
deviant cases or extract small significant pieces o f data from the large mass o f
information (Lee & Fielding, 1991).
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Computer software enables the researcher to order and access a great number
o f categories o f data in a theoretically powerful way (L. Richards & T. Richards,
1991a). Segments may have numerous codes, and indexing becomes a process that can
be modified at any time. Data can be stored in fine grains and later collapsed into
larger categories. New understandings producing new relationships can be linked or
built into new theories if the software permits the researcher to organize and
reorganize the coding categories (T. Richards & L. Richards, 1994). By organizing and
managing large and complex data through construction o f explanatory links between
data and emergent codes, it is easy to construct a web o f supporting data for any
hypothesis. Simple exploration o f meaning and hypothesis testing facilitate working up
from theory (L. Richards & T. Richards, 1991b).
Moreover, high quality computer software can bridge the gaps between
qualitative and quantitative analysis because it can support combined methods. New
ways o f bridging the dichotomy between qualitative and quantitative inquiry are
possible, promoting exploration of a variety o f methods. Quasi-statistics about the
number o f occurrences are instantly available by computer (L. Richards & T. Richards,
1991a).
NUD-IST™, Non-numerical Unstructured Data Indexing Searching and
Theorizing, is the name o f a computer application designed to aid users in handling
unstructured data and non-numerical data in qualitative analysis by supporting
processes o f indexing, searching, and theorizing (T. Richards & L. Richards, 1994).
NUDTST™ helps users to: (a) manage, explore and search the text o f documents; (b)
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m anage and explore ideas about the data; (c) link ideas and construct theories about the

data; (d) test theories about the data; and (e) generate reports including statistical
sununaries (T.Richards & L. Richards, 1994). NUD-IST™ uses multiple windows and
hypermedia ability to move between documents. Retrieval is accomplished through a
wide range o f Boolean, context, proximity, and sequence searches grouped into
qualitative matrices. The indices are arranged in a treelike hierarchy of structural nodes
(Fisher, 1997). See Figure 2 for a sample tree o f nodes sim ilar to one developed in
NUDTST for the nature of science data.
In addition, NTJDTST™ can manage data such as reports or minutes,
transcripts o f unstructured conversational interviews, evidence transcripts, historical or
literary documents, personnel records, held notes, newspaper clippings and abstracts,
and non-textual records such as photographs, tape recordings, video tapes, films, maps,
and plans (Fisher, 1997). NUDTST™ creates a document database for each project that
stores all the data records. The document database can store and retrieve documents,
whether or not they are typed onto a computer, and display information about the
document and its context when needed. Online documents from any word processor
can be edited after they are in the system, and can be investigated as required.
Documents can be listed with options o f information about them and indexed with
references o f them, including the ability to write and edit memos that record changing
ideas about documents. NUDTST™ can also search for actual words or strings o f
characters in the text of the documents, automatically index the result, and create a
report on any part o f a document which can be edited, saved or printed without
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Figure 2
Partial NUD IST™ Tree Diagram o f the NOSQ Data

affecting the document in NUD IST™ (T. Richards & L. Richards, 1994). Nodes in
NUD'IST™ can be opened, changed, moved, combined, or deleted. Furthermore, the
nodes carry records o f the history o f these actions as well as memos containing
analytical field notes and real world documents not found in the text (T. Richards & L.
Richards, 1994).
The greatest value o f NUD-IST™ is its search capabilities. Online documents
can be searched for exact pieces o f text or a range o f words that have the same
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meaning or root. The search can be restricted to certain files and the results o f a search
can be saved at a node. The report o f a search in N U D TST^ provides the documents
that the word or words were found in, surrounding text, and the line number where it
was found. At the end of the search it lists the number o f times it was found, how
much text was searched, and the percentage o f finds to the whole. These reports inform
the user o f exactly where to find these words or phrases, along with all the plurals,
tenses, and roots o f them (Fisher, 1997).
Verbal Analvsis

Chi (1997) is interested in learning and how it is manifested during problem
solving. Not only the proceduralization o f problem solving but also the construction o f
knowledge before and during problem solving can be explored (Chi & Bassok, 1989).
Chi (1997) refers to verbal explanations, observation, videotaping, and gestures as the
"messy data" o f complex activities in a context Not only verbal transcripts but other
tools are used as evidence or products o f cognition. For example, drawing, pointing,
and gestures must also be included for a complete description. Ericsson and Simon
(1991) limited protocol analysis to verbalizations that revealed the thoughts in short
term memory, severely restricting the scope o f their investigations. However,
observations are very subjective and require much tim e and expense that further
constrain the gathering of this type o f qualitative data. Therefore, Chi (1997)
advocated a combination of qualitative and quantitative techniques to answer complex
questions about learning in context
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Verbal analysis has a different focus from protocol analysis (Chi, 1996). Verbal
analysis is concerned with what is learned by participants, as well as procedures for
problem solving, extracting alternative conceptions, and c^tu rin g the knowledge that
the student needs to solve a problem. Protocol analysis was originally designed to
model problem-solving proceduralization for the development o f computer programs.
Instead o f performing task analysis Grst as protocol analysis suggests, protocols in
verbal analysis can be analyzed for alternative conceptions, coded into segments, and
labeled with the type o f action depicted (Chi, 1996).
The emphasis in verbal analysis shifts the workload o f analysis because the
referents are not known (Chi, 1996). Validation in verbal analysis lies in applying
statistical tests o f the quantified codings to see if the results support the hypotheses or
if the utterances fit a mental model constructed from the data. In verbal analysis the
sequence and strategy o f problem solving are less important than the knowledge
representations. The conclusions also differ in verbal analysis because the theoretical
basis differs (Chi, 1997).
Ericsson and Simon (1991) characterized protocol analysis as not affecting
performance whereas, in verbal analysis, the researcher requests explanations that may
improve the subject’s performance (Chi, 1997). Explanation during verbalization has
been found to reflect active construction o f knowledge. Because explanation provides
Justifications, it can lead to better problem solving because it forces the participant to
process material more extensively (Chi & Bassok, 1989).
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Chi’s Method o f Verhal Anal v a s
Verbal analysis may involve quantifying the codings o f the contents o f
verbalizations and may include observation and videotaped data as well as audio
transcripts (Chi, 1997). The goal o f verbal analysis is to capture the learner’s
representations o f knowledge and how those representations change with learning.
Instead o f focusing on ideal knowledge as the cognitive scientists have in the past, this
method centers around finding out what the learner knows and capturing the
knowledge underlying the verbalization in a more objective manner. This results in a
richer, more detailed and accurate description o f learning so that instruction may be
revised to provide remedies for failures in learning. Not only are verbal data analyzed
as propositions, goals, or rules, but also the relationships between them are analyzed to
discover the learner’s overall structure o f knowledge. Alternative conceptions can be
identified, as well as what they reflect about the learner’s fragmentation o f knowledge
(Chi, 1997).
There are eight steps in the verbal analysis method (Chi, 1997). First, the
protocols are reduced or sampled because it may not be necessary to use the entire
overwhelming amount o f data that may result. A systematic sample or a random
sample can be chosen. Second, the protocols are segmented at a set grain size that is
related to syntax (sentences) or activity features (pauses or changes in activity). Then a
coding scheme or formalism is chosen or developed based on the questions being
asked, the theoretical basis, the tasks, and the content domain. Next, the evidence in
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the coded protocols that constitute a mapping to some chosen format is
operationalized. In this fourth step, utterances are chosen that constitute evidence that
they belong to a particular category. The fifth step is to depict the mapped formalism
by graphing the data in software such as SemNet™ or a tree-structure similar to
NUDTST™ and then determining if any patterns are apparent in it. The patterns must
be interpreted, and last, the whole process is repeated, recoding at a different grain
size. Analyzing the data at a second grain size is one way o f assessing its validity (Chi,
1997).
These steps are similar to other analysis o f qualitative data and require similar
decisions, for example, the amount o f context to consider and the grain o f the
segmentation. However, the focus is on what the participants say, not how much they
talk. Therefore, simple counting o f words or other simple quantitations should not be
performed (Chi, 1997).
Simmons and Lunetta (1993) reported having students interact with genetics
problem-solving software on the computer and then "think-aloud." Students were
directed to give a running commentary on their perceptions, products and actions, and
to "share their thoughts even if they seemed to be insignificant." The investigator was
present in the room, but if he or she was asked questions, they were answered with,
"Do what you think is best," unless they involved a problem with hardware or software
(Simmons & Lunetta, 1993). Chi used verbal analysis to determine the roles o f tutor
and tutee in the construction of knowledge (Chi, 1996). In 1989, Chi reported a study
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that examined the justifications and self-explanations students generated to solve new
physics problems using example problems in textbooks (Chi & Bassok, 1989).

Clinical Laboratory Science
Clinical laboratory science (or medical technology, the older designation) is the
profession that is primarily responsible for generating medical laboratory test results.
Clinical laboratory scientists study a variety o f biological materials (cells, tissues,
fluids, and molecules) using a wide variety o f specialized, high-precision instruments,
including automatic analyzers, microscopes, electronic counters, and computers (Clerc,
1992). Kami (1996) described the profession as providing information based upon the
performance, verification, and interpretation o f analytical tests on body substances to
detect evidence of, or to prevent disease or impairment, and to promote and monitor
good health (Kami, 1996).
Clinical laboratory scientists may perform as generalists or work in specialized
areas, for example, clinical chemistry, microbiology, hematology, hemostasis,
urinalysis, immunohematology, and immunology. Students are educated to work in all
these areas and are eligible for entry-level positions in any o f these areas after
graduation from an accredited clinical laboratory science program (Clerc, 1992),
(Kami, 1996). In addition, clinical laboratory scientists may assume other roles outside
o f the laboratory, for example, as quality assurance managers, hospital inspectors, and
laboratory consultants. Positions outside o f health care delivery such as technical and
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sales staff for instrum ent manufacturers and as medical educators may be assumed by
clinical laboratory scientists (Kami, 1996).
Scope o f Practice
The scope o f practice of medical technologists or clinical laboratory scientists
includes according to Fiorella and Maturen (1981):
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

Assuring reliable test results that contribute to the prevention,
diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment o f physiological and pathological
conditions. This assurance requires:
Producing accurate test results.
Correlating and interpreting test data.
Assessing and improving existing laboratory test methods.
Designing, evaluating, and implementing new methods.
Designing and implementing cost-effective administrative procedures
for laboratories including their services and personnel.
Designing, implementing, and evaluating processes for education and
continued education o f laboratory personnel.
Developing and monitoring a Quality Assurance program to include:
a.
Quality control o f services
b.
Competence assurance o f personnel
Promoting an awareness and understanding o f the services they render
to the consumer/public and other health care professionals, (p. 649)

The field o f clinical laboratory science is rapidly changing due to managed
health care and technological developments. Refinements in the microchip have made
it possible to process and store vast amounts of information, and this is reflected in the
instrumentation used for testing and the management o f services. Dry reagent
development and monoclonal antibodies have provided economic advantages and
improved the specificity o f laboratory tests. Molecular diagnostic tests that include the
application o f PCR to identify disease are emerging as a new laboratory specialty
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(Kami, 1996). Clerc (1992) described these technological changes as a "biotechnology
revolution" that has and will have great impact on the clinical laboratory.
Clinical Laboratory Science Education
Baccalaureate-level clinical laboratory scientists comprise a majority o f the
clinical laboratory staff in a medical setting. The education o f baccalaureate-level
clinical laboratory scientists includes from two to four years o f pre-clinical course
work and one to two years at an accredited school o f medical technology. These
professional schools may be located in hospitals that have academic agreements with
universities (hospital-based programs) or in universities that grant their own degrees
(university-based programs). The university-based programs are often located within a
school o f allied health professions (Kami, 1996).
Medical technology students receive a Bachelor of Science degree upon
successful completion o f a four-year program. Once they receive their degree, they are
eligible to sit for a national certification exam. Successful passage o f one o f these
examinations is required for licensing in some, but not all states. Louisiana requires
licensing o f medical technologists before they can practice in a clinical laboratory that
performs human tests for diagnosis or evaluation.
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Instrument Development
Biological Literacy Model o f PCR
A biological literacy model o f PCR was developed by this researcher to place
particular concepts within PCR into some hierarchical arrangement that would indicate
their relative importance for instruction. O f course, it would be ideal if students
developed a multidimensional understanding o f every major concept in the curriculum,
but this is not possible or even recommended (Demastes & Wandersee, 1992). This
biological literacy model o f PCR was subsequently approved by Carl Djerassi (personal
communication, October 6,1996).
Model of Biological Literacv for the Polvmerase Chain Reaction
Nominal PCR Literacy (Level 1): Students can recognize the term, polymerase
chain reaction, as a method for working with and amplifying DNA.
Functional PCR Biological Literacy (Level 2): Students can describe the
concepts involved in PCR but have a limited understanding o f how PCR actually
amplifies DNA. Necessary concepts and constructs include: DNA structure, DNA
polymerase, primers, melting, aimealing, cycles, exponential amplification, target DNA.
Structural Biological Literacy (Level 3): Students can construct a model
delineating the order o f the steps in the PCR procedure including: test tube containing
the target DNA, excess nucleotides and DNA polymerase; heating to separate the
strands (to single strands); cooling so that the primers would anneal to each strand and
so that DNA polymerase can extend the primers, repeating the procedure many times to
exponentially multiply the number o f target strands in the thermal cycler.
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Multidimensional Biological Literacy (Level 4): Students can demonstrate
problem-solving ability and application by describing the amounts and characteristics o f
the strands present in the test tube at the end o f the first, second, and third cycles of
PCR. Students can correctly describe the role o f restriction endonucleases, the DNA
synthesizing instrument, the DNA sequencing instrument, and the action o f DNA
polymerase to add nucleotides firom the 5' to 3' end o f the DNA strand. Students can
accurately relate applications o f the PCR procedure in the realm o f scientific
exploration and clinical diagnosis.
Biological Literacv Questionnaire
To affirm the delineation o f content into the four levels o f biological literacy in
this PCR model, a questionnaire was developed. This questionnaire was sent to clinical
laboratory science educators to determine if PCR was being taught in the curriculum o f
clinical laboratory science professional programs and what level o f knowledge
educators believed was necessary for their students to achieve. The sample for this
questionnaire was derived firom an earlier study performed by a graduate student under
the direction o f this researcher. This sample for this previous study was chosen by
randomly selecting one hundred clinical laboratory science programs fi-om a directory
o f allied health schools. The graduate student's questionnaire (Questionnaire 1) was sent
in the fall o f 1994, and 74 clinical laboratory science educators answered this
questionnaire. Sixty-seven of 74 (90.5%) o f the replies firom CLS educators reported
they had active CLS programs; 60 (89%) taught molecular biological techniques;
lecture length averaged 3.4 hours; and 50% provided “hands-on” experience.
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A second questionnaire (Questionnaire 2) was sent by this investigator in M l
1996 to the 67 active programs who completed the first questionnaire. This survey
requested that these educators determine the biological literacy level overall and for 37
topics o f PCR instruction. Written replies were received from 37 (55%). Two (8%)
programs were not teaching PCR and 10 (27%) had closed. Because the return rate was
less than 60%, non-responding programs were contacted by telephone in June o f 1997.
O f those reached, seven were closed, closing within the next year, or inactive and eight
were not teaching PCR or teaching it only briefly. Eight programs were teaching PCR
but unable to answer the questionnaire, and five were not reached. Total responses from
the m ailed questionnaire and telephone interviews were 62 (93%).
O f those reporting an overall biological literacy level for PCR, 12 (40%) replied
that students should reach level three, structural literacy; “able to construct appropriate
explanations and can discuss and explain concepts in their own terms”; five (17%)
reported that students should reach level four: “students can apply the knowledge they
have gained and skills they have developed solving real-world problems”; two (7%)
found that students should reach level two: “define terms correctly, but that ability is
based upon memorization with little understanding” ; three (10%) answered “two to
three"; and four (13%) answered “three to four.” Four responders (13%) failed to state
an overall level. See Appendix C for these results.
O f the more than one thousand responses to the 37 items on the Biological
Literacy questionnaire (30 x 37 items), 49% of the total responses were level three. The
mean was greater than 2.5 for 29 (78%) of the 37 concepts. Level one was chosen only
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4% o f the time, “none” was circled 4% of the tim e, level two was chosen 26% o f the
tim e, and level four was circled 18% o f the tim e. Level three was the mode for all but 7
o f the 37 items.
The range o f the means o f the 37 topics was 3.2 to 2.29, and an overall mean o f
all 37 topics was 2.8. The topics whose mean was greater than level three were the
microbiological applications of PCR, recognizing and recalling the steps in the PCR
procedure and placing them in order, describing DNA annealing, denaturing, the action
o f DNA polymerase, and identifying PCR as an amplification method. Those topics
whose mean was less than 2.5 were the archeological and ecological applications o f
PCR, the 5' to 3' action o f DNA polymerase, the roles o f the DNA sequencing and
synthesizing instruments, and how to set the tim es and temperatures on the thermal
cycler.
Most active, responding (>70%), CLS programs taught PCR and related nucleic
acid technologies, but fewer offered actual experience performing these procedures.
The majority o f CLS program faculty members who completed the Biological Literacy
questioimaire reported that students should achieve level three or greater: “able to
construct appropriate explanations and can discuss and explain concepts in their own
terms.” The overall ratings of means o f the 37 PCR topics and their ranking appear in
Appendix D.
Unfortunately, the majority o f educators answered every item with a level o f
three or four. Their responses did not differentiate among the 37 topics and therefore,
did not support the original PCR biological literacy model. The pretest and posttest o f
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PCR knowledge were based upon the results o f the biological literacy questionnaire,
and the 31 items vdiose mean scores were above 2.5 were included on the tests. The six
topics whose mean rating was less than 2.5 were not included on the tests.
Computer Program Development
PCR Hvpermedia Program Development
The map in Appendix E illustrates the structure o f the researcher-developed
PCR hypermedia program. This map was also included as a card in the program in
order to orient students to their relative location while exploring. It was hoped that this
map would prevent learners from becoming disoriented. Eighty-five percent o f the
items on the PCR biological literacy model were illustrated in the PCR hypermedia
program. Note that this map resembles a concept map o f PCR knowledge.
The PCR program was sectioned into major themes. The themes included;
introductory information and overview, applications (questions answered by PCR),
review o f nucleic acid chemistry, history o f PCR discovery, and the PCR procedure.
The PCR procedure section is the largest with several representations o f the graphics
that describe the steps o f exponential amplification, m aster mix preparation with cards
for each component, PCR products identification by DNA probe and gel
electrophoresis, and limitations and prevention o f contamination. Metacognitive
questions were included in the review o f nucleic acid chemistry, detection methods, and
PCR procedure sections to encourage learning o f major concepts. Knupfer (1994)
recommended the addition o f questions so that users could m onitor their progress. She
suggested that answers to the questions be omitted but to furnish hints on vdiere to find
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explanations (Knupfer, 1994). In this PCR program, the questions were placed in the
section where the answers resided and students answered them verbally. This method
was chosen so that the students would not have to spend time and cognitive resources
on learning the HyperStudio™ instructions that would enable them to answer in the
program. Students’ recommendations expressed in pilot study four (see Appendix A)
were followed where educationally appropriate. A sample o f a menu is found in
Appendix F.
When making the PCR program, the 5E instructional model recommended by
the Biological Sciences Curriculum Study was emulated (1993). This model
corresponds to the constructivist approach to learning because it encourages the student
to reorganize, redefine, elaborate, and change concepts through interaction with other
students and physical objects.
The first step in the 5E model is engagement. In this phase, the instruction
attempts to gain the students’ interest and to make them desire to leam the concepts. It
may also serve as an advance organizer to establish the learning context and to help
students make connections between what they already know and the new subject matter
(Ausubel et al., 1978). Hopefully, it helps the students organize their thinking toward
the desired learning outcomes. The applications section, ”lnteresting Questions
Answered by PCR,” was placed first in the program to gain student interest, and,
therefore, motivation for learning PC R The Interesting Questions Answered by PCR
section consisted o f true stories about the impact o f PCR on people’s lives and included
a videoclip o f a man who was released from death row after PCR eliminated him as the
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perpetrator o f the crime. The history section o f the program was also meant to engage
and enliven the study o f the procedure through a video clip o f (Cary MuUis, the
originator o f PCR, talking about his discovery.
The second stage in the 5E model is exploration. During the exploration phase,
the instruction should provide students with common experiences that identify the
concepts, processes, and skills required for understanding PCR. The review o f DNA
section was written to refresh the student’s memory o f the structure o f DNA and the
relevant DNA chemistry necessary to comprehend the principles o f PCR. It attempted
to ensure that all students had an adequate background before progressing. If students
felt their knowledge was adequate, they could forego the review section. However, if
later they found they needed to review DNA, they could return to this section.
Explanation is the third step in the 5E model, and it focused the student’s
attention on the PCR procedure. Explanation should allow students opportunities to
demonstrate their conceptual understanding, process skills, or behaviors, but this was
difficult within the constraints of HyperStudio™. In the best o f worlds, the program
would be used to instruct students about the procedure along with “hands on”
laboratory experience performing PCR. However, actual laboratory experience by
students is not often possible because o f the cost of reagents and equipment. Direct
PCR experience is also difScult to provide because authentic situations can be
technically challenging. The kits that are available for classroom use are ofren “faked”
specimens and reagents that give students an unrealistic view of laboratory work,
although it may be better than no experience at all. The PCR hypermedia program
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developed for this research was also a somewhat idealized and simplified view o f the
procedure, but it was hoped that this program would be more enriching than a lecture.
The elaboration phase o f the 5E model should challenge and extend the
student’s conceptual understanding and skills. Further expansion o f the basic PCR
concepts comprised the elaboration stage. For example, areas labeled '*more details”
and the Interesting Questions section could anchor the students' knowledge by
personalizing it through stories. If students had not explored the history section, it might
further their understanding o f PCR and enhance their basic knowledge o f the nature of
science. More details and graphics about the procedure could also help to integrate the
concepts.
Evaluation is the last stage o f the model. The posttest and postinstruction
interview were the evaluation phase. The program encouraged students to assess their
own learning through the metacognitive tasks that directed students to answer questions
about their PCR knowledge. In addition, students were asked to explain each screen or
card after viewing it. For a full understanding o f PCR and for biological literacy, the
student should explore all the components o f the program. However, the only method to
ensure this was prodding by the instructor during the students' exploration o f the
program.
PCR HvperStudio™ Program Pilot Focus Group Analvsis
The purpose o f this pilot study was to determine if the PCR hypermedia
program would explain the relevant concepts o f PCR. Five clinical laboratory science
senior students were requested to remain after completing their day o f clinical education
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in order to participate in a focus group session on July 17,1997. They volunteered to
participate in a focus group discussion that lasted 2.5 hours and were served pizza and
given small academic gifts for their participation. These students graduated in August
o f 1997. This class had been taught PCR by another instructor and had brief “hands on”
experiences performing PCR in the clinical virology laboratory and/or the human
lymphocytic antigen (HLA) typing laboratory. They signed consent forms agreeing to
be videotaped and audiotaped during the computer program presentation. The
researcher also took notes as references to the tapes.
First, the students were issued the Inventory o f Learning Processes (Schmeck, et
al., 1977) and asked to complete i t Next, they answered the pretest. When all students
completed these assessments, the PCR HyperStudio™ computer program was presented
by LCD projection technology. The students discussed the options on each screen, and
through consensus, determined which path to take through the hypermedia program.
The researcher ensured that the entire program was viewed, and students were provided
an opportunity to review any or all areas. The entire group was interviewed using
recommended focus group methods. They were asked to comment on the value o f the
program for teaching about PCR. A fter viewing, the students were asked to complete
the posttest and the Nature o f Science Questionnaire (Roach, 1993). Then the students
were asked to critique the pretest and posttest. The researcher transcribed the tapes o f
the focus group and scored the pretest and posttest. Inventory o f Learning Processes,
and Nature o f Science instruments.
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Students were very complimentary about the hypermedia PCR program and
were excited about learning from i t They all expressed the opinion that the focus group
session was instructional and that it clarified their thinking about the concepts relevant
to PCR. Sections they found particularly engrossing in the computer program were the
Interesting Questions Answered by PCR section, especially those questions that were
answered with stories, and the History o f PCR section where one student commented,
“History personalizes the science.” The focus group students also found the cartoon-like
drawings of nucleotides from The Way Life Works (Hoagland & Dodson, 1995, p. 87),
the Taq polymerase photograph o f hot springs and the explanation accompanying it, the
gel electrophoresis explanation and graphic, and the limitations section to be excellent
In addition, students liked the Times New Roman font and the light-colored text on
dark backgrounds. They preferred the fastest transitions between screens rather than the
slower, special effects transitions, such as “blinds” or “rain.”
The major emphasis of the focus group session was recommendations for
changes to the PCR program so that it would be more efiective for instruction. Once the
students became comfortable with the researcher-moderator and found that she
encouraged criticism, many suggestions were made for improving the program. The
researcher-moderator asked the students if they thought a glossary would be helpful and
all answered affirmatively. It was also pointed out that the navigation maps and
metacognitive questions had not yet been added. Moreover, students recommended that
a screen explaining the workings o f the program and where to exit should be included at
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the first o f the program. One student wanted an exit added to every screen, but the other
four students thoi%ht that exits at main menus were adequate.
Because the computer screen was projected, scrolling through text was
distracting. Even though scrolling was limited to only a few screens, the students
recommended that those screens be divided into more screens or compacted into one to
eliminate scrolling. They stated that computer ability should never be assumed in
students. Another student wanted to have arrows that guided movement through the
program, but the others appreciated the learner control provided. Specific suggestions
for each section o f the program were agreed upon. These suggestions are delineated in
Appendix A. Changes were made to the PCR program to reflect these
recommendations. Other pilot results firom this session are discussed in the Pretest and
Posttest Development section o f this chapter and Appendix A.
Chapter 19 Hvpermedia Development
Many o f the same principles delineated in the PCR hypermedia program
development were followed in this program. However, this program is more linear. See
Appendix G for a sample screen. To make the Chapter 19 program, the text and
illustrations in the chapter were scanned into a word processing document and
transferred to the HyperStudio™ program named “Chapter 19.” Although the students
read the entire novel, they were not specifically encouraged to study Chapter 19 and the
PCR concepts presented in that chapter until they performed it on the computer. Each
page o f text included buttons that returned the user to the beginning o f the program
(Title Page), moved to the next page, returned to the last page read, and connected to
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the Glossary. The text was light-colored on a black background. Scrolling throi%h text
was minimized, and there were two columns o f text on each screen. Diagrams were
placed on the same page o f text where they were located in the novel.
From the title page, the user could exit the program, view a map o f the program,
read about the author, review descriptions o f the characters in the novel, consult the
glossary, review a short synopsis o f the plot prior to Chapter 19, or begin reading the
te x t This hypermedia program was more limited in choices and more linear than the
PCR hypermedia program. However, by returning to the title page, users o f the Chapter
19 program could review any screen by browsing through the program. This would be
analogous to turning pages in a book. Because users had to make a mouse click to move
from page to page, the students were interactively involved in the program to some
degree. Chapter 19 was placed into the HyperStudio™ software so that presentation
approach (by instructional media) would be identical and only the content would differ.
Chapter 19 had been piloted in 1996 using the paperback book. See Appendix A
for these results. It was assumed that placing the chapter as written into the software
would not adversely affect students’ ability to understand the concepts presented.
Pretest and Posttest Development
The pretest and posttest items were written to assess samples o f knowledge
recommended on the PCR biological literacy model by CLS educators. Common
alternative conceptions identiSed in pilot studies (see Appendix A) were used as
distractors on multiple choice questions. Two forms of each test question were written
and one form was placed on each examination.
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Validity
Content validity was determined by following the PCR biological literacy model
that medical technology educators had evaluated. Next, the exams were sent to two
instructors who taught PCR to C:S students. Their corrections and comments were
incorporated. Finally, the students who took part in the focus group pilot study took
both tests and were asked to reconunend clarifications of questions. See Appendix H
for the corrected pretest (also used as posttest 2) and Appendix I for the posttest.
Reliability
A statistician was consulted, and it was determined that approximately 20
medical technology students should be evaluated on both tests, answered at least five
days apart Twenty-four students from two other Louisiana CLS programs were tested.
The test answers were scored by computer. The computer calculated the difBculty index
and the discrimination index for each item, the Ruder Richardson 20, and the Standard
Error o f Measurement. The mean score for the pretest was 44% and for the posttest was
47%.
The Ruder Richardson 20 (RR-20) is an index o f homogeneity or inter-item
consistency o f the items based on the proportion o f correct and incorrect responses to
each o f the items on the test The RR-20 for the pretest was 0.86 and for the posttest
was 0.74. A high number can be interpreted to demonstrate that the items are equivalent
to each other.
The Standard Error o f Measurement (s^) is the confidence interval. It measures
the expected variability o f the obtained scores around the true score. A low standard
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error of measurement would mean that the subjects' true scores are close to the score
received. The

was 2.18 for the pretest and 2.34 for the posttest.

The pretest and the posttest results were correlated to determine the coefficient
o f stability and equivalence. This method for testing equivalent forms o f the tests five
days apart yielded a coefficient of stability and equivalence o f 0.79. This number can be
interpreted to indicate that the two tests measured the same performance consistently
over time. The equivalent forms method for reliability is considered to provide the best
estimation o f the reliability for academic tests.
Nature of Science Questionnaire
After extensive review of the literature and evaluation of available instruments.
Roach (1993) designed her own questiormaire because none suited her research
question or were unacceptable for college students. For example, W ilson’s 1954 (as
cited in Roach, 1993) study reported no validity or reliability data. Kimball’s 1967
Nature o f Science Scale relied on differences between pure and applied science, and
most of the correct responses were stated negatively. The Test on Understanding
Science by Klopfer and Cooley published in 1953 (as cited in Lerderman, 1992) is the
most frequently used instrument (Lederman, 1992); however, it was written for
secondary students. Gotham and Smith’s (1981) instrument. Concepts o f Scientific
Theories Test, targets only the tentative and revisionary nature o f science and theory
development (Roach, 1993). Pomeroy (1993) designed a 50-item questionnaire to detect
traditional versus modem conceptions o f the nature o f science, but it had not been
validated or tested for reliability.
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The questionnaire developed by Roach (1993) contained 24 items that were
Likert-scaled with four choices: strongly agree, agree, disagree, and strongly disagree.
There is no neutral choice, forcing students to disagree or agree. The NOSQ is keyed as
either agreement or disagreement. The strongly agree and strongly disagree were used
for degree o f opinion only. Roach verified her results by requiring the students in her
study to complete open-ended questions as journal entries.
Validitv and Reliabilitv
Validity o f the NOSQ (Roach, 1993) was established by examination o f the
instrument by 10 experts for content validity, administration o f the instrument to three
groups of students, and through individual interviews o f 10 students to verify their
understanding o f the items. The NOSQ was administered to 132 students not taught the
nature o f science, 166 students who were taught the nature o f science, and 12 physics
and chemistry majors. Roach found there were statistically significant differences
among the three groups. Reliability was calculated at .74, similar to other available
instruments.
Several instruments were available for assessing the level of knowledge students
have about the nature o f science. The descriptions o f these instruments was discussed in
the literature review. It is interesting that even though there was evidence available that
cast doubts on the validity and reliability o f many o f the available instruments, all the
investigators found that students did not possess adequate conceptions o f the nature o f
science (Lederman, 1992). Therefore, because few philosophers of science, science
educators, or scientists agree about what the nature of science is, it appears that finding
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the best questionnaire is a matter o f matching the students to be tested and the Qrpes o f
items in the instrument to the research question. Because Roach (1993) selected a welldocumented group o f items, found it to be valid and reliable as a snapshot o f current
understanding, aimed it toward undergraduates, and was measuring the amount o f
conceptual change about the nature o f science after instruction, her instrument was
chosen for this dissertation. See Appendix J for Roach’s Nature o f Science
Questionnaire.
Inventory o f Learning Processes
Schmeck’s Inventory o f Learning Processes (ILP) was chosen as an instrument
to indicate the learning style o f college students because it appeared to determine their
level and category o f processing information (Schmeck, et al., 1977). It was chosen to
provide evidence o f a student’s ability to leam meaningfully. The ILP consists o f four
scales. See Appendix K for the ILP.
Reliabilitv
The first scale in the ILP (Schmeck, et al., 1977), labeled “deep processing,”
contains 18 items with an internal consistency reliability o f 0.82 and test-retest
reliability o f 0.88 (Schmeck & McCarthy, 1982). The elaborative processing scale
contains 14 items with an internal consistency reliability o f 0.67 and test-retest
reliability o f 0.80. The third scale is fact retention and it consists o f only seven items
with internal consistency of 0.58 and test-retest reliability o f 0.79. The last scale is the
methodological study scale. The internal consistency o f this scale was found to be 0.74
and the test-retest reliability was 0.83 (Schmeck & McCarthy, 1982).
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Validitv
When the scores o f the students on the ILP were correlated with scores on the
W atson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal, it was found that the deep processing scale
correlated positively with critical thinking while students who scored well on the
methodological study scale correlated negatively (Schmeck & Ribich, 1978).
Elaborative processing scale and fact retention scale did not correlate with critical
thinking This supported the difference between the items on the elaborative processing
scale and the deep processing scale. Additionally, the scores on the elaborative
processing scale o f the ILP also correlated positively with scores on the Principle and
Application scales o f the Cognitive Preference Test. None o f the other scales on the ILP
correlated with the Cognitive Preference Test (Schmeck & Ribich, 1978).
The LLP was compared to the Betts Questionnaire on M ental Imagery that asks
subjects to imagine a stimulus situation and to describe the clarity of the image on a
seven-point scale (Schmeck & Ribich, 1978). This measure demonstrated a significant
positive correlation with elaborative processing scale and the greatest correlation was
with the Visual Imagery subscale o f the Betts Questionnaire on Mental Imagery. The
deep processing scale of ILP had a slight negative correlation w ith the Betts test, again
providing evidence that the elaborative processing scale and the deep processing scale
o f the ILP measure different styles (Schmeck & Ribich, 1978).
Anxiety was measured by the Manifest Anxiety Scale designed to assess
emotional responsiveness. The deep processing scale was negatively correlated with
anxiety. This negative correlation was postulated to result because highly aroused
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subjects focus on the physical aspects o f verbal material while low arousal subjects
organize their memory around semantic cues (Schmeck & Ribich, 1978). The Scale o f
Academic Curiosity was positively correlated with the deep processing, methodological
study, and elaborative processing scales o f the ELP but most closely related to the
methodological study scale. The researchers stated that this result indicates that
information seeking constitutes a large part o f the activity assessed on the
methodological study scale and a small part o f the elaborative processing scale
(Schmeck & Ribich, 1978).
Scores on the deep processing scale of the ILP were positively correlated to the
sum o f scores on the Achievement via Conformance and Achievement via
Independence scales o f the California Psychological Inventory. These results indicated
that individuals who scored high on both these scales and the deep processing scale
were efficient, mature, organized, and stable. Students who scored high on
methodological study scale had a negative relationship with achievement scales
suggesting that they were compliant, industrious, moderate, and quiet (Schmeck &
Ribich, 1978).
Schmeck and Grove (1979) studied the relationship between academic
achievement of college students with their ILP scores. Academic achievement was
measured by their grade point averages (GPA) and their American College Testing
(ACT) scores. The elaborative processing scale, deep processing scale, and the fact
retention scale were positively correlated to the GPA and the ACT, but the
methodological study scale demonstrated a slight negative correlation. These results
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suggested that deep processing, elaborative processing, and fact retention were
conducive to effective college performance. Students vdio leam through drill and
practice, scored well on the methodological study scale and had lower GPA and ACT
scores (Schmeck & Grove, 1979).
Deep processing was also found to correlate significantly with the Vocabulary
and Comprehension scores o f the Nelson-Denny Reading Test but not to the Reading
Rate portion. This study contributes to the validity of the ELF because reading
comprehension is a measure o f semantic processing (Schmeck, 1980).

Institutional Review Board Approval
Louisiana State University Medical Center Institutional Review Board granted
an exemption for this research based on “research involving the use o f educational tests
(cognitive, diagnostic, aptitude, achievement), survey procedures, interview procedures
or observation o f public behavior.” See Appendix L for a copy o f this approval. A copy
o f the consent form accompanied the IRE and the 10 students signed i t See Appendix
M for the consent form. Additions and corrections were made to the research
prospectus.

Participants
Louisiana State University Medical Center has a 14-month CLS program.
Students complete at least 73 hours o f college credit in specified courses at the college
or university o f their choice before transferring to LSU Medical Center. Successful
completion o f this nationally accredited program results in a Bachelor o f Science degree
conferred by LSU Medical Center. The School o f Allied Health Professions has
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campuses in New Orleans and Shreveport and there are departments o f CLS on both
campuses. Students participants chosen for this research study were fiom the
Shreveport campus clinical laboratory science class.
Students can attend the didactic portion o f their study o f clinical laboratory
science on either campus. The last six months o f study occur in a clinical laboratory
affiliate that is a hospital or independent clinical laboratory. The m edical technology
accreditation is jointly held between the two campuses. Courses are sim ilar on both
campuses, but not identical. Instructors are given the fieedom to structure courses and
use teaching strategies that they find effective. The number of hours in the courses and
general subject matter is identical.
Polymerase chain reaction and other nucleic acid technologies are currently
taught in MTEC 4104 Clinical Microbiology that this researcher teaches. In addition to
biotechnology, this course includes the identification, clinical diagnosis, epidemiology,
and treatment o f pathogenic bacteria, viruses, and fungi. This study was conducted
during MTEC 4104 that was taught in the fall semester that began August 19,1997.
All 10 senior medical technology students agreed to participate in the study and
completed all parts o f i t The characteristics o f the 10 students are listed in Table 1.
Only two students were under 23 years o f age with no dependents and would be
considered traditional students. Two o f the male students were very quiet and reserved,
and this was reflected in the quantity o f their verbalizations. All the students save one
student were Caucasian and that student was African AmericaiL Names o f the students
have been changed to protect their anonymity.
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Table 1
Student Personal Data

Student

Age

Judy
Abby
Je ff
Sharon
Gail

31
37
22
22
24

M ean for
Chapter
19 Furst
Group

27

John
Austin
Dot
Ann
Susan

25
22
22
26
30

Mean for
PCR First
Group

25

Highest Degree

LSUMC
GPA

Overall
GPA

2.43
3.79
2.46
3.36
4.00

2.93
3.06
2.62
3.11
3.50

3.21

3.04

3.61
2.75
3.50
2.43
3.46

3.41
2.93
3.68
3.09
3.09

3.15

3.24

BA.Sociology
Ph..D. Agronomy
none
none
B.S. Biology

none
none
none
B.S. Biology
A.S. MET

Gender

Depen
dents

Female
Female
Male
Female
Female

yes
yes
yes
yes
no

Male
Male
Female
Female
Female

no
no
no
yes
yes

Procedures
The data for this research were gathered as part o f the MTEC 4104 Clinical
Microbiology course. However, much o f the data were not collected during actual class
tim e. The students were given the option o f participating in the research or completing
an alternative course requirement. Students who chose to participate in this study
received points for their participation in the portfolio portion o f the assessment o f
MTEC 4104, and these points were applied as 15% o f their final grade in this fourcredit hour course.
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Consent forms and the Nature o f Science Questionnaires were completed on
August 26. Students completed the Inventory o f Learning Processes on August 27.
Following the evaluation o f the Nature o f Science Questionnaire, the students were
interviewed individually about their responses to each item of this instrum ent All 10
interviews were completed, and these students took the pretest and were given a copy o f
The Bourbaki Gambit (Djerassi, 1994) on September 5.
Reading The Bourbaki Gambit
Instructions and a log were stapled inside the back cover of the novel. Students
were instructed to read it “as you would a novel.” They were also asked to annotate the
book by underlining, writing remarks or questions in the margins, and to use the book
as their journal to record their feelings about what they read. In addition, students were
requested to circle words for which they did not know the meaning and to place a check
mark on the word if they looked it up in a dictionary. Students were requested to record
the dates and times they spent reading the novel. Four weeks were allowed for reading
The Bourbaki Gambit (Djerassi, 1994). On September 30, the novels were returned and
the students were tested to determine if they read the novel. See Appendix N for The
Bourbaki Gambit test.
Computer Work
The 10 students were ranked by their scores on the novel exam. Then they were
alternately assigned to the Chapter 19 group that first performed the Chapter 19 o f The
Bourbaki Gambit (Djerassi, 1994) that was adapted to hypermedia, or to the PCR
group, that first performed the researcher-designed PCR hypermedia program. Between
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October 1 and 15, each student in the Chapter 19 first group was videotaped
individually while working through the Chapter 19 hypermedia program. The PCR first
group students were also videotaped while working through the PCR hypermedia
program. Members o f both groups were asked to provide explanations o f each screen
after they read it and examined any graphics on it. In the PCR program, there were three
sections that included metacognitive questions based on the content o f that section.
Students verbally answered the questions and were offered pencil and paper to work out
any problems. At the completion o f both programs, students were asked to describe
PCR as they currently understood it. For the most part, students were not prompted by
the researcher for a more complete explanation. The researcher was present in the room
during the entire session to solve any technical problems with the computer software
and hardware or the audiotape and videotape recording equipment The researcher
answered most questions on the content noncommitally. The posttest was taken by all
10 students on October 16.
B eginning October 27, 1997 students in the Chapter 19 first group performed

the PCR hypermedia program individually and the students in the PCR first group
performed the Chapter 19 hypermedia program individually. This ensured that all o f the
students encountered both programs. The purpose o f using two programs was not to
compare them but to explore the differential learning outcomes. The order o f
experiencing the programs was expected to influence the results. Data were collected
similarly to the first set o f computer instructions. Following the computer work by the
two groups on November 13, the students took the pretest for the second time.
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Journal Entries
Throughout the semester, students were asked to complete ajournai entry on a
topic o f the researcher’s choice. The five journal entries were: (a) due September 17,
“W hat is science? W hat is technology? What is the difference?” (b) due October 8,
“When you will be practicing your profession (as a medical technologists/clinical
laboratory scientist), will you consider yourself as a technologist or a scientist? Why?
Give examples whenever possible;” (c) due October 21, “Describe how the book. The
Bourbaki Gambit affected your knowledge about the nature of science. What
impression did the book give you about scientists and the work they do?” (d) also due
October 21, “Describe your impressions o f The Bourbaki Gambit; ” and (e) due
November 25, “Is Science certain or uncertain? Explain.” On November 12,1997, the
students answered the NOSQ again (Roach, 1993).
Final Interviews
Final interviews began November 19 and continued until December 2 when all
10 students had been interviewed. First, they were asked to explain any differences
between their answers on the first NOSQ (Roach, 1993) and the second. Next, they
were asked to explain PCR and were prompted to explain it as completely as they were
able. In addition, each student was requested to pretend they were the technologist
perform ing PCR and to arrange the magnetic graphic cards in the order o f the steps they

would follow while explaining their decisions.
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Data Analysis
Qualitative and Quantitative Analysis
Tapes were fully transcribed, then the data were entered into NUDTST™
software files and analyzed. The pretest, posttest 1, posttest 2 (second pretest), first and
second NOSQ (Roach, 1993), and the ILP (Schmeck, et al., 1977) were scored.
Inadvertently, the videotape firom Je ffs Chapter 19 program exploration and recall was
damaged and could not be retrieved by video experts. The volume on his audio tape was
so low that it was unintelligible. Data were also missing firom Susan’s PCR exploration
because she was unable and unwilling to perform the program. Technical problems with
the computer program and Susan’s fear o f and unfamiliarity with computers prevented
her firom learning PCR firom the program. John and Austin declined to recall at the end
o f their PCR program exploration.
Data about PCR knowledge were analyzed using the methods recommended by
Chi (1997) because verbal analysis held more promise for determining the processes of
learning than did protocol (think aloud) analysis in this dissertation. Instead o f a series
o f steps taken when solving problems, verbal analysis produced an approximation o f
the learner’s conceptual firamework. Although its theoretical firamework seemed slightly
weaker than protocol analysis, the amount of relevant information derived when
exploring learning in a new context more than offset this disadvantage. Because the
students were not solving problems during their computer sessions, but learning a
process, the explanations generated through verbal analysis were considered more
valuable.
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Transcripts were read many times for strict criteria and for subtle meanings.
Data were analyzed in two grain sizes, and patterns were searched for within the data.
Coding was by topic and by category. Explanations were characterized by the number
o f propositions and the number o f PCR concepts described. A proposition was defined
as a prepositional or verb phrase that included unique information firom the other
phrases in that student’s transcript. These phrases were characterized for each student as
unique science propositions, alternative conceptions, novel plot propositions,
monitoring propositions, inferences, and total propositions, for example.
PCR concepts were identified if the student described those concepts listed on
the PCR biological literacy docum ent The topics on the biological literacy model were
further grouped according to more specific concepts under the major areas of the model.
Concepts from each student’s transcripts were counted as total (major and specific)
concepts, major concepts, and alternative conceptions. The concepts were then placed
into the fiumework o f the levels o f the PCR biological literacy model.
The concepts were a coarse level of coding. Because it was felt that these codes
might overlook subtle differences and inferences in the data, the fiiner coding o f
propositions was undertaken. Several propositions could make up one concept These
two sets o f coding served as a validity check (Chi, DeLeeuw, Chiu, & LaVancher,
1994). The test scores, numbers o f propositions, and concepts recalled were triangulated
to rank students by their PCR knowledge at the conclusion o f the study.
The Nature o f Science Questionnaire (Roach, 1993) preinstructional and
postinstruction scores were verified by interviews where students explained each
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answer and provided examples whenever possible. In addition, their journal writings
were used to corroborate or refute their positions. The students’ viewpoints, where
appropriate, were characterized as contemporary or traditional as described in Palmquist
and Finley (1997).
Statistical Analysis
To determine if there were significant differences between the number of
propositions and the number o f concepts between the two groups, a statistical analysis
was performed. Because the sample was small (10), nonparametric statistics were
performed. For two independent groups that come firom the same population, the MannWhitney U test is one o f the more powerful nonparametric procedures. The MannWhimey U is analogous to the parametric /-test for independent samples. It should be
noted that this statistical operation may not determine significant differences between
groups because the power of the test with this small number o f participants is low.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Question One: What do students leam about the nature o f science and
technology from each o f the two approaches?
The scores o f the 10 students on the NOSQ (Roach, 1993) taken before reading
the novel and any computer work (NO SQl) and at the end o f the study (NOSQ2) are
displayed in Table 2. Because one o f the goals o f the science-in-fiction genre is to
present an authentic portrayal o f scientists and their ethical dilemmas, it was expected
that the novel and the Chapter 19 hypermedia program taken directly from it would
provide the most information about the nature o f science. In addition, sections in the
PCR hypermedia treatment were also intended to shed some light on the nature o f
science and technology. For example, the histories o f the discoveries o f DNA and PCR
as well as the Biotechnology Time Line were included.
Little difiTerence was found between students’ scores on their two response to
the NOSQ (Roach, 1993). If students were influenced by the information in the novel or
the PCR program, it was not detected by this instrument. H alf o f the students improved
their score, four decreased, and one remained the same. The mean scores o f the students
increased less than one item.
When the Likert scores to the NOSQ (Roach, 1993) were calculated, these
scores indicated students performed better on NOSQl than N 0SQ 2. Because students
answered that they either strongly agreed or strongly disagreed 60 times on the first
questionnaire but only 34 times on the second, scores were higher on the second.
Inasmuch as strong agreement with the key received one point, agreement two points,
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Table 2
Total NOSQ Scores for Each Student
Students

Nature o f Science Questionnaire
First Responses

Nature o f Science Questionnaire
Second Responses

Groups

Number
Correct

Percent
Correct

Calculated
Score

Number
Correct

Percent
Correct

Calculated
Score

16
15
15
16
15

67%
63%
63%
67%
63%

2.291
2.208
2.042
2.208
2.291

14
17
18
16
20

58%
71%
75%
67%
83%

2.375
2.250
2.083
2.333
2.000

15.4

64%

2.208

17.0

71%

2.208

16
17
15
12
16

67%
71%
63%
50%
67%

2.208
2.083
2.333
2.543
2.292

13
16
18
17
13

54%
67%
75%
71%
54%

2.458
2.333
2.25
2.333
2.375

Mean
PCR First
Group

15.2

63%

2.292

15.4

64%

2.350

Mean All

15.3

64%

2.25

16.2

68%

2.279

Judy
Abby
Jeff
Sharon
Gail
Mean
Chapterl9
First Group
John
Austin
Dot
Ann
Susan

disagreement three points, and strong disagreement with the key received four points, a
lower score was better than a higher score. This meant that a strong agreement with the
key received half as many points as an agreement. Consequently, a student who chose
the same number o f agreements with the key, but fewer strong agreements would score
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much higher on the Likert scale and appear to be less knowledgeable. Furthermore, one
wrong “strongly disagree” would mask two correct “agree” statements.
Students’ choices on the Likert scale indicated that the students became less
sure o f their answers, and this was reflected in the higher scores. Therefore, scoring by
calculating the Likert values may be somewhat misleading. This finding is similar to
that found by Tuttle (1997) in his masters’ thesis. In Roach’s dissertation (1993), she
chose to disregard the Likert scores and performed statistics on the
agreement/disagreement scores. She reported that the Likert scores were only used to
indicate the strength o f students’ answers (Roach, 1993).
Table 3 presents the scores o f all 10 students on the items arranged into
categories. All 10 students disagreed w ith item 3, “Science is certain because
experiments are repeated until the scientist gets the right answer” and agreed with item
14, “Scientists study something because they are curious about it.” All but one o f the
students agreed with the key on items 1 ,8 ,1 1 , 12, and 13. Students m ost firequently
disagreed with the key on the following items: 16,18,15, 6 ,2 3 ,2 0 , and 19.
The NOSQ (Roach, 1993) is sim ilar to a tme-false te s t Seldom is “all” or
“never” a correct response to this type o f assessment and the more qualifications a
statement has, the more likely it is to be correct. Students also are taught there are
always exceptions to the rules they leam. This may help to explain why 7 o f 10
answered disagree to item 15, “The aim o f all science is to convert observations and
phenomena to mathematical relationships.” Conversely, nine answered item 1 correctly.
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Science vs. Technology: Item 4:Inventions such as penicillin, plastic, and television were not the goals of scientific
research. Item 6: Science does not emphasize the practical application of its discoveries. Item 12: Scientists study
something because they hope it will lead to a money making invention. Item 19.The goal of science is to invent machines
and processes to improve human welfare. Item 20: The main function of a scientist is to improve the human condition.
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Science is tentative: Item 3:Science is certain, because experiments are repeated until the scientist gets t le right answer.
Item S:Scientific knowledge is certain, because scientists prove their hypotheses with experiments. Item 7:Science is guided
by nature. Item 9:Scientific knowledge is uncertain. ItemlS: The most fitting definition of science is "a body of
knowledge."
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Scientific methods: Item 16: The scientific met rod consists o 'the following steps: c efine the problem, gather data,
formulate hypotheses, experiment, and draw co nclusions. Iten1 17: The method a sc lentist selects to complete his research is
based on the questions being asked; there is not one set of app roved procedures. Itern 21 : There are many scientific
methods.
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Science is a human enterprise: Item 8: The work of a scientist requires such a dedication that s/he is unable to have the same
type of lifestyle as people who choose other fields of work. Item 11 :Scientists have to be creative and use their
imaginations. Item 14:Scientists study something because they are curious about it.
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Item 22: There are plenty of animals around so it is an acceptable practice to capture and kill animals in order to study them.
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Science versus Technology
Three o f the items most often missed on both NOSQ (Roach, 1993) responses
were items that related to the goals o f science and the differences between science and
technology. When asked the definitions o f science and technology and the differences
between them on ajournai assignment, some students answered with contemporary
ideas as described by Palmquist and Finley (1997). Abby wrote, “Technology is the
tools we use to develop our understanding o f science. For example, a DNA sequencer is
a piece o f technology. Technology can also be used to further and spread our
understanding o f science.” Ann answered, “Technology is methodology used in
determining explanations,” and the difference is, “science is the accepted explanation o f
things whereas technology is the method by which that explanation is found.” Gail

answered:
Technology is the action o f applying known facts in science in order to gain new
knowledge and facts. Technology is actually the application o f science in which
one would use the scientific theory and laws to gain knowledge. The difference
between the two is slight. Science is more o f a noun while technology is an
action verb. The two really go hand in hand. Science is the knowledge and
technology uses the knowledge to gain new knowledge to go into the pool. One
can’t really exist without the other.
Sharon, Dot, and Austin wrote that technology is using or applying science. Dot
asserted, “The difference is that we can have science without technology, but not
technology without science.” Judy answered that technology is bom firom science and
science must exist first. Judy used Leonardo da Vinci as her example of science being
around long before technology. Susan also asserted that technology is made by science
and without science, there would be no technology.
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These examples support the judgment that half o f the students did not hold
contemporary views about the nature o f technology as described in the AAAS
publications (AAAS, 1989, 1993). Although these students expressed views that
science always comes before technology, this is not true. There are many examples
firom the history o f science and technology that deny this relationship. Manual (1986)
asserted that Americans tend to view technology as applied science while Europeans are
more likely to recognize that science is driven by technology. "Appreciate that
technologies are expressions o f the desire to understand and control the environment
and that technologies change in response to changing social needs. Past scientific
explanations were valid in their time and technologies are still valid in some cultural
contexts” (Manuel, 1986). Even Manuel fails to recognize that science can and does
proceed, at times, without technology-just consider Einstein's thought experiments, for
example.
It was believed that the items that would be most likely to generate change firom
reading the novel would concern the goals o f science because the scientists were totally
indifferent to the applications o f PCR in Chapter 19. However, answers on the NOSQ
(Roach, 1993) did not support this position. Most students agreed that "Science
emphasizes practical applications o f its discoveries"; "The goal o f science was to invent
machines and processes to improve human welfare"; and that "The main function of a
scientist is to improve the human condition." M ost students agreed with item 4,
"Inventions such as penicillin, plastic, and television were not the goals o f scientific
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research" and stated that knew the discovery o f penicillin was accidental only because
they were taught that in the microbiology course.
Students were asked to provide written comments related to their thoughts
about the novel (Djerassi, 1994) after reading i t Four wrote that the novel elucidated
the personal lives o f scientists. Jeff wrote, "The various discussions that revealed the
personal side o f the scientists added a lot to the story"; Gail responded, "It’s interesting
reading about the scientific community;" and John answered, "7%e Bourbald Gcanbit
gives an interesting perspective o f scientists. I like how the book brings out the
humanistic side o f the scientists." Dot responded:
I thought it was an interesting look at the way scientists are. I was glad that
there was a lot o f personal information about the characters. It showed that they
do have lives outside o f work. I like the Japanese scientist the best He seemed
to be more open minded to areas outside o f science, like the arts. I think that
showed that scientists don’t have to be boring and obsessed with their work.
When asked how The Bourbald Gambit (Djerassi, 1994) changed his ideas
about science and scientists, JefT wrote:
I never realized that the presence o f ego could alter a group effort in science.
But, to be realistic, scientists are human, too. The book tended to downplay the
actual work that went into the achievements, when we all know that things like
that [PCR] take years o f work and research.” Sharon penned, “From the
beginning I have considered the scientist as the good Samaritan working to help
m ankind or others and not really focusing on themselves. I thought that they
were not selfish, not doing research and work for themselves. After reading this
book, my thoughts were really turned around.
Gail answered that the novel showed her that researchers don’t necessarily do
research in order to aid humanity but to further their own careers, and, that science is
“ego-based.” John wrote that his ideas were not affected by the novel but further
asserted, “this book gives me the impression that science is used to achieve personal
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gratification and is not used to explain and study natural phenomena. The Bourbaki
Gambit shows that scientists are human, too.” Susan also denied that the book affected
her knowledge o f the nature o f science but added that it demonstrated that the work
scientists do is very important and sometimes two heads are better than one when
contributing to a scientific discovery.
When probed during her second interview about how scientists are motivated,
Judy said that scientists were inspired by curiosi^ and those in the novel wanted “to
show people up” who thought they were less capable because o f their age. When Jeff
was similarly probed, he answered, “According to the book, they were thinking about
their name being on a few papers.” He continued to assert that scientists invented
machines and when asked if maybe engineers did that, he said he didn’t know. Sharon
explained that she changed one o f her answers to agree that scientists study something
to make money because the book showed her that she was “naive before.”
Dot and Austin interpreted the item to mean that improving human welfare
meant improving knowledge, understanding, and “the mind in general.” In his second
interview, Austin allowed that scientists were mostly interested in personal recognition;
however, he still “hoped” that most scientists were altruistic. Conversely, Ann thought
that scientists tried to invent something “usable” or moneymaking, but not for the good
o f mankind. Overall, these students seemed to temper or replace their idealistic views o f
science with realistic ones after reading the novel.
Susan stated that scientists invent machines and they were trying to improve
human welfare, using medical examples to make her po in t John used medical science
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to justify his view that scientists were attempting to improve human welfare. John
thought the scientists in the novel were afypical because they were at the terminal stage
o f their careers. When probed further, he agreed that medicine is applied science.
Changing students’ minds about the goals o f science and scientists is
particularly difScult when they are entering a medical profession. They observe basic
scientists in the medical school who obtain their funding by proposing to perform
research that will lead to a practical application such as a diagnosis or cure for disease.
They enter the field so that they can help people and save lives. With medical research
it is very difficult to separate technology and science. When the students were asked in
ajournai entry to explain whether they would consider themselves technologists or
scientists, none o f their answers were supported by contemporary views o f the natures
o f science and technology.
The reasons, other than these, that the students, for the most part, did not
undergo conceptual change about the goals o f scientists as the result o f reading the
novel, other than their progress in moving firom idealistic to realistic views of scientists'
behavior patterns, is unclear. One explanation m ight be that they read the novel very
superficially and did not pay attention to the scientists and their motivations. The
treatment may have had too short a duration, and the ideas in the novel were not
discussed in class or made explicit.
On the other hand, some students responded to items erroneously as the result o f
reading the novel. The characteristics o f the scientists as portrayed in the novel caused
some students to attribute malevolent intentions to them . Students such as Sharon and
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Jeff concluded that scientists were motivated by greed or ego. Other students like John
just considered the scientists in the novel to be aberrations and believed most scientists
were out to save mankind. This response confirms w hat prior research has found about
the tenacity o f alternative conceptions (Wandersee et al., 1994), such as “Scientists are
always altruistic.”
Through the notations students made in the margins o f the novel, they indicated
several examples of instances where they did not understand or relate to the characters
in the novel. The advanced ages and experiences o f the characters may have failed to
create a cognitive bridge to these students. For example, Gail and Judy both commented
about the characters’ discussions of sex. Judy stated that she was offended by all the sex
talk, and Gail called it “fireaky” that older people were so obsessed w ith sex.
Models and Classification Schemes
Students expressed uncertainty with the compound statements about models and
classification schemes. When questioned about these in their interviews, they
sometimes agreed with one part but not the other, or were confused about the meaning
o f the statement.
Some o f the students were equivocal about item 10: “Models are mamnade and
are not created to represent reality.” Five students changed their answer from their first
response to the NOSQ (Roach, 1993) to the second. During their interviews about this
item, most qualified their answers. They agreed that models are mamnade but then were
doubtful about whether models represent reality. For example, Sharon thought models
represented reality on NOSQl but disagreed on N 0SQ 2. During her first interview she
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described a model as **atrue representation o f what it is supposed to be made after.”
She stated, “man-made models, I think, are made so that people can understand them.
They do not represent the exact o f whatever they are representing, to give us a better
idea

Sharon continued by describing how little a model o f an immunoglobulin

looks like the electron micrograph. This statement revealed an alternative conception
about scientific models, namely that they must look like what they are modeling.
Judy disagreed on the NOSQl (Roach, 1993) but admitted:
Maybe I don’t really understand what scientific models are. The solar system or
a skeleton? I think those are the main two. I don’t think I am getting the correct
definition about what a scientific model is. I’m thinking o f real things, physical
things, not concepts
I think they are trying to represent reality as best they
can. If this is about concepts, then I am not sure.
Judy agreed with itemIO during the second interview and used a model of an eye as her
example. When questioned about a model o f an atom, she answered that models were
created to try to help us remember or leam science and, “It [a model] is made to
represent reality as far as they know.”
Dot, too, disagreed on NOSQl (Roach, 1993) but agree on NOSQ2. During her
first interview she said that she didn’t know what to think about that item. She also
mentioned human anatomy as “stuff’ made to represent reality even though they don’t
look real. Dot disagreed that models of DNA chains and atoms represent reality because
“we don’t know what they look like, so we just make models to kind o f represent what
we think they look like.” In addition. Dot included models as an example during her
explanation of item 13, “Scientists attempt to explain complex events with theories.”
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During her final interview. Dot used atoms to explain vdiy she agreed with item 10
because models o f atoms are just an “interpretation o f what we think it looks like.”
Jeff disagreed with item 10 on the NOSQ (Roach, 1993) because,

.. models

are created to make an easier version o f complicated schematics like with balls and
sticks for organic chemistry .’’Although he agreed on NOSQ2, he made the same
explanation but used electron models as his example. Jeff explained that models “are
more simplified version of reality so that we can understand and apply it more.”
Ann disagreed with item 10 on both questionnaires but during her first interview
she complained, “I don’t think those two have a correlation. Just because they were man
made [doesn't mean] that they necessarily represent reality. So that kind o f negated
itself because the two were unrelated.” When asked to provide examples, she stated that
reality would be the DNA model but nonreality would be what you couldn’t see, such as
the big bang theory. John disagreed with the statement on the first response and said
during his interview that “they [models] are used to explain what is really going on.” He
agreed with the statement on his second response, but said essentially the same thing to
explain his answer during both interviews. John did not know why he changed
responses and provided no examples. Austin disagreed with item 10 on both
questionnaires, and he answered almost identically to John on his first interview. He
was not questioned about this item during the final interview because he did not change
his answer. Abby disagreed on both questionnaires saying, “I think we try to do science
to represent reality, because it’s not applicable if we don’t ”
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It appears that students who used anatomical models as their examples were
more likely to believe that models represented reality, while those who described
theoretical objects were more likely to assume that models do not represent reality;
however, this was not an absolute dichotomy. These students expressed lack o f
understanding o f the statement or were confused about what a scientific model is.
Experts do not completely agree about the description o f models either. Manual (1986)
described scientific models as realistic, such as the heart or eye as representations of
"what is known to be the case" and abstract or theoretical models o f structures we can't
see, such as the atom or DNA. Ryan and Aikenhead (1992) described models as
"socially constructed scientific facts," and as "visual explanations o f theories."
Robinson (1969) asserted that models are idealizations used as pedagogical devices but
not the physical reality itself.
Kimball (1967) used a similar item in his Nature o f Science Scale, "Many
scientific models are man-made and do not pretend to represent reality." Although this
item was worded differently by using "pretend," science teachers agreed w ith this item
only 55% o f the time and scientists agreed 76% o f the time. This parallels the results on
the NOSQ o f 50% agreement by students in this study on NOSQl and 60% on N0SQ2
(Roach, 1993).
Item 2; “Classification schemes are human inventions and are not natmrally
found in the materials being classified” (Roach, 1993) did not elicit as many changes in
responses between the two completions o f the questionnaires (three instead o f five), but
several students indicated that they found this item difficult to answer. Judy answered
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“disagree” on NOSQl to item 2 but agreed on NOSQ2. In her first interview she
justified her answer by asserting that plants and anim als were given a name by scientists
because their differences and similarities are naturally found—they were not ju st made
up. She agreed with the item on N0SQ2 but in her final interview didn’t know why.
Sharon also disagreed with item 2 on her first NOSQ (Roach, 1993) response
and explained that she thought things go together naturally and that it is obvious how
things are classified. She changed her answer to agree on N0SQ2 and explained, “We
put a man-made classification on it so we will understand i t ” A ustin agreed with this
item on NOSQl because he knew some things do not fit into a classification scheme
and classifications are not “natural.” When told he disagreed on NOSQ2, he seemed
surprised and said, “Maybe it could be something in nature that, you know, could fall
into categories.”
Abby, D ot Ann, and Susan all disagreed with item 2 on both questionnaires.
Dot said that she did not know what to put because, “They have some kind o f natural
basis for why they classify things the way they do, and that is ju st the way we interpret
it to keep up with everything.” Abby said that she left that item for last because she was
unsure about it. She explained that the human mind works in such a way that it arranges
similar things together, and she decided that things were classified together because
they had similarities, even though, “. . . we tend to do it more than nature does.” Susan
also expressed confusion by replying, “We invented the schemas probably. I don’t
understand it now that I think about it.” Arm explained her disagreement by saying that
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things are

. naturally progressive like the evolution o f man. It came about in a

certain order, so it was just given a name that was a subset o f another se t”
Jeff, John, and Gail correctly agreed w ith item 2 o f the NOSQ (Roach, 1993) on
both responses. Jeff explained his answer to the item this way, “Classification schemes
are used when people wanted to put things in a logical order.” John said classification
schemes were just something that scientists decided to name organisms, “A lot of
classification is by the scientist’s name or maybe where he found it.” Gail answered, “I
think that is true. I think that they are not necessarily the way that we classify things—
are not necessarily the way that they are created in nature.. . . They change it so much,
because they really don’t know how everything is related, you know.” Obviously,
students can pick the correct answer on the NOSQ for the wrong reasons-as was just
demonstrated.
Students may understand that classification schemes are arbitrary once they
know enough science to encounter nonexamples and exceptions to these classifications.
For example, Judy explained, “I said that because in lab, how they change the names o f
some things and even if it is because they have discovered more about it. Even though
the objects don’t change, they discover more about it, but I am saying that the way that
man classifies things can change.” Students are taught that names o f organisms
firequently change once new information is known about their genetic makeup. Students
observe that organisms are moved firom one genus to another, or even one family to
another, based upon better understandings and new scientific findings. In addition, they
are exposed to exceptions to rules and study organisms that do not fit neatly into any
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one category. Only 52% o f scientists and science students agreed with a similar item on
Kimball’s (1967) Nature o f Science Scale, indicating this sample o f students is not
unique with respect to this item.
Theories, Laws, and Hypotheses and the Tentativeness o f Science
Students’ answers about scientific laws, theories, and hypotheses relate directly
to whether they see science as certain or tentative. All but two o f the students answered
that some science is certain and some is uncertain during their interviews and on their
journal entry. Only Jeff and Austin stated that science is uncertain (with no
qualifications) and also asserted that laws can change.
Most students (three on NOSQl and five on NOSQ2) did not agree with the
answer key and answered “agree” to item 23, “While an hypothesis can be revised
based on new information, laws o f science do not change” (Roach, 1993). Only Austin
did not contend that experiments, hypotheses, theories, or laws could be “proven.” Most
thought some laws were “set in stone” and five students mentioned gravity as an
example o f a law that could not be changed. Six students stated that laws were proven
without a doubt but theories were not. Dot said, “A law is a theory that has been proven
over and o v er.. . . “ and, “They are still called theories because they have not been
proven as fac t” Ann also stated, “If it wasn’t a theory, it would be a fact.” Abby said, “I
wasn’t sure what you meant about theories, whether it meant that they had some factual
information or that they could say well, it’s Thor up there throwing the lightening bolts
down.” Judy, Dot, and John used theory and hypothesis interchangeably and could not
describe the difference between them. It appears that these students confused the
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everyday meaning o f theory with the scientific definition. They also think that theories
can become laws-fevealing their misimderstanding o f both.
The tentativeness o f science is associated with answers to item 18, “The most
fitting definition o f science is ‘a body o f knowledge’” (Roach, 1993). Even Jeff and
Austin who were adamant that science is uncertain agreed with item 18. Only Sharon
and Susan disagreed with it on NOSQl and both changed their answers on NOSQ2. Dot
stated, “You do ail the hands on stuff to leam—to gain some kind o f knowledge firom it”
but continued, “like a collection o f data.” Austin agreed, “It is ju st information o f facts,
information about a specific subject” John said science was “a collection of
information about a specific subject” and Abby stated, “It would ju st be the
understanding o f something, I would think ” When fiirther probed, Abby admitted that
science was not only a collection o f facts, but it also contained rules. Jeff said that
science was “a collection o f a lot o f people’s work.” Jeff admitted science could be a
way o f thinking, but not a process.
These finding have been reported by other researchers, and this may be typical
o f older students who have been taught science without emphasis on scientific thought,
the process o f doing science. Rubba, Homer, and Smith (1985) described the "myth of
absolute truth" as a failure o f students to appreciate the tentative nature o f science and
the "laws are mature theories fable" as thinking that theories are hypotheses and laws
are truth. These students appeared to subscribe to the "myth" and the "fable" in various
degrees. The myth may arise from the view that science is a "body o f knowledge"
because that is the way it is portrayed in texts and classrooms throughout their school
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and university experience. The origin o f the fable may lie in the common, unscientific
usage o f "theory."
Gallagher (1991) blamed students’ failure to understand science as a fault o f
texts that portray scientific phenomena as "revealed truth" and lack any discussion of
the manner in which scientists formed this knowledge. Topics are often presented with
no reference to the name or work o f the scientist who was instrumental in the work.
Gallagher also asserted that because science teachers have lim ited knowledge o f the
history and philosophy of science, they present science as body o f knowledge. Teachers
were often taught science as a collection o f facts; therefore, they teach it that way. This
"final form" knowledge was found by Duschl and Wright (1989) when they studied
secondary science teachers. Their sample o f teachers provided little evidence that they
considered the nature or role o f scientific theory when they selected instructional tasks.
W hen asked which scientific theories they taught in their scientific discipline, few
teachers were able to name more than one or two (Duschl & Wright, 1989).
Lederman and O’Malley (1990) also found that their sample of students held a
combination o f absolutist and tentative and revisionary views o f science. When their
student sample said "proven," they meant backed by scientific data. This is probably the
definition that the students in this research sample held. These students seemed to agree
with Aikenhead and Ryan’s (1992) VOST results that demonstrated a simplistic
hierarchy o f views: hypotheses become theories and theories become laws when
enough "proof has accumulated. According to Gotham and Smith (1981) it is
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important to correct these perspectives because students who view science as "a
collection o f immutable facts" may become cynical about science and its values.
Scientific Method
As Tuttle (1997) found in his study using the NOSQ, students are unlikely to
change their minds about item 16, "The scientific method consists o f the following
steps: define the problem, gather data, formulate hypotheses, experiment, and draw
conclusions" (Roach, 1993). Only 2% o f Ryan and Aikenhead’s sample agreed that
there is no such thing as "the" scientific method. The contemporary view that there is
not one scientific method will not be accepted as long as students are taught the steps in
a rigid order. Wolpert (1992) postulated that the way scientists write their papers
creates the illusion that there is a highly ordered scientific method. Palmquist and
Fmley (1997) found their sample o f students to hold traditional views that there is one
scientific method with prescribed steps.
If item 16 had been worded differently, it might have elicited a more
contemporary view because seven students on NOSQl and nine on NOSQ2 agreed with
item 17, "The method a scientist selects to complete his research is based on the
questions being asked; there is not one set o f approved procedures" (Roach, 1993). In
addition, five students agreed on the first response and eight on the second with "There
are many scientific methods." Therefore, these students might have disagreed with
item 16 if it was stated as the "only scientific method" or agreed if the steps were
described as "one o f several scientific methods." It appeared that the subtlety o f the
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question was lost when the students attempted to remember the scientific method they
learned in previous science courses.
Conceptual Change about the Nature o f Science: Two Examples
Gail’s Responses
Gail scored the highest on the second response to the NOSQ (Roach, 1993) and
corrected the most items (five) improving her score from 15 on NO SQl to 20 on
N 0SQ 2. Gail earned a Bachelor o f Science degree in biology prior to entering the
medical technology program. In addition, her fiancé worked in a basic science
laboratory. When interviewed, several o f Gail’s answers were qualified or explained to
agree with a contemporary view o f the nature o f science as described by Palmquist and
Finley (1997). For example, Gail disagreed that scientific models are man-made and are
not created to represent reality, but she explained during her interview that models were
made from research findings in order to “help other people do more research.” She
answered that science is best described as a “body o f knowledge” but when asked if she
thought science could be a process or way o f knowing, she readily agreed and said,
“Yeah, it is a process. It is more a process than a body o f knowledge. It is not static. It is
changing.” Gail also agreed on NOSQ2 that scientists have to be creative “to dream up
new ways to test for stuff and to do research.”
Gail admitted that reading the novel changed her views about the goals o f
scientists. On NOSQl (Roach, 1993) she agreed the goal o f scientists was to invent
machines and processes to improve human welfare, and the main fimction o f a scientist
is to improve the human condition, but on N 0SQ 2 she disagreed, and commented
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during the second interview, “They do it [science] because they want to do it, but not
necessarily for the product they get.” She reported having the same reasoning for item
20 where she disagreed that the main function o f scientists is to improve the human
condition on N0SQ2. However, Gail answered that science emphasizes the practical
application of its discoveries on both.
Gail became more convinced o f the tentativeness o f science. On NOSQl
(Roach, 1993) she said that science was uncertain and said that laws o f physics don’t
change unless someone figures out something is wrong. Later in her interview she said
that “a law is something that is absolutely rig h t It is set in stone. It is not going to
change.” Conversely, she thought a theory must have had an experiment to prove it,
“but not a lot o f experiments.” During her first interview she said, “It [a theory] could
be wrong.” Although Gail thought hypotheses and theories could be proven, by the
second interview, she asserted that laws could change because science is driven by
nature and not everything is known about nature. On both questionnaires, she strongly
agreed that the scientific method followed those specific steps and that there was only
one scientific method. It is possible that much o f Gail’s conceptual change could be
attributable to conversations with and observation o f science as practiced by her fiancé
and not readings done for this research project. Alternatively, aspects o f the novel could
have affected her thinking but she may not have credited it.
Susan’s Responses
Susan answered 16 items correctly on NOSQl (Roach, 1993) but only 13 on the
second. In addition, her mean calculated Likert score was the highest o f all the students.
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Susan was an older, nontraditional student who had attended community colleges vdiere
she earned an associate degree at the laboratory technician level. Technical courses
instead o f basic sciences are taken to fulfill the associate degree requirements for
medical laboratory technician. She was required to take other courses, primarily in
chemistry, before entering the medical technology program.
Susan appeared to be confused by the role o f scientists, as previously
mentioned. She also stated that scientists “were probably out to invent” penicillin,
plastic, and television. When asked to explain, Susan asserted, "Yes. We want to make
it best for everyone. If you could find a machine to make something better for your way
o f life, that’s what you w ant” When asked if scientists made machines, she answered,
“Yes.” She also agree the main function of a scientist was to improve quality o f life.
Susan stated, “A lot o f research is done, especially in the medical field to find other
procedures, other cures for things. Medical, surgical, pathology to improve the quality
o f living and better food, better water, better environment”
Susan replied to journal entry one:
I think science is the study o f how things work. Science is used everyday. It
helps us explain how and why things work. 1 think technology is made by
science. If we didn’t have science we wouldn’t have technology. Technology is
the ideas and knowledge o f many scientists put into motion or use. Technology
has come about because o f scientific research. The difference between science
and technology is that I think some of the science, knowledge, and
complications have been taken out of technology. 1 think technology is a
simplification o f science.
In journal entry two, Susan wrote that the procedures performed in the clinical
laboratory were examples of the scientific method. Although she agreed that the best
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defînition o f science is a “body o f knowledge,” on the first response o f the NOSQ
(Roach, 1993), she elaborated that this definition was too narrow. In her opinion,
science is the study o f how it affects things and people. She said, "It is all the
workings." When asked if science is a process or way o f knowing, she answered, "No."
On NOSQ2, Susan changed her response and explained, "Oh, that’s a hard question. I
thought about that again. It is a body o f knowledge. I agree with th a t I think it is m o relike that is a narrow sum m ation of what it is. I think that the definition—that it is much
broader also, but that is the closest definition, I think." When Susan was asked about
the scientific method, and she responded, "I agreed. It’s something they teach you way
back when.”
Susan changed her answer to "Scientific knowledge is certain, because scientists
prove their hypotheses with experiments" from disagree on NOSQl (Roach, 1993) to
agree on NOSQ2. In her interview she asserted that hypotheses and theories could be
proven and what is proven is certain. However, she somewhat qualified that by saying,
“what is proven is certain and there is a lot that we haven’t proven. That is uncertain,
too.” In the final journal entry, Susan disagreed and agreed that science is certain. This
was apparently her only major conceptual change and she qualified this answer. Susan
wrote:
I think there are many parts o f science that are certain. We know how cells are
made and what certain kinds o f cells do. We also know that there are different
parts to a cell and that each part has its own fimction. I also believe that there are
many things in science that are uncertain. If everything was certain there would
be no need to keep doing research on things and testing new things.
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Susan did not change any answers about the role o f scientists as a result o f
reading The Bourbaki Gambit (Djerassi, 1994). She wrote a very short and unrevealing
comment about the book, “It was an OK book. It was very slow moving. Everything
that happens in the book takes place in one ch u ter. 1 don’t feel as though 1 learned
anything about PCR out of the book." Susan did not explain how the novel changed her
view o f scientists. Susan may have failed to undergo conceptual change because she did
not engage with the novel and was not influenced by its depiction o f scientists. Her
experiences with scientists may have been limited. Alternatively, she may have engaged
with it but discounted the views o f the scientists in the novel as aberrations and not
"real science."
Limitations o f the NOSQ
The answers by the students in this sample demonstrate the inability of paper
and pencil instruments to capture students’ views about the nature o f science in their
entirety (Aikenhead & Ryan, 1992). The addition o f journal writings and interviews
increased the understanding of the researcher but did not ^ p e a r to bring about
conceptual change in most students. Some of the changes students made to their
answers may be attributable to the questionnaire itself. The NOSQ (Roach, 1993) may
have formed opinions by the manner in which the statements were worded, causing
what is called a testing effect. In addition, the treatments may have been too brief and
not explicit about the nature of science. Because medical technology students are not
required to take physics, they may not have had relevant existing knowledge. Only
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Tuttle’s (1997) advanced placement physics students scored better than these students
on the NOSQ. According to Robinson (1969), biology summarizes and describes and is
primarily correlational, unlike physics that has many laws.
Moreover, the nature o f science is controversial. A fair number o f philosophers,
scientists, and teachers might also disagree with Roach’s (1993) model o f the nature of
science (Alters, 1997; Kimball, 1967). The instrument itself may have been flawed and
may not have measured a contempory view o f science and technology.

Question Two: How do students’ think-aloud protocols and explanations
o f PCR differ when using each o f the two learning approaches?
When it became apparent that students were unable to think aloud about what
they were reading without simply paraphrasing it, students were asked to explain each
screen before transferring to another screen. Verbatim transcripts o f students’
explanations taped while they performed the two hypermedia computer treatments were
coded in two grain sizes, propositions and PCR biological literacy concepts. The
number o f concepts described in Chapter 19 o f The Bourbaki Gambit (Djerassi, 1994)
were fewer than those discussed in the researcher-developed PCR program. The PCR
program was designed to include almost all the concepts identified and endorsed in the
biological literacy model. See Table 4 for a listing o f concepts described in each
treatment. Unfortunately, not all students visited every screen in the PCR program;
therefore, they missed descriptions o f some concepts. All the students visited every
screen in the Chapter 19 program; however, none chose to read about the author, review
the synopsis o f the characters, or look up any words in the glossary. This is somewhat
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Table 4
Concepts Found in each Hypermedia Program Arranged According to the PCR
Biological Literacy Model
1Concepts necessary for Biological Literacy o f PCR

1

Chapter 19

1

/

PCR

Level 1 Concept
Identify PCR as a DNA amplification method

1

Level 2 Concepts
Describe DNA structure necessary for PCR:
Bases
Complementarity
Bonds
Heat breaks hydrogen bonds
Backbone
Melting or Denatures
Heat melts or denatures
Annealing
Cool to add/anneal primers, bond, adhere, etc.

/
/
/
/

y
y
y
y
y

/

y
y

✓
y

y
y

y

y
y
y
y

Describe exponential amplification

y

y

Identify target DNA
Reduction in size o f amplified segments to get target

y
y

y
y

y
y
4-8 base pairs
y
y

y
y
y
y
y

Cycles
Repeats cycle
Next cycle begins with heating to separate strands
20, 30,40 times to get million, billion copies

y

Level 3 Concepts
Primers
Anneal to target strand o f DNA
Primers are short ~20 base pairs long
One primer is required for each strand
Responsible for specificity

y
y

Excess Nucleotides
DNA polymerase adds excess nucleotides to primer

Table 4 continued
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Concepts necessary for Biological Literacy o f PGR
DNA polymerase
Starts at double stranded DNA
Heat to work properly
Heat does not destroy Taq
Requires MgCl; and buffers to work properly
Add nucleotides in one direction
From 5' to 3' end o f DNA

Chapter 19

PGR

/

y
y
y
y

/
/
Knot or
bead

y
y

Recognize the steps in the PGR procedure
Steps are fast
Recall the steps in the PGR procedure
Heat to separate double strands o f DNA
Gool to add/anneal primers
DNA polymerase adds excess nucleotides to primer

y
y
y

y

Place the steps o f the PGR procedure in order
Identifying the contents o f the test tube at the beginning o f
the procedure

y
y
y
y

partial

y

Describe the basic operation o f the thermal cycler

y

Relate methods for identification of PGR products
Gel electrophoresis
DNA probe

y
y
y

Level 4 Concepts
y

Describe how to set the times and temperatures o f the thermal
cycler
Describe the amounts and characteristics o f the strands
present in the test tube at the end of the
first cycle
second cycle
third cycle

y
y
y

y

Describing the role of restriction endonucleases

y

y

Describe the role o f the DNA synthesizer

y

Describe the role o f the DNA sequencer

y

Table 4 continued
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Concepts necessary for Biological Literacy o f PCR

Chapter
19

PCR

Identify applications o f PCR
Microbial identification
Forensic
Archeological
Ecological
Genetic diagnosis
Therapy monitoring

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
y

Describe methods for the identification o f PCR products :
Gel electrophoresis
DNA probes

y
y

Describe methods for the prevention o f amplicons; UNG

y

Describe the limitations o f the PCR procedure
False Positives
Amplicon carryover reasons
False Negatives

y
y
y

Totals concepts
Total Major concepts (Biological Literacy Model items)

20
13

32%
52%

53 85%
23 92%

disturbing in that they appear to think that credibility, context, and precise use o f
language are not important to their understanding.
Propositions
After dividing the transcripts o f the Chapter 19 computer work explanations and
the recall o f PCR requested afterwards into propositions, the Chapter 19 first group had
28% more total propositions than the PCR first group. This had an effect size o f 2.7 and
was statistically significant, Mann-Whitney U=2, p<.05. The Chapter 19 first group
also had 22% more science, 10% more recalled propositions, and 52% more
propositions about the novel plot than the PCR first group, although not statistically
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Table 5
Numbers o f Propositions Students Made During and Immediately after C h u te r 19
Program Participation
Novel
Plot
Monitoring
Proposi Propositions
tions

Student

Unique
Science
Propo
sitions

Alterna
tive
Concep
tions

Judy
Abby
Jeff
Sharon
Gail

120
180
lost
139
236

2
1
lost
1
2

94
66
lost
26
70

12
4
lost
11
12

4
0
lost
0
2

23
34
lost
35
45

239
259
lost
187
320

Mean
Chapter
19 First
Group

169

1.5

64

10

1.5

36

251

John
Austin
Dot
Ann
Susan

92
90
113
143
107

0
1
1
1
5

17
24
5
38
14

1
5
18
10
2

0
0
0
3
0

15
18
49
19
42

96
119
140
191
174

Mean
PCR First
Group

109

2

20

7

1

29

144

Mean
All

136

1.5

39

8

1

32

192

Infer
ences

Recalled Total
Proposi Propo
tions
sitions

significant. See Table 5 for these results. Note that the small number o f participants and
the low ability o f the nonparametric Mann-Whitney U test to detect a Type n error and
may lead to false retention of the null hypothesis.
When the transcripts o f the PCR computer sessions and the explanation o f PCR
immediate following it were broken into propositions, there was no statistically
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Table 6
Numbers of Propositions Students Made During and Immediately after PCR Program Participation

C/)
C/)

8

Students

(O '

3.
3"
CD

■CDD
O
Q.

Unique
Unique Recalled &
Total
Unique
Altema-tive Monitoring
Missing
Question Question
Inferences
Recalled
Propo
Science
Screens
Conceptions Propositions
Propositions
Answers
Answers
sitions
Propositions

Judy
Abby
Jeff
Sharon
Gail

497
154
342
401
259

2
2
9
2
1

28
1
17
11
11

0
2
3
0
0

21
17
51
20
16

77
40
73
63
71

98
57
124
83
71

0
19
6
1
6

534
156
360
416
271

Mean
Chapter 19
First Group

331

3

14

1

25

65

87

6

347

John
Austin
Dot
Ann
Susan

134
222
281
344
16

1
4
2
1
0

16
3
14
53
30

0
0
0
2
2

♦missing
♦missing
38
17
♦missing

58
49
59
35
0

58
49
97
52
0

6
7
13
0
22

152
225
294
398
46

Mean PCR
First Group

199

2

10

1

28

40

51

10

223

Mean All

265

2

12

1

27

58

69

8

285

C

a
o
3
"O
o

CD

Q.

■D

CD
C /)
C /)

* Students said they could not explain PCR

Table 7
Numbers o f Propositions Counted during the PCR Portion o f the Final Interview

Science

Unique
Science

Alternative
Conceptions

M onitoring

Magnetic
Graphics

Total

Judy
Abby
Jeff
Sharon
Gail

80
62
120
59
88

79
62
119
57
84

0
0
4
0
2

5
20
15
17
19

16
23
36
22
49

85
82
135
76
107

Mean
Chapter
19 First
Group

82

80

1

15

29

97

John
Austin
Dot
Ann
Susan

70
69
55
90
46

67
68
55
88
45

3
2
1
1
3

6
2
5
14
2

25
25
14
35
21

Mean
PCR
First
Group

66

65

2

6

24

72

Mean All

74

72

2

11

27

85

Students

76
71
60
105
48

significant difference between the two groups for any o f the categories. However, in
many o f the categories, students in the Chapter 19 first group had more propositions than
the PCR first group. See Table 6 for these results. The Chapter 19 first group had more
propositions in several categories. There were 22% more total propositions, 26% more
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Table 8
Number of Concepts Explained While Using the Chapter 19 and PCR Programs

C/)
o '

3
O

Chapter 19 Program Biological Literacy Explanatory
Concepts

■8D

Total

%

Major

%

Alternative
Conceptions

%

Total

%

Major

%

Judy

22

36

13

52

1

2

46

75

20

80

2

4

Abby

25

41

12

48

1

2

46

75

20

80

0

0

47

77

21

84

0

0

Students

3.
3"
CD

PCR Program Biological Literacy Explanatory
Concepts

Data Lost

Jeff

Altenative
%
Conceptions

CD
■D

O
Q.
C

aO
3
■D
O
CD

Q.

■CDD
C /)
C /)

Sharon

24

30

12

48

1

2

54

87

24

96

0

0

Gail

29

48

14

56

1

2

44

72

19

76

0

0

Mean Chapter
19 First Group

25

39

13

51

1

2

47

77

21

83

.4

.8

John

19

31

10

40

0

0

33

54

16

64

0

0

Austin

16

26

9

36

0

0

37

61

18

72

0

0

Dot

24

39

11

44

1

2

41

67

17

65

0

0

Ann

15

25

9

36

1

2

34

56

16

64

0

0

Susan

12

20

8

32

3

5

3

5

1

2

0

0

Mean PCR
First Group

17

28

9

38

1

2

30

49

13

52

0

0

Mean All

21

33

11

44

1

2

39

63

17

68

.2

.4
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Table 9
Recalled Concepts about PCR after the Chapter 19 and PCR Computer Programs According to the PCR Biological Literacy
Model
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PCR Recailed (Concepts and/oir Question Answers

Chapter 19 Recalled Concepts
Students

Total

%

Major

%

Alternative
Conceptions

Judy

13

21

6

24

1

Abby

15

25

9

36

1

2

Data Los

Jeff

&

%

Total

%

Major

%

Alternative
Conceptions

%

34

54

17

68

1

2

31

50

18

72

0

0

31

50

13

52

3

5

Sharon

11

18

7

28

1

2

30

48

17

68

2

3

Gail

19

31

11

44

1

2

20

32

8

32

0

0

Mean Chapter 19
First Group

15

24

8

32

1

2

29

47

15

58

1.2

2

John

14

23

8

32

0

0

25

41

14

56

0

0

Austin

4

7

2

8

0

0

18

30

11

44

1

2

Dot

16

26

11

44

0

0

32

52

15

52

0

0

Ann

7

11

5

20

0

0

22

35

14

56

0

0

Susan

4

7

3

12

2

3

3

5

1

4

0

0

Mean PCR First
Group

8

14

5

22

1

1

20

32

11

44

0.2

0.4

Mean All

11

20

6

27

1

1

27

40

14

51

0.7

1.2

Q.

■CDD
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Table 10
Final Interview Recalled PCR Concepts
Total

%

Major

%

Alternative Conceptions

%

Judy

21

34

16

64

1

2

Abby

33

53

18

72

0

0

Jeff

36

58

20

80

1

2

Sharon

25

40

15

60

0

0

Gail

30

49

16

64

2

3

29

47

17

68

0.8

1.8

John

30

48

17

68

1

2

Austin

19

31

13

52

2

3

Dot

29

47

17

68

1

2

Ann

27

44

14

56

1

2

Susan

7

11

5

20

6

7

Mean PCR First
Group

22

36

13

52

2.2

3.8

Mean Total

26

42

15

60

1.5

2.6

Students

M ean Chapter 19
First Group

recalled and question answers propositions, and 24% more science propositions in the
Chapter 19 first group than the PCR first group.
Propositions were also counted in the final interview where students were asked
to describe PCR, probed for knowledge, and explained PCR once again using the
magnetic graphic cards. Those propositions are listed in Table 7. Differences between
the two groups was sm aller with only 14% more total propositions.
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Concepts
When examining the concepts students explained during Chapter 19 and the
PCR program exploration by statistical means, it was found that the Chapter 19 first
group had a statistically significant increase over the PCR first group on both the total
(effect size o f 2.3) and m ajor concepts (effect size o f 1.4) explained during the Chapter
19 program and the PCR program, Mann-Whimey U - \ , p<.05. See Table 8.
There was also a statistically significant difference between groups when the
number o f concepts were recalled afier the computer programs and during the final
interview. See Tables 9 and 10. The total concepts recalled during Chapter 19 (effect
size o f 2.3) and the total (effect size o f 0.7) and m ajor concepts (effect size of 1.3)
recalled in the final interview were statistically significant (Maim-Whimey U=\, p<.05)
with the Chapter 19 first group recalling more concepts each time.
The PCR recalled biological literacy concepts and/or question answers did not
demonstrate statistically significant differences between groups. However, the Chapter
19 first group had 15% more total concepts than the PCR first group and 14% more
major concepts. On the other hand, the Chapter 19 first group had many more
alternative conceptions, but by the final interview, the PCR first group had more
alternative conceptions. Students' verbosity may explain some o f these differences.
Note on Table 5 that the Chapter 19 first group had three times as many propositions
about the novel plot than the PCR first group. The PCR first group contained the two
men who were reticent, and Susan who had trouble w ith the PCR program.
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Table 11
Comparison o f Explained and Recalled Concepts During Both Computer Programs
Total
Concepts
Explained

Total
Concepts
Recalled

Concepts Not
Explained but
Recalled

Percentage

Judy
Abby
Jeff
Sharon
Gail

68
71
47*
78
73

47
46
31*
40
39

5
1
5
1
1

7
1
11
1
1

Mean
Chapter 19
First Group

67

41

3

4

John
Austin
Dot
Ann
Susan

52
53
65
49
15

39
22
48
29
7*

5
1
5
3
1

10
2
8
4
7

Mean PCR
First Group

47

28

3

6%

Mean Total

57

35

3

5%

Student

*Data were lost.

From examining individual students' concepts, it was apparent that if students
did not explain a concept during the computer work, they were unlikely to recall it at
the end o f the computer work or in the final interview. The data in Tables 7, 8, and 9
support this finding. The mean percentage o f concepts recalled but not explained was
seven percent. This ranged from 1% to 16% as shown in Table 11. See Appendix O for
individual student's concept tabulations.
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Question Three: How does students’ learning via the two approaches
differ in respect to their responses to the Schmeck Inventory o f Learning
Processes?
Table 12 displays the students' scores on the various scales o f the ILP (Schmeck
et al., 1977), and Tables 13 and 14 provide the Pearson r correlation statistics.
Correlations between the posttests and the ILP were not statistically significant due to
the small number o f students. Although not interpreted as high on the basis o f their
value, when compared with other measures reported in the literature, the correlations
between the posttests and the deep processing, elaborative processing, and the
combined deep and elaborative processing scales are indicative o f a positive
relationship (Ary, Jacobs, & Razavieh, 1996). The highest correlation was between the
two posttests, but the single best predictor o f learning as demonstrated on posttest 2 was
the combined deep processing and elaborative processing scales o f the ILP. Even
though this (r= 0.48) counted for less than 25% o f the variance, it compares fevorably
with r values found by Lockhart and Schmeck (1983) when they studied college
students in an introductory research methods course. They found a statistically
significant positive correlation between their course exams and the deep processing
scale (r= .40,p<.001).
The highest negative correlation was between the methodological study scale o f
the ILP (Schmeck et al., 1977) and posttest 2. This finding is similar to the correlation
that Schmeck & Grove (1979) found when they compared the American College
Testing (ACT) Program Assessment and GPA o f 790 undergraduates to the ILP. They
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Inventory of Learning Processes Results
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Elaborative
Processing

%

Deep
Processing

# Items

18

Judy
Abby
Jeff
Sharon
Gail

11
13
10
13
15

61
72
56
72
83

5
12
9
12
13

36
86
64
86
93

7
9
9
3
14

30
39
39
13
60

7
1
4
6
6

100
14
57
86
86

16
25
19
25
28

50
78
59
78
88

23
26
23
31
34

59
67
59
79
87

Mean
Chapter 19
First Group

12

69

10

71

8

37

5

69

23

71

27

70

13
7
10
11
12

72
39
56
61
67

14
8
8
13
12

100
57
57
93
86

9
5
10
6
16

39
22
43
26
70

7
6
6
3
6

100
86
86
43
86

27
15
18
24
24

84
47
56
75
75

34
21
24
27
30

87
54
62
69
77

Mean PCR
First Group

12

59

11

79

9

40

6

80

22

67

28

70

Mean All

13

64

11

79

9

40

6

80

23

69

28

70

■8D

CD

%

Students

14

Methodological
Study

%

23

Fact
Retention

%

DP+EP % DP+EP+FR
32

7

%

39

C
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3
"O
o

CD

Q.
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John
Austin
Dot
Ann
Susan

Table 13
Pearson r Correlations between the ILP and Posttest 1, Posttest 2 and Percentage of
Recalled Concepts from the Final Interview

Posttest
1
Posttest 1
Posttest 2
Deep Processing Scale (DP)
Elaborative Processing Scale (BP)
Methodological Study (MS)
Fact Retention Scale (FR)
DP + EP Scale
DP + EP + FR Scale

Posttest 2
0.5637

0.5637
-0.1633
0.2218
-.02216
-0.2547
0.0811
-0.0240

0.4042
0.4324
-0.3469
-0.3981
0.4884
0.3214

Combined
Posttest 2 &
Concepts
Final Concepts
% Final

0.2154
0.5157
0.2165
0.0001
-0.1032
-0.4160
0.1048
-0.0665

0.5967
0.61376
-0.1247
-0.2471
-0.5779
-0.1208
-0.1716
-0.2197

Table 14
Pearson r Correlations between the Scales o f the ILP, Posttest 2, Total Concepts
Recalled, Combined Posttest 2 Concepts + Final Concepts with GPA
GPA

Scales and Posttest Results
Deep Processing
Elaborative Processing
Methodological Study
Fact Retention
DP+EP
DP+EP+FR
POSTTEST2
Total Concepts
Combined Posttest 2 + Final Concepts

.6289
.5545
.5545
.0298
.6460
.6318
.2475
.2080
-.1169

found a positive correlation between the deep processing scale and ACT (r= 0.30,
^ .0 1 ) and a negative correlation between the methodological study scale and the ACT
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(r= -.09,/? <.05). Schmeck and Ribich (1978) found a negative correlation (r= -0.34,
/7<0.01) between the Watson Glaser-Critical Thinking Appraisal and the
methodological study scale o f the ILP. These studies indicated that students who
believed they were studying diligently may be performing drill and practice, repetitive
types o f processing instead o f deep and elaborative processing that is evidence o f more
meaningful learning.
A stronger association was found when the students’ GPAs were correlated with
the ILP (Schmeck et al., 1977) than that between the ILP and posttest 2, but when their
GPAs were correlated with posttest 2 and total concepts recalled, a weak negative
correlation was found. The GPAs positively correlate with deep processing, elaborative
processing, and methodological study scales, but not with fact retention. This differs
from Schmeck and Grove's (1979) findings where the methodological study scale was
negatively correlated with GPA. The greatest correlation was between the combined
deep processing and elaborative processing scales and the GPA. This parallels the
correlation between the ILP and the posttest 2.
These findings indicate that the students in this study tend to learn by processing
information in a deep and elaborative manner. In addition, students who studied in a
shallow, reiterative manner did not score well on the posttests and final concept
attainment measures. The negative correlation between GPA and the combined score is
explained because the students who performed best on the posttests and concept
attainm en t measures were not the students with the highest GPAs.
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Question Four: How do students using each approach perform on pretests
and posttests o f polymerase chain reaction knowledge, based on the BSCS
biological literacy model?
The mean percentage gain between the two groups' pretest and posttest 2 scores
was almost equal, although the Chapter 19 first group scored 10 points higher on the
pretest and posttest 2. See Table 15. The equivalent amount o f score increase suggests
that both groups learned an equal amount about PCR. The lower score on posttest 1 for
the Chapter 19 first group can be explained because several concepts tested were not
included in the novel. See Table 4 for these items. The mean score for the pretest (45%)
is close to the mean score found during reliability testing (44%). This indicates that the
pretest accurately measures lack o f PCR knowledge.
Abby scored the highest on the second posttest, and she and Jeff scored the
highest on the pretest. Austin scored highest on posttest 1 because he took the posttest 1
the day after he completed the PCR program. This occurred because he failed to keep
two earlier appointments to perform the PCR program. The time differences for the
other students ranged firom six days to 15 days between performing the PCR program
and the posttest 1. Note that Austin's high score is not supported by other measures and
his score dropped 17 points on posttest 2.
Sharon had the greatest increase in score between the pretest and the second
posttest and Jeff had the least, possibly because he scored well on the pretest. The
lowest posttest scores were made by Susan. She also had the lowest pretest score. When
attempting to operate the PCR hypermedia program, she was easily frustrated. This was
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Table 15
Students’ Pretest-Posttest 1-Posttest 2 Answers

Pretest
Scores

Posttest
1
Scores

Differences
between
Pretest and
Posttest 1

Posttest
2
Scores

Differences
between
Posttest 1 &
Posttest 2

Differences
between
Pretest &
Posttest 2

Judy
Abby
JefiF
Sharon
Gail

35
59
59
41
55

48
76
66
55
83

14
17
7
14
28

69
90
79
83
83

21
14
14
28
0

35
31
21
41
28

Mean
Chapter
19 Fnst
Group

50

66

16

81

15

31

John
Austin
Dot
Ann
Susan

55
44
35
38
28

79
93
66
79
41

24
48
31
42
14

86
76
62
76
59

7
-17
-4
-4
17

31
31
28
38
31

Mean
PCR
First
Group

40

72

32

72

-0.3

32

Mean
All

45

69

24

76

7.4

31.4

Students

partly a problem with some “bugs” remaining in the software and partly because she
had no experience with computerized instruction. When she was asked if she would try
again when the software was corrected, she stated that she would have to read the
material and she would not ever be able to learn it from a computer. At the final
interview she stated, “I would need to look at part o f it and then memorize that, and
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then do another part and learn that.” Therefore, her low scores on the posttests may be
due to both a lack o f prior knowledge on which to build the necessary conceptual
framework, and problems learning with the PCR computer program. Paradoxically, she
appeared to learn from the Chapter 19 program because she increased her score on
posttest 2 by 17 points, the largest increase o f the members o f the PCR first group.
However, the Chapter 19 program was linear and less dense with science concepts, and
this may have made computer instruction more palatable. Other researchers have found
that students who lack prior content knowledge may not be able to navigate successfully
through complex hypermedia programs (S. Lee & Y. Lee, 1991).
Dot scored the next lowest on the second posttest This was surprising because
she attained the Dean’s list in the fall and spring semesters. She may have scored low
because she was not interested in learning PCR or because the amount o f PCR learned
did not affect the course grade. There was no benefit to learning PCR well other than
the knowledge itself. Dot may also have been missing relevant prior knowledge,
indicated when she scored next to the lowest on the pretest. Dot stated in the final
interview, “This is something I would have to study every day to really do i t I would
have to really study it because there are so many steps.”
Another problem might have been the pretest and posttest exams. They did not
ask questions about all the biological literacy concepts and were weighted toward prior
DNA knowledge. Some o f the items on the tests were placed there to represent items on
the PCR biological literacy model, but were not considered to be major concepts by the
researcher. These items would fall into the “nice to know but unessential” category.
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Again, because the groups were so small, no statistical difference could be found
between the groups. In addition, item analysis was not acceptable for some o f the items.
One item in particular on the posttest (posttest 1) was answered incorrectly
because the PCR hypermedia program did not adequately describe the concept o f
limitations and false positive results from PCR. It failed to explain that amplicons
(previously amplified DNA strands) cannot be destroyed by routine sterilization. In
addition, a pipette was used to illustrate the section in the program about amplicon
contamination. The test item asked:
Amplicon carryover to new specimens is most likely when:
A.
DNA is extracted and PCR products are identified together.
B.
The technologist wears makeup, no gloves, and a haimet.
C.
Uracil-N-glycosylase is added to the mixture before heating.
D.
Pipette tips are not sterilized.
Six students chose D and only three chose A, the correct answer. The other question
with poor item analysis was about the action o f DNA polymerase and too many
students chose the chemical knot answer. This alternative conception will be discussed
in the main question section. Students also answered the true/false items about
applications that were not explained in the PCR program incorrectly. These items may
have had too large an impact on the scores. Because five questions were asked about
only one major concept, this did not reflect the full range o f content well, but weighted
its central idea. In addition, there were five questions about the structure o f the DNA
molecule. Students who had little prior knowledge about DNA or did not understand
the diagram well enough to label the parts may have been overly penalized.
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If the scores on the tests were adjusted to counter the above problems and to
consider the content not ^>proached by Chapter 19 (Table 4) and those screens that
were om itted by students from the PCR program, the scores would be as shown in
Table 16. Items with poor item analysis results and items not covered by the student or
the program were not counted. Items 10 through 14 were counted as one item and as
either all correct or all wrong, and items 25 through 29 were counted as fractions o f one
item for the adjusted test scores.
The adjusted scores changed the rankings o f the students only two or three
places, but the means for the two groups were much closer after adjustment. The
posttest 1 scores for the Chapter 19 first group were much higher because the adjusted
score took into consideration the concepts not described in Chapter 19. The scores for
the PCR first group were adjusted a smaller amount The adjusted scores also made the
gain from posttest 1 to posttest 2 the same for both groups.
When the adjusted scores were correlated with the ILP (Schmeck et al., 1977),
there was not a significant difrerence from the unadjusted scores. The adjusted scores
are a better reflection o f the students' gains in knowledge between computer programs,
but do not demonstrate the lack o f concept attainment from the Chapter 19 program.
The adjusted scores more accurately parallel the biological literacy level gained and
better describe the small amount o f difrerence in learning between m ost o f the students.
Like all pretests, this one probably affected the scores on the posttests. It was
apparent that some students remembered test questions because they recalled them
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Table 16
Adjusted Test Scores

Pretest
Students
Scores

Posttest
Differences
Posttest 2
1
between Pretest
Scores
Scores
and Posttest 1

Differences
between
Posttest 1 &
Posttest 2

Differences
Pretest &
Posttest 2

Judy
Abby
Jeff
Sharon
Gail

27
50
45
27
61

60
100
75
79
95

33
50
30
52
34

75
95
87
92
89

15
-5
12
13
-6

48
45
42
65
28

Mean
Chapter
19 Fust
group

42

82

40

88

6

37

John
Austin
Dot
Ann
Susan

54
43
28
27
33

68
95
68
63
46

14
52
40
36
13

80
83
66
82
61

12
-12
-2
19
15

26
40
38
55
28

Mean
PCR
First
group

37

68

31

74

6

37

Mean
Total

40

75

35

81

6

37

when they read the subject matter in the PCR program. This may have artificially raised
the scores o f the students who recognized them because it would bring that topic to
their attention as something that the researcher thought was important. This testing
effect was somewhat temporized because both groups o f students were subjected to the
same tests and they had the same gain in scores between the pretest and posttest 2.
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Main Question: What are the differential meaningful learning outcomes
when college undergraduates leam about the polymerase chain reaction
through a human constructivist multimedia approach and a science-infiction approach?
The Affective: Students’ Opinions about the Hypermedia Programs
In the Gnal interview, students were asked their opinions about the two
hypermedia programs. Sharon offered this opinion about learning PCR from The
Bourbatd Gambit (Djerassi, 1994), “The novel set off a structure in my head, and the
other [PCR] program worked, filled it.” Austin stated, “When reading the novel, the
diagrams helped me make more sense. Both programs helped. The novel was
interesting, not like reading a textbook except for Chapter 19. It had good explanations,
more principles, less process.” Arm replied, “Both were effective because it [PCR] was
presented in different w ays-the book was simple, slid it in on the side. You could read
the book for something else and leam a little PCR.” Susan answered, “1 liked the
chapter better than the PCR. It explained it on a lower level, more in order, elementary.
But I still don’t know it.”
The students remarked that the PCR program had some advantages over the
Chapter 19 treatment. Judy asserted, “1 would definitely chose PCR over Chapter 19.”
Jeff agreed and said, “The PCR program was more informative, more direct
communication.” Sharon commented, “The PCR program helped answer the questions
on the test, had more detail, broke it down into parts, and told how each part worked. I
thought it was really neat.” Gail replied that she understood the PCR program better
because it was more in depth and continued, “I really liked it, 10 times better than the
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novel. It was fun.” Dot stated the PCR program answered every question you could
have about PCR, and it covered different areas fiom C h u ter 19, such as applications.
John remarked, “It was better to do the PCR program first because I understood the
terminology better.” Austin commented, “PCR program had a lot o f different things in
it, applications, and gave better ejq>lanations o f PCR and what it was used for.” It
explained it better because it went more into detail, and covered the procedure step by
step, Austin continued.
When the students were asked about the choices that they had to make when
navigating the PCR program, they had predominately favorable comments, but some
negative ones. For example, Ann was very honest when she declared, “It was good to
go back and forth to understand it, but choice is not good because I wouldn’t have done
it all if you hadn’t made m e . . . . It wasn’t confusing. It was irritating to make choices
because I was unsure if I was in the right place.”
Judy was afiaid she would make a wrong choice and see things out o f order.
Abby also was unsure o f where to go, but she contended that having choice was better
because you could pick only the topics you were interested in and skip the rest. Susan
thought there were too many choices and it would be better with some sequence;
however, she declared, '*Now that I understand it more, it would be good to go back and
choose the path.” Gail stated that choice was “good because you could move forward or
backward and return to stuff you needed to know.” Austin agreed with Gail saying, “It
was good to choose because you could go to what is interesting first If you didn’t
understand, you could go back.” Dot recommended learner control because, “if you had
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gone through it all and you have one question about one thing, it would be easy to go
and find that one word or phrase instead o f stepping through the vdiole thing.”
Guided tours were recommended for navigating hypermedia by Chung and
Reigeluth (1992) and were also suggested by some students for the first time the PCR
program was experienced, but all the students contended that fireedom was better for
repeat visits. Jeff asserted that he needed more direction and structure because he didn’t
have the background, but if he did it again, he would like being able to skip around.
Abby recommended arrows to direct the route and more indications o f where to go to
get more information. John commented that choice is good but the PCR program should
start off showing exactly what is going on and let the reader decide. (John skipped the
overview section.) When asked if he would prefer a guided tour, John answered that no
help is needed to know where to go. Austin said he wouldn’t follow a guide unless he
was confused about something, and Dot stated that a guided tour would be nice, ‘‘but
not for every little thing.” She also pointed out that there were maps to tell you the
“overall deal o f the program.”
Disadvantages students found with the PCR program included Judy’s comment
that it had so much information that it was confusing. Jeff expressed the view that the
parts about the PCR procedure were too short Ann also pointed out that the PCR
program did not go through “the process of shrinking it down to the specific strand
when making the copies” as Chapter 19 did.
Because these students, for the most part, demonstrated the ability to leam firom
hypermedia and displayed different learning styles on the ILP (Schmeck et al., 1977),
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this supported Ayersman and von Minden's (1996) and Liu and Reed's (1994)
contention that students possessing different learning styles can leam from hypermedia.
These students' opinions o f learner control mirrored those o f the pilot study group
where four o f the five students recommended learner control, but one wanted a guided
tour. Four o f the 10 students in this study expressed uncertainty that they were
progressing through the hypermedia PCR program in the “correct” direction. Although
there were comments about the large amount of information in the PCR program,
learner control o f the hypermedia itself did not appear to overload their cognitive
resources as Marchionini (1988) warned. Several students recommended a guided tour
for the first time they used the program, but not for future uses. This paralleled S. Lee &
Y. Lee's (1991) recommendations that guides are best for students' first experience with
the program, but not for repeated experiences. Nor did the comments by these students
reveal metacognitive problems as Ayersman (1996) and Williams (1996) admonished.
The students who omitted content because they thought they knew it, were correct most
o f the time and seemed to know what they did and did not know. Except for Susan, the
students who skipped several screens in the program scored sim ilarly on measures o f
concept acquisition to those who viewed the entire program. See Table 17 for sequence
and screen omission data. Perhaps the students in this study were more capable o f
learning firom hypermedia because o f their greater age and maturity as Hooper &
Hannafin (1991) found in their study.
Several students had unfavorable comments about Chapter 19. For example,
Ann asserted:
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Table 17
Students* Sequences o f Viewing the PCR Hypennedia Program and Cards (Screens)
Missed in Each Major Section
Over Interesting
view
Questions
of
Answered by
PCR
PCR

Stud
ents

Step

Review
Nucleic Acid
Chemistry

Missed
Step Cards Step

History o f
PCR
Discovery

PCR
Procedure

Missed
Missed
Missed
Cards Step Cards Step Cards

Total
Missed
Cards

Chapter 19 Group
Judy

1

2

0

3

0

4

0

5

0

0

Abby

1

2 ,6

13

5

5

3

0

4

3

21

Jeff

1

2

0

3

0

5

0

4

0

0

Sharon

1

2

0

3

0

4

0

5

0

0

Gail

0

4

0

1

3

2

0

3

1

5

PCR Group
John

0

1

0

3

0

2

0

4

0

1

Austin

1

2,5

0

6

4

3

2

4

3

9

Dot

1

2

6

3

1

4

3

5

3

13

Ann

0

2,5

2

0

5

3

0

4

0

8

Susan

1

2

5

0

11

3

2

4

5

23

It didn’t start simply enough. Stuff was left out to make it simpler. There was
plenty to the novel, but not enough for education purposes. I knew what it was
talking about, but I wouldn’t like to leam it [that way] because I wouldn’t know
what was true.
Austin commented that the book was sketchy but not confusing, while Dot
charged. The book explained PCR like a shorthand version

he was like explaining in

the book like everyone in the room was more than educated. I would say on a student
level, we need a little more information than what was given there."
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After being asked if anything in the book confused her. Dot answered, “There
was one o f the diagrams in the book that didn’t make sense because when I was reading
the book, I didn’t have any idea what it was about” Abby stated that she could have
learned PCR without the novel (Djerassi, 1994) because it didn’t explain enough. Judy
agreed with Dot and averred that the graphics in the book were confusing, and Je ff said,
"PCR wouldn’t make sense to a nonscientist [after reading Chapter 19] because they
would not have had enough background experience.” Jeff also claimed that Chapter 19
was inadequate for answering test questions. Jeff declared, “I wouldn’t have gotten
anything out of it unless 1 read it five or six times.” In addition, Jeff thought the part
about PCR in the novel was really short He said, “I kept waiting and waiting for it to
come up, and it came up, and it was gone as soon as it came. 1 was thinking there would
be more to it than that.” Sharon also pronounced that Chapter 19 was a really b rief
overview. She said, “It just threw PCR at you and did not have enough good details, and
not enough structure.” Gail claimed that she liked the book, but it was confusing. She
also alleged that it was not necessary to read the book to learn PCR and stated, “I didn’t
quite get it [the novel].”
Although most students Uked The Bourbaki Gambit (Djerassi, 1994), it appeared
that they did not realize the value o f Chapter 19 for learning PCR After experiencing
both programs, they knew that there were pretest and posttest questions not answered by
the chapter. Students who were focused on getting the answers for the test apparently felt
deprived of the facts by Chapter 19. This need for test answers is probably explained by
the large number o f facts medical technology students are required to learn.
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Sequence o f Viewing PCR Program
As Table 17 demonstrates, half o f the students performed the PCR program in a
sequential fashion. The students who did not view each section completely before
moving to the next, omitted screens because it was more difficult for the researcher to
m onitor their progress. Students who seemed to know more were allowed to exclude
review sections, and particularly slow or uninterested students were not forced to view
the examples. Three students chose not to begin with the overview.
Ann skipped around before she was told she would need to see the entire
program. Probably the only detrimental performance pattern identified was when
students found that they needed to review nucleic acid chemistry and did so only at the
end o f viewing the program. This may have compromised their ability to understand the
action o f DNA polymerase and contributed to the alternative conceptions surrounding
this topic.
Because o f the large number o f screens/hypermedia cards (60), it was impossible
to plot students' paths through the hypermedia. As other researchers have found, this
type o f data is difficult to analyze (W eller et al., 1995).
Alternative Conceptions
DNA Polvmerase Activity
Chapter 19 was not only missing many concepts but it described PCR is such a
way that some students developed alternative conceptions. One alternative conception,
also described in a pilot study, was the reason that the DNA polymerase can only add
nucleotides to the primer in one direction. Djerassi (1994) explained this concept by
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attaching a chemical knot or bead to one end o f the primer, thereby preventing the
nucleotides to attach to the “wrong” side and amplify the wrong section o f DNA. Several
students reacted to this information by ignoring the more accurate explanation given in
the PCR program and believing the chemical knot description, or combining the two
explanations. Table 18 displays the explanations each student made during the
assessments on this topic.
John combined the chemical knot explanation and the 5' to 3' action o f DNA
polymerase. When he explained this concept while reading Chapter 19, he stated, “When
the strand replicates, it can only go in one direction.” He did not mention the “kno f ’
there but when he was probed about the difTerence between the two programs at the end
o f Chapter 19, he said that the PCR program described the explanation to be: “It was 5 to
3 or 3 to 5 and it could only move in one direction.” When John was probed in the final
interview to find out where the DNA polymerase begins to add nucleotides, he
replied,“Is it like a knot? The strand has a knot where the primers go and it adds 5 to 3 in
one direction.” John was asked what he thought the knot was for, and he answered, “To
make sure it will go in one direction.” When asked if the knot confused him, John
responded that he knew the 5' to 3' explanation and the two were related. He said, “I
knew what they were talking about.” Despite this, he answered the item incorrectly on
both posttests.
Austin ignored the chemical knot and did not mention it in his explanations.
W hen he was asked what it was, he responded that he wasn’t sure what was meant but
that it attaches to prevent duplication. Although he didn’t explain it during the computer
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Table 18
Students’ Responses to: Why are Nucleotides Only Added to One End o f the Primer?

Students

Chapter
Chapter
19
19
Explan
Recall
ations

Posttest
1

PCR
Explan
ation

PCR
Recall

Posttest
2

Final
Interview
Recall

Chapter 19 First Group
Judy

knot

knot

knot

5'-3'

5’-3’

knot

both

Abby

knot

knot

knot

5’-3'

5*-3*

knot

one
direction

5'-3'

5’-3'

5'-3'

5'-3'

5’-3'

Jeff
Sharon

Gail

data lost data lost
knot

knot

knot

5'-3*

none

5'-3*

one
direction

knot

one
direc
tion

knot

5'-3'

5’-3'

knot

knot

PCR First Group
John

5'-3’

none

knot

one
direction

5'-3'

knot

both

Austin

none

none

5'-3'

none

none

5’-3’

5’-3'

Dot

5’-3'

5'-3'

5’-3'

bead

knot

knot

both

Ann

5’-3’

5'-3'

5'-3'

both

none

5’-3*

5'-3'

Susan

none

none

5’-3'

knot

none

knot

none

program, he answered the item correctly on both posttests and during the final
interview.
After performing the Chapter 19 program. Dot could not remember the
explanation she read in the PCR program, but stated the knot was there " . . . t o prevent it
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from going the other way.” Dot explained and recalled the S' to 3' explanation after the
PCR program, but switched to the knot explanation following the Chapter 19 program
and mentioned both during her final interview. Three o f the students in the Chapter 19
group explained the chemical knot following the Chapter 19 program and explained the
S' to 3' reasoning during the PCR program. However, they answered incorrectly on both
posttests and didn’t explain the S' to 3' direction during the final interview.
Is this an important concept to know and is this a major alternative conception?
Probably not, because most of the educators who answered the PCR biological literacy
model placed it in the lower rankings. However, this problem may signal a larger
alternative conception. Some o f the students appeared not to understand the molecular
basis o f enzymatic activity. Their ability to readily accept the inaccurate “chemical knot”
explanation may overlie a basic lack o f knowledge about enzymatic activity. When some
o f them were probed about recognition sites and configuration changes in the en^mie,
they admitted having heard of those in chemistry class but were unable to explain the
concepts. Abby was the only student who recalled that DNA polymerase must begin at a
double-stranded piece of DNA.
Restriction Endonuclease Alternative Conceptions
Another problem in the novel involved another type of enzyme, the restriction
endonucleases (RE), that cut the DNA at predetermined recognition sites. Restriction
endonucleases were first mentioned in Chapter 19 in the context of cloning. Djerassi
(1994) explained that RE were used to cut different organisms’ genomes into smaller
pieces. Then Djerassi described primers as analogous to restriction endonucleases
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because they were both short and attached compiementarily to DNA. Some o f the
students incorrectly assumed that the primers cut the excess DNA away or that REs were
required to shorten the target For example, Jeff said, “Your restriction endonucleases
are going to cleave the DNA before the primers to make it shorter if you need to.” In
another interview Jeff said, “Then you have the restriction endonucleases that come in to
cleave the strands before and after the primers.” When Jeff placed the magnetic g r^ h ic s
in order, he place the RE card between “anneal the primers” and “DNA polymerase
extends the primers” cards. He also included the RE in the master mix. See Appendix P
for the arrangements o f the magnetic graphics cards.
Jeff was not the only student who expressed this alternative conception. Sharon
stated when recalling PCR after the Chapter 19 program, “They use the en^une, the
restriction endonuclease, to pick certain points on that primer to the end o f that first
chain and then to cut it off on the bottom chain to go back the other way. Now you have
two copies.” Sharon failed to recall the role o f DNA polymerase but did know its
purpose when probed during the final interview. She did not use the RE card when
arranging the magnetic graphics.
When recalling PCR after the Chapter 19 program, John said that restriction
enzymes “will pick out just certain firagments o f the DNA that you want to look at,” and
in the final interview, he recalled, “The enzyme cuts it where the primers are.” John
placed the RE card between the “anneal primers” and “extend primers with polymerase”
card on the magnetic graphics arrangement. This layout was similar to Jeffs. When
Austin arranged the m%netic graphics, he placed the RE card between the “repeat
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cycles” and the “PCR products” cards. He explained, “Polymerase would add the
restriction en^m ie to keep things 6om h^pening-the strand or sequence that we don’t
want copied.” When Dot recalled PCR after the Chapter 19 program, she stated, “You
use those restriction endonucleases to kind of cut that [target] out o f the whole
sequence.”
In her Chapter 19 PCR recall, Gail first explained that you have to put certain
restriction endonucleases with the target DNA and '*they have to pick out what certain
pieces o f DNA and cut it.” During her final interview she repeated this idea but later
corrected herself saying that she didn’t know what restriction endonucleases were for
because “primers are already like a sequence so they are going to attach to the beginning
o f the target DNA.” It appeared that Gail was able to explain her way to the correct
description. Chi and associates (1994) stated that they expected and received incorrect
explanations one fourth of the time, but students were often able to correct themselves.
It is not necessary to cut DNA prior to performing PCR, but the procedure can be
added. However, that is not the way the PCR process narrows down the long strands to
ones that contain only the target. The detailed explanation of how the long strands are
narrowed into the short target strand may not be critical to understanding PCR, but it
was emphasized in Chapter 19 (Djerassi, 1994). Moreover, it is important for students to
understand the difference between a primer and a restriction endonuclease, and
especially to identify the role of the primer in specifying the target. It would have been
better for the learning of these students if Djerassi (1994) had explained the limitations
o f his analogy between the RE and the primer or not made it in the first place.
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Confusing Nucleic Ad'rf rhem istrv with that of Proteins
Some of these students expressed confusion following another weak point o f the
novel (Djerassi, 1994). The original premise of PCR when the group o f scientists was
searching for an important discovery, their first idea was to find a method to identify
antibodies in saliva. In Chapter 19 when Sepp first telephoned Max about PCR, he
referred to PCR as a way to identify antibodies in saliva. Antibodies and antigens are
proteins and are not amplified by PCR. Students who have not read Chapter 19 may also
demonstrate confusion between proteins and nucleic acids. This was noted in pilot
studies and pretest results. A common problem is mistaking amino acids for nitrogenous
bases. Seven students made this error on the pretest but only Ann and Dot answered
incorrectly on posttest two. Dot also said that you added "little amino acids" to the
master mix in her final interview.
Furthermore, JefF described proteins as being amplified when explaining how gel
electrophoresis identifies the amplified DNA. Instead, Jeff said:
Like you say use controls to compare them to whether or not the, in this case, to
see if they have had any Herpes simplex virus protein in it, because they had a
herpes simplex virus protein control to run along and compare it to.
Ann asserted that you amplify “antigens” instead of nucleic acid in PCR when she
described an application of PCR. This was probably a simple word displacement but
may be a symptom of an alternative conception. Students demonstrated confusion
between transcription and DNA replication in the pilot studies also. See the pilot studies
found in Appendix A.
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Magnetic Graphic Card Arrangement
The photographs taken o f the students' magnetic card arrangements are foimd in
Appendix P. Ail 10 students began their arrangement o f the magnetic graphic cards with
either the tube o f blood (nine students) or the DNA spooling from the nucleus of the cell
(Sharon), and made their second card the DNA spooling from the cell or the tube o f
blood. Six students placed the DNA sequencer next, demonstrating they realized that
they needed to know the sequence of the strand of DNA before amplifying the DNA.
Three students left out the DNA sequencer and one student (Gail) placed it near the end
in order to determine if PCR products were present in the tube at the end o f thermal
cycling. This was a nice example of an inference that a student could make from
knowledge of the purposes o f the instruments.
Four students placed the tube containing the master mix components next while
three placed the target DNA next. Two students placed the thermal cycler next with the
target DNA along with the other cards denoting the steps that take place inside the
thermal cycler next. At this point, all these arrangements could all be considered to be
correct.
Judy began with the tube of DNA and the card showing DNA spooling from a
cell. Next she said that it would be placed in a DNA sequencer. Then, it would be placed
into the thermal cycle. Next, Judy continued:
You would find the area that you're looking for, add the primers so you have
them available and you are going to get all your master mix. Find your target
DNA sequence, and then, connect the primers in a certain place, and you melt the
target, add the primer and mix it, and then use this thermal cycler, and this is the
end product.
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This arrangement demonstrated Judy's confusion with the restriction
endonucleases. She called the card labeled “restriction endonucleases,” picturing a pair
o f scissors, the primer when she described her card arrangement. This illustrated the
problems engendered by the primer-restriction endonuclease analogy in Chapter 19
(Djerassi, 1994). Judy's arrangement also depicted her confusion about the sequence of
events required to amplify the target DNA.
John arranged the steps correctly except for the placement o f the restriction
endonucleases between annealing the primers and extending them with DNA
polymerase as mentioned previously. He also omitted the DNA synthesizer. Abby
omitted the DNA synthesizer, the DNA sequencer and the DNA probe for detection.
Otherwise, her arrangement was correct, and she admitted not knowing how the
restriction endonucleases were used, accurately leaving them o u t Jeff gave the most
detailed explanation, including steps or items that were not depicted on the cards, such
as uracil-N-glycosylase. His only incorrect placement was similar to John's. Jeff placed
the restriction endonuclease card between anneal primers and extending them with
DNA polymerase and explained this placement was made in order to “shorten the
target.” Sharon placed the basic steps in the correct order, leaving out the DNA
sequencer and synthesizer, the restriction endonucleases, and the DNA probe detection.
Gail had placed the restriction enemies in the master mix to reduce the size of the target
strands produced, but was able to explain herself to the correct arrangement, and finally,
removed them from her arrangement Austin included the restriction enzyme card at the
end of the amplification steps in order to “. . . keep things from happening-the strand or
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sequence we don't want copied.” Austin also omitted the DNA probe detection step.
Ann explained her arrangement accurately but also left out the DNA probe and
correctly omitted the restriction endonucleases. Dot provided a correct explanation and
arrangement except for her placement of the restriction endonucleases. Susan remain
confused. She stated:
You need to start off with blood, and then your target, the restriction enzyme
one to stop it, then we put it in the DNA synthesizer, and the primers, the little
short pieces
They replicate by the sequencer and it will replicate the DNA.
And heat it. And to get more, you repeat i t
Susan's arrangement and explanation demonstrated that she thought the
amplification steps occurred in the DNA sequencer, not the thermal cycler. She omitted
both detection methods and several o f the steps in the amplification process. In
addition, she included the restriction endonuclease alternative conception. Because she
essentially had only one treatment, the Chapter 19 program, she is an example of the
alternative conceptions that might come from using this treatment alone. There was no
mention of the thermal cycler in Chapter 19 (Djerassi, 1994) and the DNA synthesizer
and sequencer were only briefly described. The steps were not clearly delineated either,
and again, the primer-restriction endonuclease analogy provided an incorrect
supposition.
As was shown in pilot studies two and three, the magnetic PCR graphics
constitute a very good assessment tool (Britton & Wandersee, 1997). They can make
students' alternative conceptions very clear and provide an illustration that can be
photographed. The photograph then becomes visual evidence o f the students' thinking
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about the topic at that point in time. The preliminary steps students take in placing their
cards can be czq)tured on videotape. These hesitations and displacements may signal the
specific uncertainties they harbor. They may often be able to reexplain themselves to a
more correct placement as Gail did. Arranging and visualizing the procedure with cards
that resemble the actual instruments may help students when they reach the laboratory
to better perform PCR and with greater understanding. Such a magnetic graphic
manipulation-based assessment task may also be appropriate for further consideration
and possible inclusion as the current CLS professional examination and credentialing
processes are revised.
PCR Biological Literacy Model Knowledge
Table 19 describes the total number o f PCR concepts either recalled in the final
interview or answered correctly on posttest 2 and compared them to the major concepts
from the original PCR biological literacy model that Djerassi approved (personal
communication, October 6, 1996). A mean of 79% o f the concepts on the original
model were known by the students. Most of the concepts not understood fell into level
four, multidimensional biological literacy, and these were the items that were found to
be least important by the respondents to the biological literacy questionnaire. The
complete description o f all the students’ concepts are found in the case studies and in
Appendix O.
Students were given credit for achieving a major concept if they explained,
recalled, or answered the item correctly on an exam. If they answered incorrectly or
stated an alternative conception, an "X" was placed next to that concept Omissions
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Table 19
PCR Concepts and Alternative Conceptions Identified on Posttest 2 and During the
Final Interview: Characterized as PCR Biological Literacy Level
Students

Posttest 2 + Final
Major Concepts

Alternative
Conceptions

Biological Literacy Level
Percentage o f Major Concepts

#

%

#

%

1

2

3

4

Judy

20

80%

5

8%

100

100

75

60

Abby

21

84%

2

3%

100

100

100

50

Jeff

22

88%

1

2%

100

100

100

88

Sharon

20

80%

1

2%

100

100

89

50

Gail

20

80%

4

6%

100

83

100

50

Mean
Chapter 19
First
Group

21

82%

2.6

4%

100

97

93

60

John

22

88%

3

5%

100

100

100

60

Austin

21

84%

6

10%

100

83

89

60

Dot

21

84%

6

10%

100

100

100

60

Ann

21

84%

4

6%

100

100

100

50

Susan

9

36%

12

19%

100

50

44

10

Mean PCR
First
Group

19

76%

6

10%

100

87

84

48

Mean All

20

79%

4

7%

100

92

89

52

were left blank. Categories for which students had more check marks than “Xs” were
counted as major concepts. I f students answered test questions incorrectly but recalled
the concept correctly, they were credited as retaining that concept It was thought that
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the test question might be misconstrued, but the recalled answers were probed by the
researcher to assure correct understanding.
If this biological literacy model is used to classify the students’ knowledge of
PCR, seven knew all the level two category o f structural biological literacy concepts
and six had all the concepts in biological literacy level three, structural literacy. Nine o f
the 10 students also knew at least half of the level four major concepts for some
multidimensional biological literacy about PCR. John performed the best in the PCR
first group, and Jeff performed best in the Chapter 19 first group, but Je ff s
explanations o f the Chapter 19 program and recall were lost due to recording equipment
malfunction. Susan performed the least well and had the most alternative conceptions.
This is explained by her problems with the PCR program. Although Susan completed
the Chapter 19 program adeptly, too many concepts were missing from Chapter 19 for
her to adequately understand PCR. After performing the test in the clinical laboratory
several months later, Susan remained unable to explain the PCR procedure and
understand the nucleic acid chemistry taking place in PCR. Langer (1997) contended
that it is very difficult to learn something correctly after learning it wrong. This
supports the contention that inappropriate and inadequate instruction may block concept
acquisition for a long period o f time.
Conceptual Change
Conceptual change about PCR may not be an accurate description o f the
learning that occurred or failed to occur during this research because these students had
little prior knowledge of PCR, and thus, few alternative conceptions. The learning
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opportunities provided allowed the students to accrue more information and to build a
cognitive structure about PCR. There were far more gaps in their understanding than
alternative conceptions. When they lacked a concept, they guessed on the tests and left
it out o f their explanations. The three previously describe alternative conceptions were
the only ones easily identified and com m on to more than one student There appeared to
be few actual contradictions or compelling situations afforded by the instruction that
would lead to conceptual change.
Case Study: John
John was chosen to represent the high achieving students because all his data
were intact and he knew 100% of the major concepts on PCR biological literacy model
on levels one, two, and three. In addition, he knew 60% of level four. He demonstrated
the most knowledge of any student except Jeff. John earned the second highest grade in
the clinical microbiology course that included this study.
John was a high achieving, traditional student and a man o f few words. This was
apparent by the length of his transcripts and the numbers of propositions and concepts
he explained. Brief though his explanations were, they reflected a solid understanding. John
found it difficult to verbalize concepts and provide examples, and he struggled with many
answers to probes. For example, while explaining NOSQl item 24, “Tests of a scientific
theory include its ability to explain and predict” (Roach, 1993), John said:
Yeah. You want to make sure you are right and you can reproduce it. Like every
time. You want to be able to—What’s the word? I know you want to know that
every time that you do something, that you are going to get what you are looking
for. I can’t give you an example clear off my head. I might be able to later.
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John scored lowest on NOSQl (Roach, 1993) and N0SQ2 and had other
problems attempting to explain his answers. Conversely, his journal writings were clear
and demonstrated contemporary views. About the definitions o f science and
technology, John wrote:
Science is the actual studying o f how and why something happens. The goal o f
science is to describe or explain a phenomenon, and to be able to predict an
occurrence o f that phenomena. Technology is directly and indirectly related to
science. Technology is the use of science, but the use o f technology has made
science what it is today. Science has become more organized, quicker, and
“easier.” The computer is a perfect example o f the relationship between science
and technology----When he was asked about the tentativeness o f science, John wrote:
I do not believe science is certain. No matter how much research goes into
explaining an event, there always seems to be an exception to the rule. However,
the relatively low firequency o f these exceptions occurring makes science appear
certain.
Another well-constructed journal entry was devised when John was asked how The
Bourbaki Gambit (Djerassi, 1994) affected his knowledge of science:
In the book, science was used to provide personal satisfaction, and to prove to
the world that the characters (scientists) were not too old to come up with new
ideas. The motivating factor for the discovery of PCR was not to find an easy
way to amplify DNA, but to find a scientific application that would be easy to
test and publish, so that the scientific communify would recognize that these
scientists were still competent and valuable assets to their profession. This book
gives me the impression that science is used to achieve personal gratification,
and is not used to explain and study natural phenomena.
John’s PCR knowledge was substantial. He scored 10 points above the mean on
the pretest and third highest. His answers demonstrated a good understanding o f nucleic
acid chemistry. He also scored above the mean on posttest 1 and had the second highest
score on posttest 2. The difference between his pretest and posttest 2 scores was
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equivalent to the mean of the two groups. If the concepts he should have known after
the PCR program were compared, he answered 68% o f the questions correctly on
posttest 1 and 80% on posttest 2. It appeared that John was better able to recognize the
content than he was at recalling concepts. See Table 20 for a chronology o f John’s
concept achievement. His description was clear, and he was not confused by the
“chemical knot” explanation but integrated it into his understanding. He failed to
comprehend the explanation provided in the chapter describing how the strands of
various lengths and numbers were produced in each cycle. Because he did not
understand this concept, it is easy to see how his confusion with the role o f restriction
endonucleases occurred. In his final interview, John stated that an en^une cut the DNA
strand where the primers were in order to shorten the strands to the target length.
John was confident about his ability to explain PCR and stated that he had a
good mental image of the structure in his head. This is supported by his answers on the
CLP (Schmeck et al., 1977). He answered all 14 items correctly on the elaboration scale.
This scale indicates a student’s ability to visualize content, place concepts in the
student’s own words, and connect new information to their own experiences (Schmeck
& Meier, 1984). In addition, John scored 7 o f 7 on fact retention and 13 o f 18 on deep
processing scales. Deep processing is related to synthesis o f information and critical
thinking (Schmeck, 1983). His low score on the methodological study scale and these
high scores place him in the meaningful learner category because the methodological
study scale is negatively correlated with GPA and critical thinking (Schmeck, 1983).
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.evel 1 Concept
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dentify PCR as a DNA amplification method

/

X
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Describe DNA structure necessary for PCR:
Bases
Complementarity
Bonds
Jeat breaks hydrogen bonds
Backbone

X
/
/
/
/

/
/
/

/
/
/

/
X
/

/

/

/

Melting or Denatures
ieat melts or denatures

X
/

/
/

/
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Annealing
Cool to add/anneal primers, bond, adhere, etc.
Cycles
Repeats cycle
Mext cycle begins with heating to separate strands
20,30,40 times to get million, billion copies

/

/

/
/

/
/

/
/

/
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/
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/

/
/
/
/
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/
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/
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/

/

/
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Excess Nucleotides
DNA polymerase adds excess nucleotides to primer
dentify target DNA
deduction in size of segments to get target
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Primers
\nneal to target strand of DNA
’rimers are short ~20 base pairs long
Dne primer is required for each strand
Responsible for specificity
DNA polymerase
Starts at double stranded DNA
Jeat to work properly
Jeat does not destroy Taq
Requires MgCh and buffers to work properly
\dd nucleotides in one direction
Recognize the steps in the PCR procedure
Steps are fast

X

/

X

/

/

/

/

/

/
/

/

/

/
/

/
/

/
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✓
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/
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/
/
/
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lecall the steps in the PCR procedure
ieat to separate double strands of DNA
Cool to add/anneal primers
DNA polymerase adds excess nucleotides to primer
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*lace the steps of the PCR procedure in order
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dentifying the contents of the test tube at the beginning of
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/
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/

/
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Describe the basic operation of the thermal cycler

/

/

/

/

/

/
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lelate methods for identification of PCR products
Del electrophoresis
DNA probe

/

/
/
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/
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/
/
/

/
/
/
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Level 4 Concepts
K

DNA Polymerase adds nucleotides from 5-3'
■CDD
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Describe how to set the times and temperatures of the
hermal cycler
Describe the amounts and characteristics of the strands
)resent in the test tube at the end of the
first cycle
second cycle
third cycle

/
/

/
X
X

X
X

X
X
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Describing the role of restriction endonucleases
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Describe the role of the DNA synthesizer
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Describe the role of the DNA sequencer
dentify applications of PCR
Microbial identification
Forensic
Archeological
Ecological
Genetic diagnosis
Therapy monitoring
Describe methods for the identification of PCR products :
3el electrophoresis
DNA probes
Describe methods for the prevention of amplicons: UNO
Describe the limitations of the PCR procedure
^alse Positives
Amplicon carryover reasons
’alse Negatives
Totals concepts
Total Major concepts (Biological Literacy Model items)
Total Alternative Conceptions and Incorrect Test
\nswers

/
/

/
/
/

/

/
/

/
/

/

/
/

/
/

/

/

X

/
/
/

/

/

/

/

X

/
/
/

/

12

33

6
13

16
0

/

/
X
25
14
0

19

19

14

12

10

4

0

8
0

22
14

3

30

41

17
1

22
3

other program first” John continued, "The PCR program was more detailed, more
graphics. You could see vdiat was going on in the program. The book was just a couple
o f parts.” This also supported his preference and abili^ to learn meaningfully firom
graphics and illustrations.
Case Study: Judy
Judy was a nontraditional student in her early thirties, married with three
children. She and Ann had the lowest GPAs in their didactic courses in the clinical
laboratory science curriculum, and Judy had a solid “C” average. Judy had earned a
Bachelor o f Arts in Sociology before entering the CLS curriculum and had an overall
GPA just under the mean for the Chapter 19 group. With all her stressors from home,
she was a very capable student, well-liked, and cooperative. She earned a “C” and the
third lowest grade in the microbiology course in which this study occurred.
Judy had the second lowest scores on the pretest and first posttest, and the
lowest scores on the adjusted pretest and posttest 1. She earned the third lowest score
on posttest 2, both on the adjusted and unadjusted scores. Judy recalled 100% of the
concepts in levels one and two of the biological literacy model, but only 75% of the
third level and 60% o f the fourth level. She also had the fewest combined final recall
and posttest 2 concepts o f any student in the Chapter 19 group. This placed her as the
lowest achieving student, except for Susan, who was unable to perform the PCR
program. See Table 21 for Judy’s PCR biological literacy concept development.
Judy claimed she did not understand PCR after reading Chapter 19 (Djerassi,
1994) and “didn’t get much out of it.” She had the fewest number of science and
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Judy’s PCR Biological Literacy Concept Development
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Pre Explan Recall Post Explan lecall Post Final Dombined Postest 2
test 2 Recall & Final Recall
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L.evel 1 Concepts
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dentify PCR as a DNA amplification method
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i,evel 2 Concepts
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Describe DNA structure necessary for PCR:
Bases
Complementarity
Bonds
ieat breaks hydrogen bonds
Backbone
Melting or Denatures
ieat melts or denatures

X
X
/
X
/
X
X

/
/

/

/
X
/
X

/

Annealing
Cool to add/anneal primers, bond, adhere, etc.

/

Cycles
lepeats cycle
'fext cycle begins with heating to separate strands
10,30,40 times to get million, billion copies

/
/
/
/

/
X
/

/
/

/
/

/
/

/
/

/
/

/
/
/

/

/
/
/
/
/
/
/

/

/
/
/
/
/

/

/
/

/

/

/

/
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Describe exponential amplification

Pre Explan Recall Post Explan Recall Post Final Dombined Postest 2
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test 2 Recall & Final Recall
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dentify target DNA
deduction in size of segments to get target
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Primers
\nneal to target strand of DNA
Mmers are short ~20 base pairs long
Dne primer is required for each strand
Responsible for specificity
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X
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X

/
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Excess Nucleotides
DNA polymerase adds excess nucleotides to primer
DNA polymerase
Starts at double stranded DNA
ieat to work properly
Jeat does not destroy Taq
Requires MgCL and buffers to work properly
\dd nucleotides in one direction
Recognize the steps in the PCR procedure
Steps are fast

/

/
X

/
X

/

/
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X

X
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/
/
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/
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dentifying the contents of the test tube at the beginning X
)f the procedure
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PCR

Pre Explan Re Post Explan Re Post Final Combined Postest
test ations call est ! ations call test 2 Recall 2 & Final Recall

lecall the steps in the PCR procedure
Jeat to separate double strands of DNA
Cool to add/anneal primers
DNA polymerase adds excess nucleotides to primer
*lace the steps of the PCR procedure in order
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Describe the basic operation of the thermal cycler

X

lelate methods for identification of PCR products
Del electrophoresis
DNA probe

/

X

/

/
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/

/

/

/

/
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/
/
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/
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/
/
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DNA Polymerase adds nucleotides from 5'-3'
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Describe how to set the times and temperatures of the
hermal cycler
Describe the amounts and characteristics of the strands
iresent in the test tube at the end of the
first cycle
second cycle
third cycle

/
X

/
X

/
X
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/

/

/
X
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/
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Describe the role of the DNA synthesizer
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Describe the role of the DNA sequencer
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dentify applications of PCR
Microbial identification
Forensic
Archeological
Ecological
Genetic diagnosis
Therapy monitoring

/
/
/

/

/
/
/
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X
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X
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/

/

/
/

/
/
/
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/
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/
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Describe methods for the prevention of amplicons: X
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/

/

/
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Describe the limitations of the PCR procedure
^alse Positives
Amplicon carryover reasons
"alse Negatives

/

Describe methods for the identification of PCR
)roducts :
Del electrophoresis
DNA probes

X
X

X
X
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PCR Biological Literacy Concepts:

22
13
1

13
6
1

10
3
13

46
20
2

34
17
1

19
11
6

21
16
1

33
20
5

recalled propositions o f the Chapter 19 group. On the other hand, she had the most
propositions about the plot o f the novel. This possibly indicated that the science was not
nearly as interesting to her as the people and the situations in the novel.
Judy's prior knowledge of nucleic acid chemistry was very limited. She admitted
she did not know the complementarity rules for the nitrogenous bases and could not
label the parts o f the DNA molecule on a diagram. While working through the Chapter
19 program, she expressed dissatisfaction with the diagrams. About the main diagram,
she said, “This is a pictorial representation of what she [Diana] drew and that is about
all I can explain about it.” When asked to explain PCR at the end o f this session, Judy
was very unsure, saying, “I’ll try but I didn’t really understand it reading it the first time
and I don’t know much about it now.” Judy was able to explain about half of the
concepts and only recalled about one fourth of them. This parallels the number of
propositions she was able to recall. She had a very general idea o f the PCR procedure at
this point.
Judy had more success with the PCR program where she explained the most
science and total propositions. In addition, she explained 80% of the PCR concepts and
recalled 60%. Her comments about the PCR program were much more favorable than
those she expressed about the Chapter 19 program. At first, she was afiraid she would
see something out o f order in the PCR program, but she soon realized that she could
repeat any screen she did not understand, and it would then make sense. When asked if
she would choose the PCR program over Chapter 19, she said, “Definitely.” She stated
that the amount of learner control provided was appropriate because students could
214
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learn the part they wanted to in the order they chose. Her only negative comment had to
do with the large amount of information in the PCR program.
Although Judy performed well on the PCR program if you measured
propositions and concepts, she made few inferences, placed little of it in her own words,
did not appear to relate it to other concepts in the PCR program or to Chapter 19, and
did not seem to interpret the diagrams or illustrations. Apparently her self-explanations
were inadequate for meaningful learning. This was discernible when examining the
concepts she recalled and her test scores. By the final interview, Judy had forgotten the
PCR detection methods and had again recalled the “chemical knot” explanation for
DNA polymerase activity.
Judy’s difficulties with graphics corresponded to her scores on the ILP
(Schmeck et al., 1977). She agreed with only 5 of the 14 statements on the elaborative
processing scale, placing her as the lowest scorer of the 10 students on this scale. Judy
chose 100% o f the fact retention items, and she scored only 50% on the EP + DP scales.
This learning preference may indicate a shallow, reiterative learning style and possible
difficulty learning visually (McCarthy et al., 1986).
Judy had the lowest score of the Chapter 19 group on the NOSQ (Roach, 1993)
and scored lower on N0SQ2 (14) than NOSQl (16). Her problems areas included such
propositions as “ . . . laws do not change,” theories do not explain and predict, science
knowledge is certain, and there is only one scientific method. In addition, Judy was
convinced that the best definition of science is a “body o f knowledge.”
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Reasons Students Failed to Attain Multidimensional PCR Literacy
If students think that science is best described as a “body o f knowledge/' as
these students revealed on the NOSQ (Roach, 1993), then they may also believe that
learning is an accumulation of facts to be memorized instead o f reinterpreting
information and integrating it meaningfully with their prior knowledge (Ausubel et al.,
1978). This would dissuade them from using strategies leading to reconciliation,
assimilation, and conceptual change. Moreover, if they perceived learning as something
imposed by external authority, they might not have been motivated to use a deeper
learning approach. Interested students would be more inclined to leam deeply and
multidimensionally, while those who only learned the facts for a good grade may not
(Williams, 1996). No grade was assigned to the amount of PCR knowledge gained, and
scores on tests were not revealed to the students. Therefore, students who may have
been uninterested in PCR or motivated to study only by their GPA or test scores, may
have failed to apply appropriate meaningful learning strategies to the task o f learning
PCR.
Students may have failed to gain multidimensional biological literacy because
the mode o f presentation did not fit their preferred style of learning (Schmeck et al.,
1977). Computerized instruction was new to some o f the students. Other students were
overwhelmed by the amount of information provided in the PCR computer program.
Students who were not elaborative processors (Schmeck et al., 1977) or visual learners
may have had difficulty learning firom the graphics (Miller & Burton, 1994). In
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addition, the illustrations and graphics used to explain the PCR procedure required
significant decoding. Students may not have had the ability or the inclination to
decipher them (Levie & Lentz, 1982).
Students may have failed to take enough time while they worked through the
computer programs. Although the researcher set no time restraints, other course
requirements may have made it difScult for them to allocate the time they needed to
completely leam the principles and procedures. These students registered for eight
science courses that accounted for 20 semester hours of credit in the fall semester.
Furthermore, they were in class at least 32 hours a week when this study took place.
The PCR and Chapter 19 computer sessions and interviews were frequently performed
after an eight hour day of classes.
Students were asked to explain the hypermedia card (computer screen) after
reading it and viewing the graphics on i t This was more o f a summarization process
than a step-by-step, self-explanation because some of the screen had more than one
concept described within them. (See Appendix Q for a transcript of the PCR program.)
Chi and her associates (1994) recommended piecemeal, point-by-point, explanations.
These researchers found that this type of explanation enabled students to repair their
mental models more easily because the reconciliations and conflict resolutions between
their existing knowledge and the new information occurred at a fine grained level. Even
incorrect explanations provided a learning experience by establishing an opportunity for
repair o f their mental models. Summarizing was found to be less effective for learning
(Chi et al., 1994). In this group o f students, high explainers, for example, Judy and Ann,
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did not recall more concepts. In only one place was a student able to self-explain a
wrong answer to a correct one. This occurred in Gail’s final interview where she was
able to reconcile conflicting knowledge and explain that primers did not require
restriction endonucleases to limit the target.
Differences Between Groups
The Chapter 19 first group performed better than the PCR group on most o f the
measures. The Louisiana State University Medical Center GPA of the PCR group was
slightly higher and their overall GPA was 0 2 higher than the Chapter 19 first group.
Therefore, GPA seems relatively unimportant. In fact, some of the students with lower
GPAs received higher posttest scores and recalled more concepts than those with higher
GPAs. The students in the Chapter 19 fiirst group were two years older on average and
had more years of education. This advantage was not apparent on their answers about
the nature of science, however. The students in the Chapter 19 first group were also
more verbally expressive than the PCR first group. This was demonstrated in the
number o f propositions they made during their explanations.
Although none o f the students admitted any prior knowledge o f PCR, some
appeared to have more knowledge o f nucleic acid chemistry because they scored higher
on this section of the pretest. The two highest scorers were in the Chapter 19 first group
and their group mean score was 10 points higher than the PCR first group. On the
adjusted test scores. Chapter 19 first group’s pretest scores were only five points higher,
but both their posttests scores were 14 points higher. Therefore, it appears that the order
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o f working through the hypermedia programs may explain some o f the differences
between the two groups.
The differences in the measures between the two groups was not very large,
however. The gain in knowledge between the pretest and posttest 2 was identical for the
two groups and the combined number o f concepts recalled and tested differed by only
two major concepts on average. The Chapter 19 first group had a larger percentage o f
major concepts at each biological literacy level, but the difference was small. The
structural level o f biological literacy reached by most o f the students was appropriate
for this topic in this curriculum. This was supported by the clinical laboratory science
educators who chose biological literacy level three, structural literacy, most often.
Some o f the students who learned PCR best, such as Jeff, had a low GPA and
scored midrange on the DP+EP ILP scale (Schmeck et al., 1977), but had higher prior
PCR knowledge as demonstrated on the pretest. The student with the highest GPA and
the highest scores on the ILP, Gail, did not leam PCR much better than many of the
other students. Students, especially novices, who lack an adequate topic-specific
cognitive structure may fail to process deeply and leam superficially. Only later, as they
gain more topic-specific knowledge, can they analyze more deeply (Schmeck, 1983).
When all the data are taken into consideration, there is not a great difference in
the amount o f PCR each student learned, with the exception o f Susan. If only the most
important concepts for biological literacy of PCR (in the researcher’s opinion) were
counted, the differences between students would be even smaller. Overall, a structural
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level o f biological literacy and an average recall o f 79% o f the concepts appears to be a
satisfactory level o f achievement for these students under these conditions.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Polymerase chain reaction is a complex topic, with more than 25 major concepts
required for its understanding. The reaction takes place within a “black box’-inside a
thermal cycler containing a small test tube that looks no different before and after its
heating and cooling cycles. The DNA that is amplified in the procedure is invisible
without molecular detection methods. For these reasons, it is difGcult to make these
elusive concepts concrete for students.
Given these hurdles, it is noteworthy that all except one o f the 10 students were
able to acquire a level o f PCR knowledge that would allow them to answer certification
examination questions, perform the procedure in the clinical laboratory with adequate
understanding, and explain relevant concepts in their own words. These students
understood the nature and methods o f scientific inquiry and could place PCR within the
larger scheme o f biology. Most also had an appreciation for the power and limitations
o f this technology. The two treatments appeared to be synergistic, because they
provided students three opportunities to leam and then explain PCR. Different
presentation styles and repetition may have been integral to the learning that occurred.
It appears that Chapter 19 o f The Botirbaki Gambit (Djerassi, 1994) has a role to
play in the instruction of PCR. Students enjoyed reading the novel, although they did
not always understand it. Some o f the literary effects, situations, and foreign words used
were beyond their experience. The scientific enterprise was depicted accurately in the
novel and PCR was described factually, with a few exceptions. However, it appears that
it is not adequate as the sole instructional ^p ro ach for teaching PCR to medical
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technology students vdio need to attain a structural biological literacy level. Because the
number o f concepts satisfactorily explained in the novel is so small, only a superficial
understanding o f the procedure would be possible. O f the concepts other CLS educators

answered were necessary for biological literacy o f PCR, only 32% were described in
Chapter 19. For example, no mention was made o f the thermal cycler, methods for
detecting PCR products, limitations o f the procedure, or applications o f the technology.
However, these topics would not have fit easily into the plot o f the novel. In addition,
some relatively uimecessary, and unintentionally confusing item s were included, such
as restriction endonucleases, the DNA synthesizer, and DNA sequencing machines, and
the emphasis placed on the sizes o f the PCR products.
If an overview o f PCR or attainment o f biological literacy level one or two is
appropriate. Chapter 19 could be used alone. Because Chapter 19 is part o f an engaging
story and humans remember narratives well, this novel was a very appropriate “hook”
to interest students in learning PCR. This chapter will enable students to leam PCR
when the principle o f the reaction and a good appreciation for exponential amplification
is the main thrust o f instruction.
If Chapter 19 (Djerassi, 1994) is combined with a more complete treatm ent o f
the topic, it is recommended that Chapter 19 or the entire novel be presented first.
Because students who experienced Chapter 19 first performed somewhat better when
explaining and recalling the PCR biological literacy concepts than those who studied it
second, its value may lie in its ability to act as an advance organizer. One student
reflected that it set forth a stmcture in her head that the more detailed PCR program
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could '*611 in.” Another student stated that it presented PCR in another form at that
complemented her comprehension. In this sense, it may activate prior knowledge,
present questions to be answered, and prepare students for learning more detailed and
difGcult concepts.
If used after another presentation method. Chapter 19 has the potential to
confuse students, primarily if their level o f prior knowledge is low. The alternative
conceptions the chapter may foster hinders students who do not have adequate mental
models o f the topic, nucleic acid chemistry, or molecular biology. For example, the
chapter was shown to interfere with some students’ understanding o f the enzymatic
activity o f DNA polymerase and restriction endonucleases. It might be more effective
for instructional purposes if these potential misconceptions and the imprecise primer
analogy could be identiGed and explained more clearly by the instructor Grst. Moreover,
one student wondered if she could trust a novel to tell the truth, and therefore, serve as a
knowledge base for science instmction. Apparently, she failed to read the foreword to
the novel, a habit common among students. Therefore, it would be important to follow
up the novel’s explanation with some factually-based explanation or point out the
accurate ideas in the novel.
If Chapter 19 (Djerassi, 1994) is enlisted to inform students about the nature o f
science, it should be accompanied by other methods whose learning value can accrue
over a longer period o f time. If the lives and scientific thinking o f the scientists in this
novel had been discussed in class and expGcitly identified by the teacher, they might
have had more impact on these students’ understandings and lead to a more
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contemporary perspective about science. It appeared to be inadequate to have students
read the novel as they would any work o f fiction. Because these students were seniors
or already had a degree and were entering a medical profession, their views about the
goals o f science were problematic and solidified. It appeared that most o f the students
had an unshakeable conviction that scientists are working for practical and
humanitarian results. For other students, the novel lead them to believe that scientists

were only satisfying their own ego cravings. However, all these students appeared to
recognize that scientists were human with foibles everyone has. If the purpose for
having students read the novel was only to accomplish this conceptual change, the
novel was successful.
For these reasons. The Bourbaki Gambit (Djerassi, 1994) should be
recommended as part o f creating a contemporary view o f the nature o f science, but
would probably not stand alone. Perhaps if it were paired with Wandersee and Roach’s
(1998) interactive historical vignette writing and discussion activities. Chapter 19
would better expose students to a more comprehensive and balanced treatment. Djerassi
(1998a) stated that his purpose in writing science-in-fiction is to expose students and
lay persons to the ethical dilemmas o f scientists. This purpose was accomplished with
these students. Although not an answer to a specific research question in this study,
students spoke knowledgeably o f these ethical issues after reading the novel.
Whether the PCR hypermedia program could be the sole basis for instruction o f
PCR is unclear. Some students stated that it could; however, they were unable to
assimilate all the 25 major concepts at one sitting. The program may need to be broken
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into more palatable instructional blocks. More than 60 screens were required to describe
the relevant concepts in the PCR program. See Appendix Q for the PCR program
content without graphics. Fewer concepts with more representations and a certain
amount o f recursiveness may actually be more effective as recommended by Demastes
and Wandersee (1992) and Mintzes and Wandersee (1998).
Students, for the most part, found hypermedia to be understandable, easily
navigated, and appropriate for their educational needs. Most o f the graphics in the PCR
program, especially the simpler, more basic, and cartoon-like ones appeared to
encourage students to explain the concepts more fully. The larger and m ore complicated
diagrams were problematic. Some students were unwilling to spend the tim e
deciphering them, especially those diagrams that described the sizes and numbers o f
strands produced by the PCR procedure. It may be that an overview o f this idea may be
enough. Future studies to determine the value o f this concept for PCR knowledge are
recommended.
Multiple graphic representations of the content appear to have the greatest value
for reaching the most students (Tufte, 1983). A rich array o f diagrams, illustrations, and
photographs as well as powerful analogies and clear explanations have the potential to
reach students w ith varied backgrounds and different prior knowledge (Shulman, 1988).
However, unless the instruction can induce students to interweave new ideas with the
previously held ones into a cohesive mental model, it will surely fail. It is the student’s
choice and responsibility to make the conceptual changes, and all the teacher can do is
provide the educationally appropriate opportunities that may allow it to occur.
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There are few overriding principles o f education that are applicable at ail times
to all students, and teachers often run the risk o f choosing content and activities that
interfere with, rather than facilitate learning. It seems that educational researchers can
only hope to make small, but meaningful adjustments, carefully test each one, and reach
some consensus about their usefulness.

Limitatioris to this Study
The limitations to generalization ftom this study to a broader population are
obvious and numerous. This study was exploratory in nature, and although quantitative
data were generated from the qualitative method, the number o f students was too small
to produce little, if any statistically significant data. A large standard error with a small
sample raises strong doubts about the statical conclusions. In addition, nonparametric
tests such as the Maim-Whitney (/have reduced statistical power to prevent Type U
errors. In order to produce a medium effect size o f 0.45 and a power o f .80 with the ttest, a sample size would have to include 80 randomly selected participants per group
according to Cohen, 1977 (as cited in Portney & Watkins, 1993). This type o f sample
was well beyond the scope o f this exploratory study.
The students selected were a sample o f convenience that included college
undergraduates, some of whom already had earned university degrees. In addition, these
clinical laboratory science students comprised a small subset o f allied health students
and an even smaller fraction o f biology students. Moreover, their professional education
is largely technical, and technical proficiency is emphasized in every course. Teaching
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these students to think like scientists or even to understand the underlying principles o f
the clinical laboratory tests they perform is a secondary objective o f their instruction.
These ten students were from diverse backgrounds, but most received the
m ajority o f their postsecondary education in the Deep South. The clinical laboratory
science curriculum they completed included the same major topics that all clinical
laboratory science programs contain. However, each program differs in the emphasis
placed on content, the sequencing o f courses, and assignment o f topics within courses.
Some professional CLS programs are as short as twelve months, while others can be
two years or more. This program was 14 months. These differences illuminate the
difSculty even generalizing this study's data to other CLS students in other programs.
Moreover, the selection o f students for the two groups may not have been
optimum. The students were not randomly selected and internal validity may suffer due
to a selection effect. Because there were difrerences in the pretest scores between the
two groups, it would have been better to have selected the groups from the pretest
scores rather than their scores from the test o f knowledge about The Bourbaki Gambit
(Djerassi, 1994). The PCR first group was further handicapped by the inadvertent
addition o f two reticent students and one who was not computer literate.
Furthermore, the qualitative method has numerous inherent limitations. The
transcripts from this study were evaluated numerous times over many months and the
researcher's estimation o f the results fluctuated fix)m gratification with the results to
disappointment, and finally to satisfaction. At the end o f the first overall appraisal of
the data, the researcher concluded that all the students except Susan had an excellent
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grasp o f PCR. When the transcripts were coded and assessed for prepositional
knowledge, it sp e a re d that none o f the students performed adequately. After
exam ining the transcripts for concept attainment, most students seemed to have

knowledge o f about two thirds o f the major and minor concepts. When the test scores
and the recall were combined, again, most students performed well, and this was
supported by comparing their concept acquisition (a mean o f 79% o f the major
concepts) to the PCR biological literacy model that placed m ost o f the students
primarily in the structural level. This multiple passage, different grain sized analysis has
hopefully caught the essence of the data, but other researchers might reach different
conclusions.
The instruments chosen and developed for evaluating the students' learning were
each imperfect. However, the combination of multiple sources o f data to support the
conclusions appeared to be adequate. Triangulation o f data was supportive to the
findings o f the Study for the most part. For example, students' answers on the NOSQ

(Roach, 1993) were compared to their oral explanations gathered in two interviews and
to their five journal writings. Final concept attainment was triangulated with posttest
results, ILP scores (Schmeck et al., 1977), free and probed recall, and arrangement o f
the magnetic graphic cards.
In addition, there is some evidence that these students are not unique. Students
in the LSUMC CLS program have been evaluated on their knowledge o f PCR in each
of the past frve years, and almost all o f the students found understanding PCR difGcult.
Freshmen college students were assessed in pilot study three (Appendix A), and the
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difBculties these students encountered were similar to those o f the CLS students. In
addition, sim ilar problems were found with Cheqjter 19 o f The Bourbaki Gambit
(Djerassi, 1994.) The assertion by this study, that carefully sequenced multiple
approaches spread over a sufBcient period of time is best for instruction, would apply to
those students as well. This inference is supported by the findings that the students
appeared to recall more concepts firom the treatments when the Chapter 19 program was
sequenced first but that both approaches were necessary for students to reach an
adequate state o f knowledge about PCR. Even though the treatments were short (about
one hour each), computer instruction may induce more conceptual change in some
students than other methods requiring the same amount of time (Lieberman & Linn,
1991). However, this conclusion by Lieberman and Linn should be tempered with
researchers' inability to properly control studies comparing media (Clark, 1994; Ross,
1994).

Recommendations for Future Research
This researcher plans to continue studying educationally appropriate methods
for instruction o f PCR. Presently, she is collecting interview data firom the students in
this study to determine the added value o f hands-on experience performing PCR in the
clinical setting. Students were interviewed using the PCR biological literacy model as a
guide, six to eight months following this study. Some of them had not yet performed
PCR, some had watched another technologist perform it, and some had performed it
themselves. These data have not yet been analyzed.
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In addition, students firom the New Orleans campus completed the ILP
(Schmeck et ai., 1977) this summer. This provides a total o f 27 students whose data can
be correlated with their certification examination scores and GPAs. This should provide
some insight on whether the LSUMC CLS program is teaching and assessing students
for higher order thinking rather than memorizing facts. If students who have deep
and/or elaborative styles o f learning have lower certification examination scores or
GPAs than those who have a shallow, reiterative style, it m ight indicate that the type of
knowledge rewarded in these measures does not cultivate meaningful learning or
critical thinking.
Refinement o f the PCR hypermedia program has already begun. A cartoon-like
animation sequence depicting the addition o f nucleotides by DNA polymerase has been
added. Complete animation o f the steps that take place in the thermal cycler is awaiting
the development o f additional technical expertise by the researcher. The illustrations
and text for the PCR limitations section must be redesigned to prevent students firom
thinking that amplicons can be destroyed by routine sterilization techniques.
Simplification o f the diagrams in these steps is necessary, as indicated by the
performance o f these students. For example, even the most accomplished students
expressed difficulty understanding the narrowing o f the target sequence fi*om the entire
strand o f DNA. A further refinement might be inclusion o f hypertext links to the
answers o f the metacognitive questions. This step would allow students to find the
correct answers to the questions rapidly and accurately, hopefully preventing solidified
o f alternative conceptions.
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A study that included a detailed, step-by-step explanation o f the graphics and
other visual aids used to teach PCR by several students at different levels o f education
and o f various educational backgrounds would be valuable. This type o f fine-grained
analysis would enable the researcher to better determine what value is added by each
graphic and the possible alternative conceptions that could be engendered by them.
Once the PCR hypermedia program has been enriched and improved, further
testing with focus groups should be undertaken. Focus group analysis by a small group
o f target students can be enormously helpful in determining the correct langut^e and
techniques that were usefiil for instruction (Abrams, 1994). The focus group used in
pilot study four (See the Method and Instrument Development section and Appendix
A), was invaluable for student insight. Focus group work has not been previously
reported in CLS educational research; therefore, its inclusion and utility may be
trendsetting. By moving through the PCR program screen by screen, content is firesh
and numerous interpretations o f the meaning engendered by the topic can be collected.
Its value also lies in the consensus building that can occur among students in the group.
Consensus is difiScult to evaluate in individual interviews with students. The synergy
provided by the focus group allows the gathering o f a large amount o f data in a small
time with little expense.
Testing the final PCR document with a large, randomly sampled group of
students is an important future goal. The findings o f such a quantitative study would be
more generalizable; although, it should be kept in mind that there are enumerable
factors that impact learning and not all o f these variables can be controlled. Once tested
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and if favorable, a refined, well-researched, and thoroughly studied computer program
might be o f use to other educators.
PCR is not the only method o f DNA amplification currently in use in the
clinical laboratory. Instruction on these other technologies will complement PCR
literacy and be necessary for multidimensional biological literacy in the future. For
example, branched DNA where the label is amplified, ligase chain reaction that uses the
ligase enzyme to enlarge the amount o f DNA, and nucleic acid probe arrays on
microchips are just a few of the many techniques available. More are sure to be
developed. All o f these will require a well-integrated knowledge o f nucleic acid
chemistry. Because the lack o f nucleic acid knowledge was found to be an important
factor in the results o f this study, it may be important to step back and further research
the instruction on DNA and RNA for meaningful learning.
Furthermore, a large-scale, controlled study o f The Bourbaki Gambit (Djerassi,
1994) would be useful to determine the biological literacy level gains and the
alternative conceptions fostered or remediated by the novel. This would better evaluate
its usefiilness for teaching PCR. Collaboration among educators who are interested in
instruction about the nature of science and technology would also be desirable. Such
research might help to determine the educational benefits derived fi*om reading the
novel. Evaluating other complementary treatments along with the novel would also be
advantageous.
The author wishes to publicly acknowledge National Medal o f Science winner.
Dr. Carl Djerassi, for his inspirational, supportive, and helpful comments as this
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researcher carried out her study. It has not gone unnoticed that such collaboration
between the life science educators constitutes a sound and compelling m odel for further
biology education research to consider emulating.

Summary
Question One
Although these students did not appear to undergo conceptual change about the
nature o f science and technology as a result o f either approach, it appeared that reading
The Botirbaki Gambit (Djerassi, 1994) did encourage some o f the students to develop a
more realistic view o f the motivations o f scientists. However, some students answered
more items incorrectly on the second NOSQ (Roach, 1993). This finding may raise
doubts about the ability o f instruments such as the NOSQ to adequately assess students'
nature o f science and technology knowledge. These types o f instruments might be
extremely unstable or flawed. These NOSQ results may also indicate that the clinical
laboratory science curriculum fails to adequately address these issues and may even
provide an inaccurate portrayal. Perhaps the profession's division over w hat it wishes to
be called (clinical laboratory scientists or medical technologists) reflects its inability to
distinguish science and technology. W hat is taught in the curriculum is a large dose o f
technology and a small amount o f science with which to explain it. This may confuse
students about their own role and their relationship to science and technology.
When the students were asked on ajournai writing assignment to indicate which
title they would like to be called, their answers were confused and unenlightening. For
example, Gail wrote, “1 would consider m yself a scientist because 1 am using science
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that has already been developed. I think that a technologist would be developing new
ways to do things and test things, but we don’t do th a t

” while Dot wrote almost the

opposite:
I think I will be more o f a technologist than a scientist. Scientists generally seem
to be testing new ideas and finding solutions to new problems. For the most
part, however, a technologist is using tests that have already been proved
successful by someone e lse .. . .
On the other hand, Susan thought the title would depend on the type o f employment and
she permed, “I guess if I was working in research then I would consider m yself a
clinical scientist. I think it depends on where you are working and what you are doing.”
Judy apparently agreed and thought the question was easy until she had to muster
reasons for her position. She wrote, “I wanted to choose medical technology rather than
science because scientists usually do research. I do not want to work in research unless
it does not involve animals in any way.”
This apparent confusion is an important finding for the profession because this
dichotomy between the names exists in many contexts. At LSUMC, the department is
named the “Department o f Clinical Laboratory Sciences” but the students receive a
Bachelor o f Science in Medical Technology. One professional organization supports the
CLS title, and the other promotes the title, medical technologist Although the members
o f this profession have long known about the confusion with names, it has not
previously been reported to relate to students' knowledge about the nature o f science
and technology.
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Question Two
Students' explanations o f PCR differed depending on the order o f their working
through the computer programs. Those students who performed the Chapter 19 program
first were able to make more and better explanations o f the content When their
propositions were counted, statistically significant differences were found between
some o f the categories and the two groups, and consistently more propositions were
counted from the Chapter 19 group. There were also statistically significant differences
in the total and major concepts explained during the Chapter 19 program, the number o f
concepts recalled afrer each program, and during the final interview between the two
groups. This reflected not only their verbosity, but the attention they paid to the
information in the programs. Seldom was a concept recalled or answered correctly on a
posttest that was not previously explained by that student during one of the programs.
This indicates that students who do not explain as they move through the program, will
not be able to recall it later. It may also uphold Chi and her associates' (1994)
contention that self-explanations help students to learn. If the explanations made during
these programs had been more local and less global, students might have recalled more
o f the concepts. These results may also indicate that the amount o f concepts the PCR
program attempted to teach was more than students could assimilate in the average hour
they took to work through the program.
The metacognitive questions embedded into the PCR program appeared to be
instrumental in encouraging the students to integrate the concepts they had just
explained. O f course, these questions were also an indication o f the concepts the
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researcher was most interested in having them ieam and the items present on the
posttests.
Furthermore, students were not probed about their PCR knowledge after
completing the computer program s. If this had been done, the numbers might have
varied greatly. By letting the student choose how much to tell about PCR, instead o f
how much they could recall with specific questions that matched the biological literacy
model, they might have recalled more concepts, and the number o f propositions would
have increased.
The better performance by the Chapter 19 first group may indicate that the value
o f the explaining Chapter 19 (Djerassi, 1994) first may lie in its ability to induce
students to call upon their prior knowledge and integrate the new information with it.
This chapter may serve to raise questions in students' minds that sets the stage for
further learning to occur in the PCR program. Their propositions and concepts may
establish a mental model that is more easily embellished.
Question Three
Schmeck and associates’ (1977) Inventory o f Learning Processes results
indicated that students who processed information superficially, did not relate new
information to previously learned information in a meaningful manner. Students who
did elaborate the information by studying graphics or relating it to personal experience,
and those who analyzed it deeply were better able to remember it over longer periods of
time.
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Question Four
The students in this study apparently gained an equal amount o f points between
the pretest and the second posttest This possibly signals that the combination o f
treatments was better than either one alone. It does not promote the contention reached
in question two that the Chapter 19 first group performed better. However, it does
support the inability o f paper and pencil tests to accurately assess student learning.
Much more information about student concept attainment was ascertained by studying
the students' arrangements o f the PCR magnetic graphics and the interview transcripts.
Tests have their place in assessment, but this position is not as elevated as most CLS
educators believe. There is a undue reliance on credentialing examinations for control
o f entry into the profession. This encourages educators to “teach to the test” and
students to memorize a magnitude o f facts that they could look up in a reference book.
This leaves little time in the curriculum for in-depth learning of a few topics as has been
recommended by AAAS (1989,1994) and Mintzes and Wandersee (1998).
Main Question
Although this study's mixed design failed to produce the type o f photographic
blowup that qualitative research produces so well and the generalizability from the
quantitative data that would be possible with a larger sample, it was exploratory in
nature. Further research is anticipated to better answer the qualitative questions o f why
and how learning about PCR best occurs and the qualitative question o f how much
difference in learning can occur from comparing the two approaches. For a fair
assessment, the concepts in the PCR program would have to be limited to those that
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were included in Chapter 19, and this would not fiilfill the recommendations o f the CLS
educators for structural biological literacy o f PCR.
As mentioned previously, the differential meaningful learning outcomes from
the human constructivist PCR program and the science-in-fiction approach appear to be
synergistic and support the addition o f multiple perspectives and numerous
representations for meaningful learning o f a topic (Mintzes et al, 1998). In order to
accomplish this, the instructor must have the pedagogical content knowledge necessary
to find the best visual aids, analogies, and explanations (Shulman, 1988). It requires
teachers to have knowledge o f the educational theories, as well as a firm science and
technological background. CLS instructors seldom hold academic degrees in education
and few have any theoretical or methodological courses in pedagogy. There is a
pervasive assumption in the allied health fields that adults learn qualitatively different
from children. This is counter to Ausubel's teachings that prior knowledge is the key
limitation to new learning (Ausubel et al., 1978). It is hoped that this dissertation and
others like it may persuade other CLS educators to take up this important quest for
meaningfiil learning as described by the human constructivist theory.
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APPENDIX A: PILOT STUDIES
Pilot Study One: The Role o f Prior Knowledge in The Long Term
Retention o f Scientific Concepts
Student retention o f concepts over time is a major goal o f instruction. Retention
can be assessed in small numbers o f students using the qualitative interview. The
qualitative interview permits in-depth questioning o f students, revealing their cognitive
framework and alternative conceptions. The topic o f this study was PCR, a molecular
method for the duplication o f small pieces o f DNA.
Method
Medical Technology senior students were lectured about PCR in August 1993.
The lecture included a brief review o f DNA, DNA probe technology, DNA relatedness
o f bacteria, and PCR. The students were interviewed and videotaped in March 1994
during their clinical rotations using a semi-structured interview guide. Immediately
following the first interview, students were given a minilecture that included
corrections to their alternative concepts about PCR and filled in their omissions. One
week later the same students were interviewed a second time and briefly questioned
about areas o f difficulty in their first interview. In addition, student transcripts were
reviewed for GPA, class ranking, prior course work, and grades in the clinical
microbiology course where the PCR lecture was presented and tested.
Results
First Interview. When asked to recall the ultimate objective o f PCR, students
had various alternative conceptions that ranged from minor to complete lack o f memory
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o f PCR. Student one described the objective o f PCR as, “It’s like a whole bowl o f soup,
you know. You stick it all together, seeing what matches up and seeing the sequence
and then you can identify it by how much guanine and cytosine match up together and
how much adenine and thymine, and the sequence of it all.” Student two replied, “To
figure out what number of, is it the genome or whatever? Each one has a number o f
designations, and each strain has its own number assigned to i t Do you hear what I am
saying?” Student three didn’t know the objective of PCR and could not remember ever
talking about i t
Student four answered, “The ultimate objective would be to have a DNA
sequence that you could

Actually

Well, a piece o f DNA that you could

sequence and figure out what the protein is. Or, I suppose, I mean, you are looking for a
particular protein. So if you have the DNA sequence, 1 am assuming that you could
probably figure out what the amino acids are and sequence the proteins firom that, firom
the amino acid structure.” Student five said, “I think they do it to identify some bacterial
strains.” Student six replied, “Possibly to distinguish firom the mother’s DNA in the
newborn infant firom its own DNA code o f cells. Evidently, they will sometimes pass
over firom the mother for a week or so and distinguish those two. I’ll go back to the HIV
testing. In one case the mother is positive for HTV and they want to test the baby. They
do this test here, and 1 think it distinguishes the mother’s DNA that is possibly passed
on to the child firom his, to see if he is positive for HIV or not.” Although none o f the
students had a good explanation for PCR, some were obviously more knowledgeable
about molecular biology than the others.
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Second Interview. One week after the first interview, the students were briefly
interviewed again. Those with major alternative conceptions were able to explain DNA
and PCR employing current scientific theory. They were also able to explain the
purpose and ultimate goal o f PCR. Those who have some idea o f the purpose in the first
interview were able to list the components required.
After analyzing the student’s transcripts, it appeared that those students with
prior course work in molecular biology and/or genetics were better able to explain the
structure o f DNA and its application to PCR. They also had a better idea o f what PCR
was than those without such courses. However, this ability was not related with either
their microbiology course grades or their class standing.
Conclusions
Although the researcher was not completely surprised about the results, they
emphasized the fleeting nature o f information that is not learned meaningfully and wellanchored. PCR was taught to these students before this researcher had a firm grasp of
the relevant concepts and no knowledge of meaningful learning strategies.
Successful integration and reorganization o f new information with previously
held relevant concepts are essential for meaningful learning. Prior knowledge o f
molecular biology appeared to be the prominent determinant in the long term retention
and conceptual change o f PCR alternative conceptions. Further studies are required to
determine the best methods for teaching PCR and encouraging its long term retention.
However, it appeared that a lecture-only format for instruction o f PCR was ineffective.
This pilot led to more pilot studies that explored methods for better instruction o f PCR.
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Pilot Study Two: Reading the Popular Press for Understanding o f PCR
and RFLP: the O. J. Simpson Connection
Public interest in PCR and restriction firagment length polymorphism (RFLP)
was promoted in 1994 as a result of the O. J. Simpson murder case. O. J. Simpson,
actor and former professional football player, was accused o f murdering his ex-wife,
Nicole Brown Simpson and Ronald Goldman at her residence in June 1994. Most o f the
evidence in the case was circumstantial and hinged on the identity o f small drops o f
blood found at the murder scene, blood found in O. J.'s Ford Bronco, blood on a glove
found at his home and a matching glove found at the scene, and hair samples on a cap
found at the scene. The DNA in the cells in these bits o f evidence was extracted and
compared with that of O. J. Simpson by means of PCR and RFLP. These techniques
provide a DNA "fingerprint" that is supposedly unique for any individual (Parks, 1994).
A magazine article, "DNA Fingerprinting on Trial," by Jim Schefter appeared in
the November 1994 issue o f Popular Science. This article included graphical
representation o f the procedures for PCR and RFLP, and a short review o f DNA
chemistry. It was hoped that the real world applications o f these molecular procedures
in solving this notorious crime would stimulate the desire to leam these procedures by
medical technology students.
Method
This was an interview study of students' cognition o f PCR and RFLP after
reading a magazine article written for lay persons. The interviews took place in
December 1994 and January 1995. Nine New Orleans baccalaureate-level medical
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technology students were interviewed and requested to read the article on December 14,
1994. On December 19 seven o f these were interviewed after reading the article. Nine
Shreveport students were interviewed the week o f January 10 through 13,1995 and
requested to read the article on January 13, 1995. Second interviews occurred January
17 through 20, 1995. Eight o f the nine Shreveport students were asked to reread the
article on February 24, 1995 and were interviewed again on March 1 and 2,1995.
Sixteen senior-level medical technology students at LSU Medical Center were
chosen to participate in this study. Nine students from the Shreveport campus and seven
students from the New Orleans campus completed the study. Participation was
voluntary, but articulate students at each ability level were encouraged to participate.
The students at the New Orleans campus were chosen on the recommendation o f the
clinical microbiology instructor on that campus, and all the students from the
Shreveport campus participated. These students had not been taught about PGR or
RFLP while they were students at LSU Medical Center until after the second interview.
The students signed a release form that permitted this researcher to interview and
videotape them.
The students were interviewed to determine their prior knowledge of PCR and
RFLP and the role of these procedures in forensic testing. Props were developed for
illustrating these molecular processes. A DNA puzzle was used in the first interview.
The second and third interviews employed magnet g r^ h ic s describing PCR and RFLP.
Most o f these props were enlarged segments o f the major graphic illustration in the
Popular Science article. Other pictures o f instruments were obtained fix)m product
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advertisements and clip art in Corel Flow™ (Corel, 1994) . The students were asked to
manipulate the props to demonstrate their knowledge o f the processes. A semi
structured guide was developed for these interviews, but it was flexible enough that the
researcher could probe more deeply when indicated.
In the first interview, students were asked questions about DNA, PCR, RFLP
and asked to manipulate the DNA puzzle to replicate the chemical structure o f DNA.
After the first interview, these students were asked to read the Popular Science article,
"DNA Fingerprinting on Trial." H alf of the students on each campus were provided a
copy o f the complete article. The other eight students were furnished a copy o f the
article without graphics. The highest ability student and the lowest ability student fi*om
each campus were observed and videotaped while reading the article to determine their
metacognitive reading strategies. Such observations as the number o f times a passage
was reread and the period o f time devoted to studying the graphics were noted (Hegarty
e ta l., 1991).
After reading the article, the students were interviewed again to document the
changes in their knowledge of these concepts. They were first asked to describe PCR
and RFLP. Then the magnetic graphics made fi'om copies o f the illustrations in the
article and additional items were manipulated by the students. They were asked to
determine the steps in the two procedures. After these interviews were analyzed, eight
Shreveport students were asked to reread the article on their own. They were each
provided with a copy o f the article with full-color illustrations and a list o f the
omissions and alternative conceptions they expressed in the second interview. These
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eight students were interviewed again using the second interview guide with some
additional questions about their reading o f the article. Student records were examined
for grade point average, grade in the microbiology course, number o f questions on the
topic answered correctly on a multiple choice exam, and class standing.
All interviews were videotaped and the tapes were transcribed. Particular note
was made o f prop manipulations and descriptions o f the procedures. Student readings
were videotaped and observed by the researcher. Records were examined from student
files. Differences in knowledge between the two interviews were described
qualitatively. Reading strategies were quantified by counting the number o f times and
the length o f time that the students referred to the graphics or reread passages. The
number o f sentences that were underlined and the number o f annotations made by each
student were counted. Total reading time was measured. The participating students
were ranked according to their ability to describe the two procedures, overall grade
point average at the end o f the fall semester, and observation o f their reading in order to
triangulate the data (Patton, 1990).
Results and Discussion
It was expected that the students who read the article with graphics would be
able to describe the procedures better than those without graphics. This was partially
true for students at the low end o f the class ranking. It appeared (from the data) that the
students with poor prior knowledge and low class standing performed better when they
read the article with graphics. Students with poor prior knowledge and no graphics
demonstrated little understanding o f the two procedures. Better students were less
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affected by the presence or absence o f the graphics. Prior knowledge did not seem to be
a major factor either in the better students.
A more complete assessment o f the students’ knowledge was gained by having
the students place the magnetic graphic cards in order while explaining the procedure
than was revealed on the paper-and-pencil exam consisting o f multiple-choice questions
or by oral recitation o f the procedure. There was a low correlation between the scores
on the w ritten exam and the level o f understanding expressed orally or when placing the
cards in order. There was a greater relationship between the explanatory powers o f the
students when placing the magnetic cards in order than when they explained the
procedures orally without these props. Several students believed that restriction
enzymes are necessary to cut up the DNA in the PCR procedure. The purpose o f the
primers and the thermal cycler was unclear to them. The detection methods for both
procedures were easily confused. Some students thought that bands were produced in
the PCR procedure instead o f in the RFLP procedure. These findings demonstrated that
these two procedures should not be taught in the same instructional session and that the
differences between them should be made explicit (Britton, 1997).
To determine the reason why no clear cut differences existed between the group
with graphics and those who read without graphics, eight students were asked to reread
the article. Five o f these students were ranked in the lower third of the class. They were
presented with a list o f the errors made in their second interview and told that the
assessment method would be identical to the second interview. All eight students
improved markedly, and all were able to describe the procedures accurately. When
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asked if they read the article differently the second time, all answered that they spent
more time studying the graphics and reading about the procedures during the second
reading. One o f the students stated that it seemed like a different article. Some o f the
students could not remember whether they had the graphics in their copy of the article
during the first reading. One student said, “Because knowing that 1 would be expected
to know the procedure, I read over it a couple o f times instead of saying, ‘that’s neat’
and kept going.” Another said about the graphics, “I ju st glanced over them last tim e.
[This time] they jogged my memory and helped put it together better than words.” A
third student stated that he spent more time reading last time than the second tim e, but
“I glanced over them [the graphics] last time.” It appeared that the students in the study
did not study the graphics until they were directed to do so. It also seemed that better
students were able to visualize the procedures and recall them without graphics.
The first interview was designed to serve as an advanced organizer for the
reading o f the article because questions were asked about the two procedures, PCR and
RFLP. The observation o f the reading and the results o f the second interview indicated
that most students did not pay more attention to the two procedures during reading. The
four students who were videotaped while reading spent one minute or less viewing the
graphics. Only one o f the four students appeared to reread sections o f the article, and
she only reread two or three paragraphs. Total reading times of all 16 o f the students
ranged from 21 to 28 minutes.
Students who underlined the m ost sentences, annotated or made notes while
reading were on a v e rse much better at explaining the procedures and placing the
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graphies cards in sequence. They also had a shorter average reading time. The six
students whose knowledge after reading was rated as be **very good” by the researcher
underlined and annotated almost three times more often than those students whose
knowledge was rated “poor” and 63% better than those vdio were rated “good” or
“confused.” They also read the article an average o f four minutes faster than the “poor”
group and two minutes faster than the “good” or “confused” group.
In addition, students were asked to identify any parts o f the article that they felt
were poorly explained. Most o f the students did not recall any unclear passages after the
first reading. However, two students noted correctly that article did not explain the
amplification o f DNA in PCR. Five o f the eight students mentioned a lack o f clarity in
the amplification and detection o f PCR after the second reading.
Conclusion
Emphasizing the graphics in the article appeared to help the students to
remember, understand, and describe the procedure better, possibly by enabling them to
form better mental models.

Pilot Study Three “Science-In-Fiction” : A Study o f What College Biology
Students Can Learn About PCR From the Characters in Carl Djerassi’s
Book, The Bovrbaki Gambit
The purpose of this study was to determine if college fireshmen could determine
the principle and procedure o f PCR by reading either a novel. The Bourbaki Gambit, or
Chapter 19 and a synopsis o f this novel. Does this chapter contain the relevant concepts
that will enable the students to place the steps o f the PCR procedure in order and
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determine the products o f PCR present in the test tube at the end o f three cycles? Is it
necessary for the understanding o f PCR for the student to be able to determine these
PCR products? Will reading the chapter and a synopsis be as effective as reading the
entire novel? What additional knowledge does the think-aloud protocol provide us
about the students* understanding o f PCR?
Method
This was an interview study o f students' cognition o f PCR after reading The
Bourbaki Gambit or Chapter 19 and a synopsis o f this novel. The interviews took place
in March and April 1996. Six students were interviewed for prior knowledge and
requested to read the chapter and synopsis. One student was interviewed for prior
knowledge and requested to read the entire novel. A fter reading, they were given
several exercises to perform while thinking aloud.
Students were chosen from freshmen science m ajor biology classes at Louisiana
State University in Shreveport. Students one and two were taking zoology (second
semester biology) at the time of the study. The other students were taking Biology 120
for majors (first semester biology). They were recruited by a professor who was not
teaching the students. Five female students and one m ale student volunteered and were
paid for their participation. The students signed a release form that permitted them to be
interviewed, photographed with a still camera, and videotaped.
Interview 1. The students were interviewed individually to determine their prior
knowledge o f DNA chemistry, PCR and other scientific concepts discussed in the
chapter. First, they were asked to describe DNA. Next, they were asked to make the
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complementary strand o f the segment o f DNA depicted by the Lego® blocks. Different
colored blocks were labeled w ith letters corresponding to the bases: A (black), T
(white), C (blue), and G (red). This determined if they knew the base pair rule,
understood complementary strands, and could correctly orient the strands. Five o f the
students were provided with a copy o f the chapter and a synopsis. One was given the
entire novel. All were instructed to underline, highlight, or annotate the article as if it
were a textbook and to note any questions they had while reading.
Interview 2: After reading, the students were interviewed again to document the
changes in their knowledge o f PCR. For four o f the students. Interview 2 immediately
followed the reading. The student who read the entire novel and student five completed
the reading and were interviewed approximately a week later. Interview 2 consisted of
several parts and lasted about one hour.
The students were first asked how they regarded the reading and to describe any
problems they had in understanding the chapter or novel. They were allowed to look
back over the book or chapter during these questions. Next, they were asked to describe
the PCR procedure firom memory. After completing the description, the students were
instructed in the think-aloud procedure and provided with three examples to practice
both think-aloud and retrospective reporting as described in Protocol Analysis: Verbal
Reports as Data on pages 375-379 (Ericsson & Simon, 1991).
The students were then handed magnetic graphic cards to be manipulated while
they thought aloud. Magnetic cards depicting the PCR procedure and modified firom an
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earlier study were handed to the students. The students were asked to determine the
sequence o f steps in the procedure by arranging the magnet graphic cards in the order
described in Chapter 19. After they completed arranging the cards, they were asked to
retrospectively report what they remembered thinking vdiile placing the steps in order.
Next, the students were asked to perform the exercise that the leading character
in the novel asked his nonscientist friend to perform in Chapter 19. The participants
were provided paper and pencil and asked to determine the number and characteristics
(lengths) o f the PCR products present in the test tube at the end o f the third cycle while
thinking aloud. Following this, students were asked to think-aloud while completing a
PCR exercise downloaded from the Internet and modified for use in this study. This
PCR exercise also determined the number and characteristics of the PCR products
present at the end of the third cycle. Finally, participants were asked once again to
describe the PCR procedure. The purpose o f this last explanation was to determine if
the exercises confused or enlightened them.
Protocol analysis. Standard protocol analysis was performed (Ericsson & Smith,
1991). Prior to beginning the study, task analysis was performed on the exercises
performed by the students in this study. The purpose o f task analysis is to delineate the
problem space. Newell and Simon (1972) define the problem space as sets of
alternative knowledge that the participant searches through for a solution. The task
analysis can identify a problem space of possible concepts and a set o f problem
configurations and goals (Ericsson & Smith, 1991). A problem behavior graph was
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made for the magnetic graphic exercise. Photographs o f each student’s arrangement o f
the magnetic diagram cards were compared. The three protocols on each student were
segmented and encoded into the language o f the task analysis. Results o f the two
written exercises were determined by examining the written record and the video
transcripts.
All interviews were videotaped and the tapes were transcribed by the researcher.
Particular note was made o f prop manipulations, descriptions o f the procedure, thinkaloud protocols, and written exercises. Differences in knowledge between the two
interviews were described qualitatively. The number o f sentences which were
underlined or highlighted and the number o f armotations made by each student was
counted. Standard protocol analysis was performed on the think-aloud and retrospective
reports according to the recommendations o f Ericsson and Simon (1991). The
manipulation o f the graphics, the oral descriptions, the protocol analysis, and the
written exercises were used to triangulate the data (Patton, 1990)
Results
Participant Descriptions: "Denise" appeared to be in her early twenties, was
m arried to a medical student, was a licensed practical nurse, and aspired to become a
physician assistant. She read the entire novel and had a fairly complete grasp o f PCR
following the reading. "Joyce" was in her second semester o f biology and was currently
enrolled in zoology. She appeared to be 18 or 19 years o f age. She was very slow to
respond and was unable to think-aloud very well. Her interview took about 50% longer
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than the other students and her transcript was approximately 50% shorter. "Karen," the
roommate o f "Joyce," was also taking zoology, appeared to be the same age, and they
came together to the interview. She was verbose compared to her roommate, and her
think-aloud protocols were adequate. "Kelly" was 18 and a very energetic female in her
first semester of college, taking first sem ester biology. She worked as a student research
assistant to a researcher at the medical center in physiology and molecular biology.
"Sally" was a woman who appeared to be in her forties. She had a college degree and
worked in the biomedical communications department at the medical center. She was
working toward a Master’s degree in general studies at LSUS and was taking first
semester biology for majors in order to leam more science for her job. "Joe," the firiend
o f student four, was 26-years-old, and very talkative. He had many opinions and did not
hesitate to voice them.
Interview 1 Results: None o f the six students could correctly describe PCR,
gene cloning, DNA synthesizer, or DNA sequencer. All had a basic understanding o f
DNA as a double helix coding for genes and arranged in chromosomes. All but
"Denise" and "Karen" could name the four nitrogenous bases, and all knew the bases
were connected with bonds, although only students "Denise," "Kelly," and "Sally"
knew they were hydrogen bonds. Three o f the students were unable to make the
complementary strand correctly before reading. All knew that the strands would
separate after heating and four thought that the bonds would reanneal after cooling.
DNA replication was problematic for all o f the students. "Denise" was the only one
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v ^ o knew about the action o f DNA polymerase, and she correctly reported that it could
only replicate DNA in the S' to 3* direction. Four students thought that messenger RNA
caused the replication. Four o f the six provided answers that demonstrated confusion
between proteins and DNA. "Denise" called the bases "proteins" and "Karen" called
them "amino acids." "Sally" said that ribosomes performed a role in replication while
"Kelly" used "codon" to describe replication.
Interview 2 Results: Reading. All six students remarked positively about the
reading. They felt that it was "effective," "didn’t seem like fiction," "interesting the way
it was made into a story. It helped you leam it," that the author had "good insight into
what goes on in that community, what happens among scientists o f that nature," and
"it’s a great concept to make this into a novel." "Denise" reported no problems while
reading and did not underline, highlight or annotate the novel. "Joyce" was
overwhelmed and confused by PCR. She reported not understanding restriction
endonucleases and the chemical knot in particular. She highlighted five passages o f the
chapter and wrote, "process or the series of enzymes?" and "How do they know the
specific group o f bases?" following the description o f restriction endonucleases.
"Karen" highlighted seven passages, underlined five passages, made notes on
the diagrams, and wrote, "How do you tie a chemical knot? What is a chemical knot?"
following that passage on page 162. Student three reported not understanding "a lot of
terms." "Sally" had trouble with the details o f the PCR procedure during duplication
and was "unable to see it in my head." She annotated the DNA diagram with "TA/GC"
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and underlined six terms. "Kelly" did not underline, highlight, or annotate the chapter
and only reported not understanding the term "anneal." "Joe" annotated each illustration
and also redrew them on the back. He underlined several terms including the names o f
the bases, primer, restriction endonucleases, and genome. He reported having to look
back at the synopsis several times to remember who was who. "Joe" reported having
trouble understanding some o f the terminology and the mechanics o f the actual
procedure o f multiplying the strands.
First PCR Description: When describing the PCR procedure the first time,
"Denise" did a very good job, but she did not understand why the primers attached and
was unsure when the cooling step was performed. She also confused the bases with
amino acids. "Joyce" was very vague in her description and could not delineate the
steps in the procedure. "Karen" described the process well but left out the role o f
polymerase. After probing in several different ways, she didn’t say that the objective o f
PCR was to make millions o f copies o f the DNA target. "Kelly" had an excellent grasp
o f the procedure and was able to relate the types o f products present at the end o f the
second cycle. "Sally" could basically explain the procedure but expressed unsureness
about the knot and the role o f the polymerase. She also indicated that the process
occurred in a cell culture instead of a test tube. "Joe" was confused by the placement o f
the chemical knots and omitted the role of DNA polymerase.
Ordering Steps with Magnetic Diagram s: When asked to place the magnetic
digram s in order while thinking aloud, most o f the students were able to arrange the
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diagrams roughly in the order o f the ch u ter. "Denise's" actions were not really
incorrect but did not match the reading. She appeared uncertain about the steps, because
she expressed that she didn’t know what to do w ith some o f them, and because she
changed the order during the retrospective report. She reported not understanding what
the pieces meant individually.
"Joyce" arranged the steps in order and only left out two pieces. Her protocol
was so sparse and was performed so slowly that it was difGcuIt to determine what she
did not understand. She said, "It’s hard to know what order these go in." "Karen" placed
the cards in order except for placing step four before steps two and three. She om itted
three steps, but these steps were not essential to understanding. "Kelly" placed two
steps out o f order and indicated that she thought the restriction endonucleases cut the
DNA that was not wanted away from the target ju st before the primers were extended.
"Sally" also expressed uncertainty about the role o f the restriction endonucleases and
placed that step inappropriately. "Joe" did not understand the role o f the DNA
sequencer, DNA synthesizer, and the restriction endonucleases.
Determining the PCR Products; When provided pencil and blank paper and
requested to write the types and number o f PCR products present in the test tube at the
end o f the third cycle, none o f the students could perform this task correctly. They
became confused in the second cycle and were unable to describe the third cycle.
Although they had pencil and paper, they were uncertain about the details o f the
process. "Denise" reported, "That’s where it got sticky." She was able to describe the
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first cycle, but on the second cycle she failed to duplicate the two original strands and
thought you added the products fiom the first cycle to the products o f the second cycle
to end up with 10 strands instead o f eig ht "Joyce" was unsure about the steps in the
recall earlier and reported that there would be two strands after the first cycle, four after
the second (which would be correct for cycle one) and descrit)ed eight strands in cycle
three: two long, two intermediate length and four sh o rt This was correct for the second
cycle except that there should t)e two long, four intermediate length and two short
strands. "Karen" had results similar to student two. "Kelly" had eight strands at the end
o f the second cycle, but 14 at the end o f the third. She appeared to understand the
process better but became bogged down in the details. She said, "I think I’ve dug
m yself into a hole." "Sally" started out all right but rapidly lost her way. She had four
strands at the end of cycle one which was correct, but only six at the end o f cycle two.
She reported, "I ended up with six. Should there be eight? ...1 remember reading that but
it didn’t really make sense at that part so 1 wasn’t able to follow that part" "Joe"
reported that there would be eight target strands, two parents and four daughter strands
for a total o f 14 instead o f 16, leaving out two daughter strands.
PCR Products Exercise. All six students were able to progress through the first
two cycles except for step 2 on page 4. When asked to fill in the primers, they filled in
all the complementary bases. Cycle three was problematic for all the students except
"Kelly" and "Joe." "Denise" completed it with two mistakes. "Joyce" performed the
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exercise correctly but counted the totals incorrectly. "Karen" and "Sally" each had five
errors.
Final Explanation of PCR: "Denise" was able to explain the procedure well and
understood that the specificity of the products was a result o f the action of the
polymerase with the primers. "Joyce" reported, "My brain is fried n o w ... .1 think I’ve
changed this procedure about five times!" She reported the order incorrectly and
incompletely. "Karen" had most of the steps correct and ordered but did not explain the
role o f polymerase. She described the "chemical knots" prominently in her explanation.
"Kelly" said, "I can understand a lot of it, but vdien you get down to the nitty
gritty, it’s like you get them all confused." Although she had the best grasp of the
exercise, she did not know how the primers attached and which strands they attached to.
She didn’t really understand how each strand specifically contains the target and what
made the polymerase stop adding bases. "Kelly" stated, "Sometimes I can remember
certain key words and use them, tell you what they are and not really know what they
mean. Try to fool you." "Sally" gave a very good final explanation but when probed for
deeper understanding of how the primers narrow down the strand to have only the
target, she stated, "This part is worrying me, because I’m not really sure how it is able
to contain it like that." "Joe" confused the role of the primer and DNA polymerase
when he reported, "OK, you are going to heat the strands and that’s going to separate
them. You’re going to attach an enzyme which is the primer to one end o f one half o f
the two separated strands." Other than that, his explanation was adequate.
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Conclusions
The novel and chapter woriced very weU on the affective front. All six students
reported enjoying the reading and approved the concept of using fiction to teach
science. It was hoped that reading chapter 19 and a synopsis o f the earlier portion o f the
novel would be as educative as reading the entire novel. Unfortunately, the student who
volunteered to read the novel, "Denise," was the only one who knew about the action of
DNA polymerase in the first interview. Therefore, it was difficult to determine if
reading the whole book was necessary for understanding PCR. "Denise" described the
procedure very well but was unable to determine the PCR products at the end o f the
third cycle. This PCR products exercise could be considered as an application o f the
principles. In this case, she would be characterized as able to recall the procedure but
not able to transfer the principles to this problem. With admittedly little evidence, it was
felt that the students who read only Chapter 19 and the synopsis were not adversely
effected. Nonetheless, other data suggested that a synopsis would be equally effective
for the purposes o f the study.
It was not expected that the students would be able to write the PCR products in
the test tube at the end of the third cycle with paper and pencil from memory, even
though they had been told they would be asked to do so. However, it was hoped that
walking them through the procedure step-by-step while filling in parts of the exercise
would allow them to successfully complete it. Only "Kelly" and "Joe" were able to
perform the exercise correctly, and both revealed that they did not really understand the
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"nitty gritty." This may be the result o f the content o f the chapter. Djerassi’s emphasis
on the products may not be necessary for understanding PCR.
There are important steps in the procedure that Djerassi simplified. For example,
the chemical "knot" on the end of the primer is not an accurate explanation of what
occurs in the PCR procedure. Omitting this information may have unnecessarily
confused the students in this study. The "knots" did not affect the explanation o f the
only student ("Denise") who knew the action o f DNA polymerase, but she was unable
to determine the PCR products. A colleague who performs PCR daily and teaches the
procedure, opined that the knot was unnecessarily confusing and that the naming o f the
types o f products is not required for understanding PCR (J. Matthews-Greer, personal
communication, September 19, 1996).
The content of this chapter may be inappropriate on other points as well.
Students also experienced difSculty understanding the role o f the restriction
endonucleases. Because these enzymes are not required for the PCR procedure, they
could have been omitted. The DNA sequencer and DNA synthesizer could also have
been eliminated. These instruments were not as problematic as the restriction entymes
and the chemical knots, but they are not essential to the understanding o f PCR. Also,
the role of the thermal cycler was omitted firom the chapter. Because Djerassi was
writing about the invention o f the procedure, it might be expected that the development
o f the instrument would come later, but for the purposes o f this study, it was an
unfortunate omission.
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The think-aloud and retrospective protocols were very enlightening vdien the
students were talkative and useless vdien they weren’t. This study has highlighted other
questions. How deeply should students understand PCR? How much of the procedure is
important for scientific literacy? Is it important for all students to completely
understand PCR or only science majors in applicable fields, such as, molecular biology,
microbiology or genetics? How much is too much and what level o f understanding is
optimal? What is the best method, exercise, or explanation to determine understanding?
Further studies will be required to determine the answer to these questions. In addition,
it was found that recruiting interested college students who were unknown to the
researcher was very difGcult, even when they were being paid for their time investment

Pilot Study 4: The PCR Program Focus Group
Table of Results on Instruments
Deep
Processing

Elaborative
Processing

Fact
Retention

Meth.
Study

12

12

4

13

20

8

11

1

13

94

14

13

9

7

12

68

81

13

15

13

5

12

49

73

14

8

8

2

7

Student

Pretest

Posttest

AST

67

98

KLB

64

64

RCB

66

8622
ASH

NOSQ

All but one o f the students scored much better on the posttest than the pretest.
The student who scored the same appeared very bright and made the most suggestions
for improvement. When talking to her later, she revealed that she is a poor test taker.
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Several suggestions were made for improving the pretest and posttest One student said,
thought a couple o f the questions weren’t represented on the cards.” Several o f the
students were uncertain about the diagram of the chemical structure o f DNA to be
labeled and suggested that it be clarified in the Review DNA Chemistry section.
Knowledge of the sizes and types of PCR products at the end o f the cycles was
questioned, but these questions were on the exam to reflect the Chapter 19 program that
these students had not seen. The nomenclature on the exam was confusing also. More
than one student confused DNA synthesis with DNA amplification and was uncertain
about the definition of exponential amplification. The students recommended that
information on RNA be added to the program because questions on it were asked.
Several students were confused about the primers and the action o f the thermal cycler. It
had already been pointed out that the primer section was unclear, and the thermal cycler
question was another example of the students not understanding DNA synthesis.
On the ILP, it appeared that three of the students were deep and elaborative
processors (Schmeck et al., 1977). One was strong on the methodological study scale
and the elaborative processing scale, one was strong on all four scales and one was
weak on all four scales.
The students all answered incorrectly on the following four items on the Nature
o f Science Questionnaire; “The aim of all science is to convert observations and
phenomena to mathematical relationships;” “The scientific method consists o f the
following steps: define the problem, gather data, formulate hypotheses, experiment, and
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draw conclusions;” “The m ain function of a scientist is to improve the human
condition;” and “Science does not emphasize the practical (p lic a tio n o f its
discoveries.” In addition, three students answered incorrectly on “Classification
schemes are human inventions and are not naturally found in the material being
classified;” “The most fitting definition of science is ‘a body o f knowledge’;” and “The
goal of science is to invent m achines and processes to improve human welfare.”
Changes recommended to the PCR Hypermedia Document by the Focus Group
$

Interesting Questions Section
Add an overview o f the PCR applications with bullets and very brief
descriptions.
Add HLA and monitoring therapy applications.
Add to the stories and illustrate all the ^plications with stories.
Include the story about the bee in amber.
Remove the DQ-alpha detail.

♦

Review DNA chemistry section
Explain hybridization.
Clarify rungs on the ladder analogy for nitrogenous bases.
Clarify hydrogen bonds and change the “More Details” graphic to one that
depicted the placement of the bases and hydrogen bonds within the
backbone.
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Change the DNA replication graphie and leave out some o f the details such as
topisomerase, helicase and role o f RNA.
♦

History o f PCR
Add more details to the history and include the biotechnology time line.

♦

PCR Procedure Section
>

Place the detailed DNA section first and eliminate some of the graphics
within this section because they are redundant and repetitive.

>

Add the exponential amplification graph showing 2° strands at each
cycle.

►

Master Mix Preparation
Add magnesium chloride and its role in PCR.
Primers were confusing because two complementary stands were shown
instead o f just one strand. Describe the primers as starting points
for the DNA polymerase.
Explain 72°C as the optimal temperature for Taq polymerase action.

►

Detection Methods
DNA probe was vague and needed more explanation. One student could
not understand the connection between PCR and DNA probes.
Explain avidin.
Add an authentic black and white Polaroid o f an actual gel and describe
the controls, their functions and necessi^. Label the migrations
on the Polaroid of the gel.
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Clarify ethidium bromide's role in staining the gel.
Place the overview of gel electrophoresis first instead of last.
»■

Limitations section
Define amplicon.
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APPENDIX B; TIME LINE OF EVENTS
October, 1996

Development of PCR Biological Literacy Model

December, 1996

Data collection and analysis o f PCR Biological Literacy Model

Spring 1997

Development of PCR Hypermedia Computer Program

July, 1997

Development of Pretest and Posttest, Validity and Reliability
Tests

Ju ly , 1997

Pilot test o f PCR Hypermedia Computer Program by focus group

August 12, 1997

IRB approval granted

August 26, 1997

Permission forms signed by all 10 students

August 26, 1997

Nature of Science Questionnaire completed by ail 10 students

August 27,1997

Inventory of Learning Processes completed by all 10 students

August 27, 1997

Interviews began on NOSQ

August 27, 1997

Susan, Abby, Gail

August 28,1997

John

August 29,1997

Austin, Ann, Dot, Judy, Sharon

September 2, 1997

Jeff

September 5,1997

Pretest completed by all 10 students and copies o f The Bourbaki
Gambit distributed.

September 17,1997

Journal Entry One was due.

September 30, 1997

Bourbaki Gambit Test taken by all students
Book and notes collected from students
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Students assigned to PCR group and Chapter 19 group on the basis o f
Bourbaki test
October 1

Computer programs Cycle 1 began

October I

Abby Chapter 19

October 2

Susan PCR

October 3

Sharon Chapter 19, Jeff Chapter 19

October 6

Dot PCR

October 7

Gail Chapter 19

October 8

Arm PCR

October 10

Judy Chapter 19, John PCR

October 15

Austin PCR

October 8

Journal entry two was due

October 16

Posttest 1 taken by all 10

October 21

Journal entry three was due.

October 27,1997

Computer programs Cycle 2 begins

October 27

Austin Chapter 19

October 28

Gail PCR

October 29

Abby PCR

October 30

Ann Chapter 19

October 31

John Chapter 19, Judy PCR

November 3

Susan Chapter 19, Jeff PCR

November 5

Ashley PCR
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November 7

Dot Chapter 19

November 5

Journal entry four was due

November 12,1997

NOSQ taken again by all 10 students

November 13, 1997

Posttest 2 taken by all 10 students

November 19, 1997

Final Interviews began

November 19 Abby
November 20 Gail
November 21 Jeff
November 24 Susan
November 25 Dot
December 1

Sharon, John, Judy

December 2

Austin, Ann

November 25

Journal entry five was due
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APPENDIX C; OVERALL BIOLOGICAL LITERACY LEVEL FOR PCR
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Description of Level

Overall Biological Literacy Levels
Selected by Respondents

Total Responses in Each
Level

4

Multidimensional; students can apply the
knowledge they have gained and skills they
have developed solving real-world problems

4

5
(17%)

3-4

4
(13%)

3

12
(40%)

2-3

3
(10%)

Functional: students can define terms
correctly, but that ability is based upon
memorization with little understanding";

2

2
(7%)

Nominal: students can recognize the term
PCR as a method for amplifying DNA

1

0

No Response

4
(13%)
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APPENDIX D: POLYMERASE CHAIN REACTION BIOLOGICAL LITERACY QUESTIONNAIRE
AND RESULTS OF 30 COMPLETED QUESTIONNAIRES
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23

Biological Literacy Level
None = not necessary for
biological literacy

Mean
Level
Reported

Ranking
by
Mean

Identify PCR as a DNA amplification method

1 2 3 4 None

3.034

5

Describe DNA structure necessary for PCR:
Bases
Complementarity
Bonds
Backbone
Denaturing
Annealing

1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3

4 None
4 None
4 None
4 None
4 None
4 None

2.900
2.833
2.833
2.759
3.067
3.067

10
13
13
17
4
4

Describe the action of and requirements for:
DNA polymerase
Primers
Excess Nucleotides
Melting
Annealing
Cycles

1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4

None
None
None
None
None
None

3.069
2.966
2.828
2.963
2.966
2.966

3
7
14
8
7
7

Describe exponential amplification

1 2 3 4 None

2.879

12

Identify target DNA

1 2 3 4 None

2.783

16
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(Students will be able to:)
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Biological Literacy Level
None = not necessary for
biological literacy

Mean
Level
Reported

Rankin
g
by
Mean

3"

Recognize the steps in the PCR procedure

1 2 3 4 None

3.100

2

13

Recall the steps in the PCR procedure

1 2 3 4 None

3.100

2

Place the steps of the PCR procedure in order

1 2 3 4 None

3.100

2

Identifying the contents of the test tube at the beginning of the
procedure

1 2 3 4 None

2.966

7

Describe the basic operation of the thermal cycler

1 2 3 4 None

2.733

19

Describe h ow to set the times and temperatures of the thermal cycler

1 2 3 4 None

2.346

24

Describe the amounts and characteristics of the strands present in the
test tube at the end of the second cycle
third cycle

1 2 3 4 None
1 2 3 4 None

2.554
2.554

21
21

Describing the role of restriction endonucleases

1 2 3 4 None

2.667

20

Describe the role of the DNA synthesizing instrument

1 2 3 4 None

2.286

26

Describe the role of the DNA sequencing instrument

1 2 3 4 None

2.333

25

Describe the action of DNA polymerase to add nucleotides from the
5' to 3' end of the DNA strand

1 2 3 4 None

2.333

25
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Biological Literacy Level
None = not necessary for
biological literacy

Mean
Level
Reported

Ranking
by
Mean

Identify applications of PCR
Microbial identification
Forensic
Archeological
Ecological
Genetic diagnosis
Therapy monitoring

1 2 3 4 None
1 2 3 4 None
1 2 3 4 None
1 2 3 4 None
1 2 3 4 None
1 2 3 4 None

3.200
2.929
2.348
2.417
3.000
2.929

1
9
23
22
6
9

Relate methods for identification of PCR products

1 2 3 4 None

2.821

15

Describe methods for the identification of PCR products

1 2 3 4 None

2.759

17

Describe methods for the prevention of amplicon carryover

1 2 3 4 None

2.750

18

Describe the limitations of the PCR procedure

1 2 3 4 None

2.893
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APPENDIX E: PCR HYPERMEDIA PROGRAM STRUCTURE
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APPENDIX H: PRETEST OF POLYMERASE CHAIN REACTION
KNOWLEDGE
Circle the letter corresponding to the one best answer on the mnltiple choice questions
and follow directions for other items:
1.

The end product o f polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is:
A.
B.
C.
D.

2.

Primers are used in PCR to:
A.
B.
C.
D.

3.

Adenine, thymine, uracil, and guanine
Adenine, tyrosine, cytosine, and guanine
Adenine, thymine, cytosine, and guanine
Arginine, tyrosine, cytosine, and guanine

To separate the two strands o f DNA (to be single-stranded), you must:
A.
B.
C.
D.

5.

Begin the transcription o f DNA
Produce messenger RNA
Enzymatically replicate DNA
Serve as a recognition site for DNA polymerase

The four nitrogenous bases foimd in DNA are:
A.
B.
C.
D.

4.

Millions of messenger RNA molecules
Multiple copies of a sequence o f DNA
DNA sequence of genes
Amino acid composition of proteins

Modulate the pH to break covalent bonds
Heat to break the hydrogen bonds
Enzymatically destroy disulfide bonds
Use restriction endonucleases to break the backbone

To produce a duplicate copy of DNA, the complementary sequence to this
sequence, CATGGTTAC, would be:
A.
B.
C.
D.

TGCAACCGT
ACGTTGGCA
GTACCAATG
GTUCCUUTG
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6.

When two strands of DNA are separated to form a single strand, this is called:
A.
B.
C.
D.

7.

A cycle o f PCR consists of three steps in the following order:
A.
B.
C.
D.

8.

55°C, and heating to 72“C
55°C, and cooling to 37“C
95“C, and cooling to 72“C
95®C, and cooling to 55°C

DNA polymerase, excess nucleotides, target DNA, MgCl;, buffers
Primers, target DNA, excess nucleotides, buffers, MgClj
Excess nucleotides, primers, MgClj, target DNA, Taq polymerase
Target DNA, Taq polymerase, primers, buffers

Exponential amplification is best described as:
A.
B.
C.
D.

10.

Heating to 95“C, cooling to
Heating to 72‘*C, cooling to
Cooling to 55“C, heating to
Cooling to 72°C, heating to

The following components must be included in the test tube at the beginning of
PCR in order for the process to complete its goal:
A.
B.
C.
D.

9.

Annealing
Hybridization
Bonding
Denaturing

Multiplying the number of DNA segments by 10
Doubling the number of DNA segments in every cycle
Adding a number o f new sequences at each cycle
Providing more long strands of DNA and fewer shorter ones

Match the labeled parts o f this segment o f a DNA molecule to the name that
best describes it:
_____________ 1.
_____________ 2.
_____________ 3.
_____________ 4.
_____________ 5.

Hydrogen bonds
Backbone
Nitrogenous base
Phosphate
Sugar
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11.

Gel electrophoresis is performed in PCR to;
A.
B.
C.
D.

12.

The instrument that facilitates the cycles o f PCR is called a:
A.
B.
C.
D.

13.

Two
Two
Two
Two

long strands and two mid-length strands
long strands, two mid-length strands, and two short strands
long strands, four mid-length strands, and two short strands
long strands, six mid-length strands, and eight short strands

The action o f restriction endonucleases is to:
A.
B.
C.
D.

15.

Heating block
DNA synthesizer
DNA sequencer
Thermal cycler

If one target sequence is in the test tube at the beginning of the PCR procedure,
what the numbers and types o f DNA segments in the tube at the end o f the
second cycle?
A.
B.
C.
D.

14.

Detect amplified products
Enumerate PCR products
Separate positively and negatively charged molecules
Determine if amplicon carryover occurred

Cut DNA strands at particular recognition sites
Attach DNA polymerase to the primes
Prevent amplicon carryover by cutting DNA
Synthesize new strands o f DNA from templates

DNA polymerase adds nucleotides to the primers in one direction because:
A.
B.
C.
D.

There is a knot on one end o f the primers
The target DNA is unidirectional
The enzyme can only add nucleotides in one direction
The target strand is cut by restriction endonucleases
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16.

The specificity of the PCR reaction is determined by:
A.
B.
C.
D.

17.

PCR products are most fiequently identified by:
A.
B.
C.
D.

18.

Matching the amount o f lumens to a standard
Western blot
Sequencing the bases in the DNA segments produced
Gel electrophoresis or DNA probes

To prevent amplicon carryover to new specimens, what eir^m e can be added to
the solution?
A.
B.
C.
D.

19.

The manufacturer o f the instruments
The action o f the DNA polymerase
The uniqueness of the primers
The type of DNA polymerase used

Taq polymerase
Uracil-N-glycosylase
Restriction endonucleases
DNAase

The number of molecules produced in the PCR procedure at the end of the third
cycle when only two double strands were present in the DNA extraction solution
would be:
A.
B.
C.
D.

Eight
Sixteen
Thirty-two
Sixty-four

True or False: Circle T for true and F for false.
The following items are current applications o f PCR as used in scientific inquiry:
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Identifying the guilty from forensic evidence
Determining blood types
Identifying the action of cytokines
Whether a patient has renal disease
Identifying HTV in newborns
Performing HLA typing

T o rF
T or F.
T o rF
T o rF
T o rF
T o rF
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APPENDIX I: POSTTEST OF POLYMERASE CHAIN REACTION
KNOWLEDGE
Circle the one best answer on multiple choice. Follow directions for other items.
1.

The third step in a cycle of polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is:
A.
B.
C.
D.

2.

The bonds that connect the strands o f DNA are called:
A.
B.
C.
D.

3.

Phosphates
Messenger RNA
Enzymatically replicated DNA
Primers

Adenine, thymine, cytosine, uracil, and guanine are called:
A.
B.
C.
D.

5.

Covalent bonds
Sulfide bonds
Van de Vaals interactions
Hydrogen bonds

The oligonucleotides that serve as recognition sites for DNA polymerase are
called:
A.
B.
C.
D.

4.

Heat to 95“C
Heatto72"C
Cool to 55“C
Cool to 72°C

Nitrogenous bases
Dideoxyribonucleotides
Primers
Oligonucleotides

If messenger RNA is being transcribed firom a bacterial DNA segment with this
sequence CATGGTTAC, the RNA sequence would be:
A.
B.
C.
D.

TGCAACCGT
ACGTTGGCA
GUACCAAUC
GTUCCUUTG
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6.

In order for strands o f DNA to hybridize in a solution after denaturing them, you
must:
A.
B.
C.
D.

7.

DNA probes are most correctly described as:
A.
B.
C.
D.

8.

Restriction endonuclease
Buffered solution
ddUTP
Master mix

Doubling the number o f DNA segments in every cycle of PCR is best described
as:
A.
B.
C.
D.

10.

Double-stranded
Single-stranded
Messenger RNA
Tagged with primers

The solution of target DNA, Taq polymerase, primers, excess nucleotides, and
MgClj is called the:
A.
B.
C.
D.

9.

Heat the solution to greater than 95“C
Cool the solution so that hydrogen bonds can form
Modify the primers to have a larger GC ratio
Change the pH so that the bonds separate

Multiplication
Exponential amplification
Logarithmic division
Replication

Match the labeled parts o f this segment o f a DNA molecule to the name that
best describes it:
_____________ 1.
_____________ 2.
_____________ 3.
_____________ 4.
_____________ 5.

Nitrogenous base
Deoxyribose
Backbone
Phosphate
Hydrogen bonds
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11.

Target DNA can best be described as:
A.
B.
C.
D.

12.

The basic operation o f the thermal cycler can best be described as:
A.
B.
C.
D.

13.

Two long strands and two mid-length strands
Two long strands, two mid-length strands, and two short strands
Two long strands, four mid-length strands, and two short strands
Two long strands, six mid-length strands, and eight short strands

The enemies that recognize and cleave double-stranded DNA into shorter
firagments are called:
A.
B.
C.
D.

15.

Adding reagents to the master mix
A computerized, automated heating block
Determining the sequence o f DNA in the target
Adding new segments o f DNA to the target

If one target sequence is in the test tube at the beginning of the PCR procedure,
what the numbers and types of DNA segments in the tube at the end o f the first
cycle?
A.
B.
C.
D.

14.

The sequence o f DNA that is duplicated
The entire genome o f an organism
A gene to be copied
The segment o f DNA to be sequenced

Restriction enzymes
DNA polymerase
RNAase
Uracil-N-glycosylase

Primers are extended in one direction only because:
A.
B.
C.
D.

The target DNA is unidirectional
DNA polymerase can only add nucleotides in one direction
The target strand is cut by restriction endonucleases
There is a knot on one end o f the primers
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16.

Selection o f primers is critical to the PCR procedure because;
A.
They determine the specificity o f the reaction
B.
The amount o f guanine and cytosine must be low
C.
DNA polymerase can only recognize certain sequences
D.
Taq polymerase is not denatured at high temperatures

17.

A major limitation of the PCR procedure is:

A.
B.
C.
D.
18.

Amplicon carryover to new specimens is most likely when:
A.
B.
C.
D.

19.

Low sensitivity
High specificity
Possibility o f false positives
Too many false negatives

DNA is extracted and PCR products are identified together
The technologist wears makeup, no gloves, and a hairnet
Uracil-N-glycosylase is added to the mixture before heating
Pipette tips are not sterilized

When the two strands o f DNA become double-stranded in PCR, this is called:
A.
B.
C.
D.

Annealing
Melting
Bonding
Denaturing

True or False: Circle T for true and F for false.
The following items are current applications o f PCR as used in scientific inquiry:
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Identifying microorganisms
Determining drug susceptibility of an organism
Identifying T and B cells
Paternity testing
Performing HLA typing
Quantitating viral load

TorF
TorF
TorF
TorF
TorF
TorF
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APPENDIX J: ROACH’S NATURE OF SCIENCE QUESTIONNAIRE
With a number 2 pencil, fill in the letter on your scantron card that responds to your
understanding of how a scientist would respond to the following statements:
A=Strongly agree, B = Agree, C = Disagree, D = Strongly disagree
1.

Attaching numbers to data helps us see patterns we may have missed.

2.

Classification schemes are human inventions and are not naturally found in the
materials being classified.

3.

Science is certain, because experiments are repeated until the scientist gets the
right answer.

4.

Inventions such as penicillin, plastic, and television were not the goals o f
scientific research.

5.

Scientific knowledge is certain, because scientists prove their hypotheses with
experiments.

6.

Science does not emphasize the practical application of its discoveries.

7.

Science is guided by natur e.

8.

The work o f a scientist requires such a dedication that s/he is unable to have the
same type o f lifestyle as people who choose other fields o f work.

9.

Scientific knowledge is uncertain.

10.

Scientific models are man-made and are not created to represent reality.

11.

Scientists have to be creative and use their imaginations.

12.

Scientists study something because they hope it will lead to a money making
invention.

13.

Scientists attempt to explain complex events with theories.

14.

Scientists study something because they are curious about it.

1S.

The aim o f all science is to convert observations and phenomena to
mathematical relationships.
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16.

The scientific method consists o f the following steps: define the problem, gather
data, formulate hypotheses, experiment, and draw conclusions.

17.

The method a scientist selects to complete his research is based on the questions
being asked; there is not one set o f approved procedures.

18.

The most fitting definition of science is “a body o f knowledge.”

19.

The goal o f science is to invent machines and processes to improve human
welfare.

20.

The main fimction o f a scientist is to improve the human condition.

21.

There are many scientific methods.

22.

There are plenty o f anim als around so it is an acceptable practice to capture and
kill animals in order to study them.

23.

While an hypothesis can be revised based on new information, laws o f science
do not change.

24.

Tests o f a scientific theory include its ability to explain and predict.
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APPENDIX K: INVENTORY OF LEARNING PROCESSES
Deep Processing Scale
T or F I can easily handle questions requiring comparison o f different concepts
T or F I have trouble making inferences.
T or F I try to resolve conflicts between the information obtained firom different
sources.
T or F I have trouble organizing the information that I remember.
T or F Even when 1 know that I have carefully learned the material, I have trouble
remembering it for an exam.
T or F I find it difficult to handle questions requiring critical evaluation.
T or F I do well on essay tests.
T or F I often have difficulty finding the right words for expressing my ideas.
T or F I have difficulty learning how to study for a course.
T or F I have difficulty planning work when confi'onted with a complex task.

T or F I get good grades on term papers.
T or F I often memorize material that I don’t understand.
T or F 1 have trouble seeing the difference between apparently sim ila r ideas.

T o r F I can usually state the underlying message of films and readings.
T or F I think fast.
T or F Most of my instructors lecture too fast.
T or F I can usually formulate a good guess even when I don’t know the answer.
T or F I try to resolve conflicts between the information obtained firom different
sources.
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T o r F I read critically.
Methodological Study Scale
T o r F 1 cram for exams.
T or F I have regular weekly review periods.
T o r F Getting myself to begin studying is usually difficult.
T or F I review course material periodically during the term.
T or F 1 maintain a daily schedule o f study hours.

T o r F I carefully complete all course assignments.
T or F I rarely write an outline of the material 1 read.
T o r F I prepare a set o f notes integrating the information fi’om all sources in a course.
T or F I spend less time studying than most of my fiiends.
T or F 1 rarely read beyond what is assigned in class.
T or F I usually refer to several sources in order to understand a concept
T or F Toward the end o f a course 1 prepare an overview of all material covered.
T o r F I increase my vocabulary by building lists o f new terms.
T or F 1 rarely use a dictionary.
T or F Even when 1 feel I’ve learned the material, I continue to study it.
T or F I make simple charts and diagrams to help me remember material.
T or F 1 always make a special effort to get all the details.
T or F I do not usually work through practice exercises and sample problems.
T or F I have a regular place to study.
T or F I have difficulty locating particular passages in a textbook when necessary.
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T or F I would rather read a summary o f an article than the original article.
T o r F I rarely use the library.
T o r F When studying for an exam, I prepare a list of probable questions and answers.
Fact Retention Scale
T o r F I do well on exams requiring much factual information.
T or F I am very good at learning formulas, names and dates.
T o r F I do well on tests requiring definitions.
T o r F I do poorly on completion items.
T or F 1 have trouble remembering definitions.
T o r F My memory is actually pretty poor.
T or F For exams, I memorize the material as given in the text or class notes.
Elaborative Processing Scale
T or F 1 rarely look for reasons behind the facts.
T o r F New concepts rarely make me think of many similar concepts.
T o r F While studying I attempt to find answers to questions I have in mind.
T or F I am rarely able to design procedures for solving problems.
T o r F I rarely sit and think about a unit of material which I have just read.
T o r F I learn new words or ideas by visualizing a situation in which they occur.
T o r F When learning a unit of material I usually summarize it in my own words.
T o r F I learn new concepts by expressing them in my own words.
T o r F I daydream about things I’ve studied.
T o r F When I study something I devise a system for recalling it later.
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T or F I learn new words and ideas by associating them with words and ideas I already
know.
T or F I learn new ideas by relating them to similar ideas.
T or F I do not try to convert facts into “rules o f thumb.”
T or F While learning new concepts, their practical applications don’t usually come to
my mind.
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APPENDIX L: IRB EXEMPTION
LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY
MEDICAL CENTER - S hreveport
Institutional Review Board for Human Research (IRB)

INITIAL REVIEW OF PROTOCOL:
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ACTION
Location of Source of Subject Population
B LSUMC-S OVA

o BOTH

□ Other

if protocol includes VA patient, VA R&D Committee must review and approve protocol prior to
entering VA patients.
Project No.: #97-535
Project Title: An Exploratory Study of the Impact of a Hypermedia-Based Approach and a
Science-in-Fiction Approach for Instruction on the Polymerase Chain-Reaction
Principal Investigator Lynda A Britton
This is to certify that the Institutional Review Board for Human Research
reviewed the above project on 08/12/97. The IRB has evaluated the
project in accordance with the guidelines established for activities
involving human research subiects.
Recommendation of Institutional Review Board: Approved bv Exemption.
Comments or required modifications:
Dr. Britton requested exemption under category 2. Research involving the use of educational
tests (cognitive, diagnostic, aptitude, achievement), survey procedures, interview procedures or
observation of public behavior, unless: a. Information obtained is recorded in such a manner
that human subjects can be identified, directly or through identifiers linked to the subjects; b.
Any disclosure of the human subjects' responses outside the research could reasonably place
the subjects at risk of criminal or civil liability or be damaging to the subjects' final standing,
employability, or reputation.
Brief Descnotion: The focus of the proposed research is to explore college undergraduates'
meaningful leaming of the polymerase chain reaction (PCR),a relatively new biotechnology
procedure.
If revisions are required, they should tie submitted to the OfRce of Grants Administration
for review and approval by the IRB Chairman before proceeding with this study.

Chairman, Institutional Review Board
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LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY -FOR OFFICE USE ONLYMEDICAL CENTER - Shreveport
Institutional Review Board Date Received
REQUEST FOR EXEMPTION

8/5/97

for Human Research (1RS) Protocol

INSTRUCTIONS: - Please submit 1 original and 1 copy to the Office of Grants AdministrationTo Be Completed By The Principal Investigator Location or Source of Subject Population.
B LSUMC-S oVA oBoth □ Other
If protocol includes VA patients, VA R&D Committee must give exemption for the VA.
Principal Investigator Lvnda A. Britton
Title: Assistant Professor
Department/Section: Medical Technoloov
Telephone No.: 675-6809
Protocol Title: An Exolcratonr Studv of a Hvpermedia-Based Approach and a
Science-in-Fiction Approach for Instruction on the Polvmerase Chain Reaction
The following categories of research are exempt from review by the IRB. Please indicate the
category for which you are requesting exemption.
1.

2.

Research conducted in established or commonly accepted educational settings,
involving normal educational practices.
a. Research on regular and special education instructional strategies
b. Research on the effectiveness of or the comparison among instructional
techniques, curricula, or classroom management methods.
Research involving the use of educational tests (cognitive, diagnostic,
aptitude,achievement), survey procedures, intenriew procedures or observation of
public behavior, unless:

1.
2.

1.

Research involving the use of educational tests (cognitive, diagnostic, aptitude,
achievement), survey procedures, interview procedures or observation of public
behavior that is not exempt under Paragraph 2, if
a.
b.

2.

Information obtained is recorded in such a manner that human subjects can
be identified, directly or through identifiers linked to the subjects
Any disclosure of the human subjects’ responses outside the research could
reasonably place the subjects at risk of criminal or civil liability or be damaging
to the subjects' final standing, employability, or reputation.

The human subjects are elected or appointed public officials or candidates for
public office
Federal statute(s) require(s) without exception that the confidentiality of the
personally identifiable information will be maintained throughout the research
and thereafter.

Research involving the collection or study of existing data, documents, records,
pathological specimens, or diagnostic specimens, if these sources are publicly
available or if the information is recorded by the investigator in such a manner that
subjects cannot be identified (directly or through identifiers linked to the subjects)

Page 2
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3.

Research and demonstration projects which are conducted by or subject to the
approval of a department or agency heads, and which are designed to study.
evaluate, or otherwise:
a.
b.
c.
d.

2.

Public benefit or service programs
Procedures for obtaining benefits or services under those programs
Possible changes in or alternatives to those programs or procedures
Possible changes in methods or levels of payment for benefits or services
under those programs.

Taste and food quality evaluation and consumer acceptance studies.
a.
b.

If wholesome foods without additives are consumed
If a food is consumed that contains a food ingredient at or below the level and
for a use found to be safe, or agricultural chemical or environmental
contaminant at or below the level found to be safe, by the Food and Drug
Administration or approved by the Environmental Protection Agency or The
Food Safety and Inspection Service of the U. S. Department of Agriculture.

Does this protocol involve the use of human tissue or blood in a research laboratory not
subject to clinical guidelines for handling human specimens
Yes
X No
If "Yes." this protocol must be submitted for Biosafety committee review.
Briefly describe your research project (please print or type):

Date:

August 5.1997

Signature:___________________

EXEMPT.IRB
Rev. 5/95
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APPENDIX M: CONSENT FORM
Louisiana State University Medical Center - Shreveport
Institutional Review Board for Human Research
CONSENT FORM
Project Title:
An Exploratory Study o f a Hypermedia-Based Approach and a Science-in-Fiction
Approach for Instruction on the Polymerase Chain Reaction
This consent form provides detailed information about the research study that you have
been asked to participate. You may decline to participate (participation is completely
voluntary) or withdraw from this study at any time.
Purpose o f Study and Selection o f Subjects
1.

You are invited to participate in a research study that will examine how medical
technology students learn the polymerase chain reaction.

2.

This researcher hopes to gain an understanding o f how undergraduates learn
meaningfully in an effort to improve instructional strategies in medical
technology education.

3.

Because you are currently enrolled in MTEC 4104, the course in which this
content is taught, you may choose to participate. Every student may participate
as partial fulfillment o f the requirements for this course. If you decide not to
participate, you may choose from several alternative projects.

4.

If you choose to participate, you may gain increased understanding o f the
polymerase chain reaction, the nature o f science, and your own learning
strategies.

5.

Participation or nonparticipation will not influence your grade in this or any
subsequent course in the medical technology curriculum.

6.

You can expect to spend an average of two hours a week on this study during
the fall semester. Part o f this time will be spent during scheduled MTEC 4104
class time, but most o f the time will require your staying after class or coming in
at lunch or on Monday or Friday afternoons. These appointments will be
scheduled to accommodate your schedule and the researcher’s. In addition,
some o f the time will be spent at home reading a novel.
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7.

You will be asked to complete questionnaires, pretests and posttests, participate
in computer-based instruction, inventories of learning strategies, and interviews.
During some o f these activities your responses will be videot^>ed and/or audio
taped. You will not be identified by name in any presentation or publication o f
this study.

8.

Questions should be directed to Lynda Britton, Room 526, phone: 675-6809.

Date

Signature of Participant

Date

Signature of Principle Investigator
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APPENDIX N: TEST ON THE BOURBAKI GAMBIT
Circle the one best answer on the multiple choice;
1.

Max first met Diana in:
A.
B.
C.
D.

2.

Max was a professor at:
A.
B.
C.
D.

3.

France
Italy
United States
Virgin Islands

Harvard
Yale
Princeton
Columbia

Sepp was firom:
A.
B.
C.
D.

Spain
Austria
Russia
Czechoslovakia

Matching: Match the name with the honor each received. Each honor can be used more
than once and each name may have received more than one honor.
A.

Max Weiss

1.

Levenson Prize

B.

Sepp Krzilska

2.

Nobel Prize

C.

Jocelyn Powers

3.

National Medal o f Science

D.

Diana Doyle-Ditmus

4.

Imperial Prize

E.

Hiroshimi Nishimura

5.

MacArthur Grant

F.

Diana Skordylis

6.

Member o f the National
Academy o f Science

G.

Kary Mullis

Match the name with the profession that most closely describes him or her:
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A.

Max Weiss

1.

Historian

B.

Sepp Krzilska

2.

Psychiatrist

C.

Jocelyn Powers

3.

Biochemist

D.

Diana Doyle-Ditmus

4.

Biophysicist

E.

Hiroshimi Nishimura

5.

Molecular biologist

F.

Diana Skordylis

6.

Student

G.

Nicholas Bourbaki

7.

Army General

H.

Jakob Krzilska

8.

Physicist

I.

Charles Bourbaki

9.

Mathematician

each character with their relationship to another’s character:

Short Answer:

A.

Max Weiss

1.

Joyce’s step-grandfather

B.

Sepp Krzilska

2.

Sepp’s son’s fiance’

C.

Jocelyn Powers

3.

Max’s secretary

D.

Diana Doyle-Ditmus

4.

Diana’s granddaughter

E.

Hiroshimi Nishimura

5.

Molecular biologist

F.

Diana Skordylis

6.

Student’s mentor

Answer the following questions. Complete sentences are not required.

1.

What was the major conflict in this novel?

2.

How was this conflict resolved?

3.

What two gifts did Max give Diana (one at the beginning o f the book and one at
the end)?

4.

What was the scientific discovery described in the novel?
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5.

Who made this major scientific discovery?

6.

What were two minor ethical issues in this novel?

Student Scores on Bourbaki Gambit Test
1.

Jeff 88%

2.

Austin 85%

3.

Susan 85%

4.

Abby 82%

5.

Dot 82%

6.

Gaü 82%

7.

Sharon 76%

8.

John 70%

9.

Judy 67%

10.

Arm 64%
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first cycle
second cycle
third cycle
Describing the role of restriction endonucleases
Describe the role of the DNA synthesizer
Describe the role of the DNA sequencer
dentify applications of PCR
Microbial identification
Forensic
Archeological
Ecological
Genetic diagnosis
Therapy monitoring
Describe methods for the identification of PCR products;
3el electrophoresis
DNA probes
Describe methods for the orevention of amnlicons; UNO
Describe the limitations of the PCR procedure
'alse Positives
Amplicon carryover reasons
'alse Negatives
Totals concepts
Total Major concepts (Bioliteracy Model items)
Total Alternative Conceotions and Incorrect Test Answers
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ivcvel 1
dentify PCR as a DNA amplification method
^vel2
Describe DNA structure necessary for PCR:
Bases
Complementarity
Bonds
ieat breaks hydrogen bonds
Backbone
Melting or Denatures
ieat melts or denatures
Annealing
Cool to add/anneal primers, bond, adhere, etc.
Cycles
lepeats cycle
'iext cycle begins with heating to separate strands
10,30,40 times to get million, billion copies
Describe exponential amplification
dentify target DNA
leduction in size of segments to get target
^vel 3
Primers
Anneal to target strand of DNA
^rimers are short ~20 base pairs long
Dne primer is required for each strand
lesponsible for specificity
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Excess Nucleotides
)NA polymerase adds excess nucleotides to primer
f)NA polymerase
Starts at double stranded DNA
ieat to work properly
ieat does not destroy Taq
Requires MgCl; and buffers to work properly
\dd nucleotides in one direction
lecognize the steps in the PCR procedure
Steps are fast
lecall the steps in the PCR procedure
ieat to separate double strands of DNA
Cool to add/anneal primers
)NA polymerase adds excess nucleotides to primer
'lace the steps of the PCR procedure in order
dentifying the contents of the test tube at the beginning of the
)rocedure
Describe the basic operation of the thermal cycler
lelate methods for identification of PCR products
jel electrophoresis
DNA probe
^vel4
DNA Polymerase adds nucleotides from S' to 3'
Describe how to set the times and temperatures of the thermal
îycler
Describe the amounts and characteristics of the strands present
n the test tube at the end of the
first cycle
second cycle

third cycle
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describing the role of restriction endonucleases
describe &e role of the DNA synthesizer
describe the role of the DNA sequencer
dentify applications of PCR
X
Microbial identification
/
Forensic
Archeological
Ecological
/
Genetic diagnosis
Therapy monitoring
describe methods for the identification of PCR products
X
jel electrophoresis
dNA probes
describe methods for the prevention of amplicons; UN(j X
describe the limitations of the PCR procedure
'alse Positives
Amplicon carryover reasons
'alse Negatives
8
Totals concepts
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^vel 1 Concept
dentify PCR as a DNA amplification method
^vel 2 Concepts
Describe DNA structure necessary for PCR;
Bases
Complementarity
Bonds
ieat breaks hydrogen bonds
Backbone
Melting or Denatures
ieat melts or denatures
Annealing
Tool to add/anneal primers, bond, adhere, etc.
Cycles
lepeats cycle
^ext cycle begins with heating to separate strands
10,30,40 times to get million, billion copies
Describe exponential amplification
dentify target DNA
leduction in size of segments to get target
^vel 3 Concents
Excess Nucleotides
DNA Dolvmerase adds excess nucleotides to primer
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test ations call test 1 ations call test 2 Recall 2 & Final Recall
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Primers
\nneal to target strand of DNA
^rimers are short -20 base pairs long
Dne primer is required for each strand
lesponsible for specificity
/
DNA polymerase
Starts at double stranded DNA
jeat to work properly
ieat does not destroy Taq
lequires MgClj and buffers to work properly
/
\dd nucleotides in one direction
X
lecognize the steps in the PCR procedure
Steps are fast
lecall the steps in the PCR procedure
ieat to separate double strands of DNA
Zool to add/anneal primers
DNA polymerase adds excess nucleotides to primer
X
Mace the steps of the PCR procedure in order
dentifying the contents of the test tube at the beginning of /
he procedure
X
Describe the basic ooeration of the thermal cvcler
lelate methods for identification of PCR products
/
3el electrophoresis
DNA probe
vcvel 4 Concepts
DNA Polvmerase adds nucleotides from 5' to 3'
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Describe how to set the times and temperatures of the thermal
:ycler
Describe the amounts and characteristics of the strands present
n the test tube at the end of the
first cycle
second cycle
third cycle
Describing the role of restriction endonucleases
Describe the role of the DNA synthesizer
Describe the role of the DNA sequencer
dentify applications of PCR
Microbial identification
Forensic
Archeological
Ecological
Genetic diagnosis
Therapy monitoring
Describe methods for the identification of PCR products ; Gel
ilectrophoresis
DNA orobes
Describe methods for the prevention of amplicons: UNG
Describe the limitations of the PCR procedure
'alse Positives
Amplicon carryover reasons
'alse Negatives
Totals concepts
Total Major concepts (Bioliteracy items)
Total Alternative Conceotions and Incorrect Test Answers
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^ve! I Concept
dentify PCR as a DNA amplification method
^vel 2 Concepts
Describe DNA structure necessary for PCR:
Bases
Complementarity
Bonds
ieat breaks hydrogen bonds
Backbone
Melting or Denatures
ieat melts or denatures
Annealing
Zool to add/anneal primers, bond, adhere, etc.
Cycles
lepeats cycle
'iext cycle begins with heating to separate strands
10,30,40 times to get million, billion copies
Describe exponential amplification
dentify target DNA
leduction in size of segments to get target
^vel 3 Concepts
Primers
\nneal to target strand of DNA
Mmers are short ~20 base pairs long
Dne primer is required for each strand
lesDonsible for soecificitv
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Excess Nucleotides
)NA polymerase adds excess nucleotides to primer
DNA polymerase
Starts at double stranded DNA
ieat to work properly
ieat does not destroy Taq
lequires MgClj and buffers to work properly
\dd nucleotides in one direction
lecognize the steps in the PCR procedure
Steps are fast
lecall the steps in the PCR procedure
ieat to separate double strands of DNA
]ool to add/anneal primers
)NA polymerase adds excess nucleotides to primer
Mace the steps of the PCR procedure in order
dentifying the contents of the test tube at the beginning of the
>rocedure
Describe the basic operation of the thermal cycler
lelate methods for identification of PCR products
jel electrophoresis
DNA orobe
!^vel 4 Concepts
Describe how to set the times and temperatures of the thermal
îycler
DNA Polvmerase adds nucleotides from 5'-3'
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Describe the amounts and characteristics of the strands present in
he test tube at the end of the
first cycle
second cycle
third cycle
Describing the role of restriction endonucleases
Describe the role of the DNA synthesizer
Describe the role of the DNA sequencer
dentify applications of PCR
Microbial identification
Forensic
Archeological
Ecological
Genetic diagnosis
Therapy monitoring
Describe methods for the identification of PCR products iGel
ilectrophoresis
DNA probes
Describe methods for the prevention of amplicons; UNG
Describe the limitations of the PCR procedure
'alse Positives
Amplicon canyover reasons
"alse Negatives
Totals concepts
Total Major concepts (Bioliteracy Model items)
Totai Alternative Conceotions and Incorrect Test Answers
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^ve! 1 Concept
dentify PCR as a DNA amplification method
^vel 2 Concepts
Describe DNA structure necessary for PCR:
Bases
Complementarity
Bonds
ieat breaks hydrogen bonds
Backbone
Melting or Denatures
ieat melts or denatures
Annealing
Cool to add/anneal primers, bond, adhere, etc.
Cycles
lepeats cycle
'iext cycle begins with heating to separate strands
10,30,40 times to get million, billion copies
Describe exponential amplification
dentify target DNA
leduction in size of segments to get target
i^vel 3 Concepts
Excess Nucleotides
DNA Dolvmerase adds excess nucleotides to orimer
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Primers
\nneal to target strand of DNA
*rimers are short ~20 base pairs long
)ne primer is required for each strand
Responsible for specificity
DNA polymerase
Starts at double stranded DNA
ieat to work properly
ieat does not destroy Taq
Requires MgCl; and buffers to work properly
\dd nucleotides in one direction
Recognize the steps in the FOR procedure
Steps are fast
Recall the steps in the PCR procedure
ieat to separate double strands of DNA
Cool to add/anneal primers
)NA polymerase adds excess nucleotides to primer
Mace the steps of the PCR procedure in order
dentifying the contents of the test tube at the beginning of the
>rocedure
Describe the basic operation of the thermal cycler
Relate methods for identification of PCR products
3el electrophoresis
DNA probe
^vel 4 Concepts
DNA Polymerase adds nucleotides from 5-3'
Describe how to set the times and temperatures of the thermal
5vcler
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Describe the amounts and characteristics of the strands present in
he test tube at the end of the
first cycle
second cycle
third cycle
Describing the role of restriction endonucleases
Describe the role of the DNA synthesizer
Describe the role of the DNA sequencer
dentify applications of PCR
Microbial identification
Forensic
Archeological
Ecological
Genetic diagnosis
Therapy monitoring
Describe methods for the identification of PCR products :
Del electrophoresis
DNA probes
Describe methods for the prevention of amplicons: UNG
Describe the limitations of the PCR procedure
'alse Positives
Amplicon carryover reasons
"alse Negatives
Totals concepts
Total M ajor concepts (Bioliteracy Model items)
Total Alternative Conceotions and Incorrect Test Answers
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wovel 1 Concept
dentify PCR as a DNA amplification method
^vel 2 Concepts
Describe DNA structure necessary for PCR:
Bases
Complementarity
Bonds
ieat breaks hydrogen bonds
Backbone
Melting or Denatures
ieat melts or denatures
Annealing
Cool to add/anneal primers, bond, adhere, etc.
Cycles
lepeats cycle
<ext cycle begins with heating to separate strands
10.30.40 times to get million, billion copies
Describe exponential amplification
dentify target DNA
leduction in size of segments to get target
^vel 3 Concepts
Primers
\nneal to target strand of DNA
Mmers are short ~20 base pairs long
Dne primer is required for each strand
lesDonsible for soecificitv
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Excess Nucleotides
DNA polymerase adds excess nucleotides to primer
DNA polymerase
Starts at double stranded DNA
ieat to work properly
ieat does not destroy Taq
Requires MgCI^ and buffers to work properly
\dd nucleotides in one direction
lecognize the steps in the PCR procedure
Steps are fast
lecall the steps in the PCR procedure
ieat to separate double strands of DNA
Dool to add/anneal primers
DNA polymerase adds excess nucleotides to primer
^lace the steps of the PCR procedure in order
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Excess Nucleotides
DNA polymerase adds excess nucleotides to primer
DNA polymerase
Starts at double stranded DNA
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APPENDIX Q: PCR PROGRAM CONTENT WITHOUT GRAPHICS
Introduction
PCR is a fast, easy laboratory procedure for generating unlimited quantities o f
DNA. It is often called "molecular photocopying."
PCR has revolutionized and democratized biology because it enables all
scientists, even those with little training in molecular biology to answer interesting
scientific questions.
PCR Overview
The purpose o f PCR is to make millions o f copies o f a segment o f DNA that you are
interested in studying called the "target" This occurs by cycling through heating and
cooling steps in a thermal cycler:
Step 1
Heat to denature the strand o f DNA
Step 2
Cool so that the primers will anneal
Step 3
DNA polymerase extends the primers
With each cycle, the number o f copies o f target doubles.
INTERESTING QUESTIONS MENU
Who is infected?
Jonathan's mother was infected with the Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HTV)
before he was bom. Because his mother's antibodies cross the placenta, he also tests
positive for antibodies to HTV. A test for HTV antigens and a virus culture were both
negative, but these tests are not very sensitive. Should Jonathan be treated? If he is not
infected, he will receive unnecessary, expensive, and possibly harmful drugs. If
Jonathan is infected and is not treated, his life will be shortened.
PCR can help answer who is infected by amplifying the viral genome to
detectable levels. PCR is especially helpful in identifying an organism that is difficult
or impossible to culture, such as HTV.
Monitoring Therapy
To assess the effectiveness o f drug therapy, an accurate calculation o f the extent
o f viral infection and the level o f viral replication can be made by direct analysis o f
HTV-RNA levels. Fewer RNA molecules would indicate fewer cells infected by HTV
and less metabolic activity o f the virus. If the virus is not producing RNA, it is inactive.
The patient is likely to be producing adequate amounts o f T cells (CD4+ lymphocytes)
for fighting infection if there is less HTV- RNA present in his or her cells. Calculation
o f the amount o f RNA is a more sensitive test than counting CD4+ cells, however.
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To measure RNA by PCR, it must be converted to copy DNA (cDNA) with
reverse transcriptase and then amplified. I f no RNA is measured, the virus is not
producing RNA indicating that the therapy is working.
To measure the quantity o f DNA produced by PCR, internal standards
containing different known amounts o f an altered target DNA are added to the master
mix. The altered target uses the same primers to amplify it, but the target is shortened.
Therefore, it can be separated by gel electrophoresis and visualized as a different band.
The amount o f DNA or RNA orginally in the sample can be extrapolated fiom a
standard curve.
Branched DNA is frequently used to monitor therapy also. In this method, the
signal is amplified rather than the nucleic acid. As few as 10 specific nucleic acid
molecules can be detected in a background o f hundreds.
Who is guilty?
DNA typing can determine whether or not hair, blood, or body fluids found at a
crime scene match a suspect A though there is only a high probability o f a m atch for
the guilty, innocent people can be definitively eliminated.
People who have spent years in ja il have been released when crime scene
evidence has been analyzed using PCR. Kirk Bloodworth is one such individual.
Kirk Bloodworth’s story
Kirk Bloodworth was a Maryland waterman who was charged with a brutal rape
and murder o f a 9 year old girl in 1984. He was convicted twice and imprisoned for
almost nine years, two o f them on death row. Forensic testing o f the semen found on
the girl's panties was inconclusive.
When Bloodworth read about PCR, he had his attorney send the panties for
testing. The FBI repeated the tests and he was freed from prison in 1993 when it was
found that he could not have deposited the semen there.
Even when evidence such as semen and blood stains are years old, PCR can
make unlimited copies o f the tiny amount o f DNA remaining in the stains for typing, as
it did in Bloodworth's case.
Kirk Bloodworth’s Video
Forensic Blood Stain Flowchart
RFLP
Because DNA isolated from a specific organism or person has a unique
sequence o f base pairs, restriction enzymes are used to cut the DNA into a reproducible
set o f fragments called restriction fagm ents. These restriction fragments can be
electrophoresed in an agarose gel [See gel electrophoresis] to produce a unique pattern
o f bands. This procedure is called restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP).
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RFLP is a more specific method for identifying individuals, but it requires much more
sample DNA than PCR. This sample DNA is fiiequently scarce at crime scenes.
Restriction endonucleases
Restriction Enem ies or Endonucleases (diagram o f how one cuts)
Restriction enzymes are bacterial enzymes that recognize specific four to eight
base pair sequences o f DNA called restriction sites. These enzymes cleave the
backbone o f both DNA strands at this site.
When studying large genomes, such as the three m illion base pair genome of
humans, it may be beneficial to digest the genomic DNA into smaller pieces using a
restriction endonuclease before performing PCR.
RFLP Procedure
Sample (usually blood or cheek cells)
Isolate and purify DNA
Digest DNA with restriction enzymes
Separate DNA fragments by electrophoresis
Denature and transfer fragments to membrane (Southern Blot)
Add radiolabeled probe
Wash membrane and expose to Xray film and develop
Autoradiogram (DNA profile)
Who is related?
Abducted children have been returned to their biological parents many years
later after comparing their DNA with their parents.
Paternity can be established with a high degree o f certainty.
Examples
A woman who had been raped found that she was pregnant She was
considering term inating the pregnancy when she had paternity testing performed on her
unborn baby by PCR. It was found that her husband was the father.
PCR has also been applied to probate questions. A Houston woman inherited
m illions when her husband died. She died without descendants, leaving her fortune to
charities. The widow's estate was challenged by a man claiming to be the dead
husband's illegitimate son. The husband's body was exhumed and DNA from the bone
marrow was examined by PCR and compared with the challenger's. The dead man was
found to be the father and the son received the bulk o f the widow's estate.
Who carries the gene?
Beth's father died of colon cancer, as did her grandmother. Now, two o f her
brothers, both in their 40's have been diagnosed with colon cancer. Beth, age 37, is
worried about whether she will also have colon cancer.
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PCR testing revealed that members o f Beth's family carry an altered gene,
passed 6om parent to child. This gene predisposes them to a form o f inherited colon
cancer. People who inherit the altered gene face a 70-80% chance o f developing the
disease. Women also face an increased chance o f inheriting ovarian and uterine cancer.
If Beth is found to carry the gene, she w ill be counseled to adopt a high-fiber
and low-fat diet and get yearly examinations o f her colon to detect polyps.
The Human Genome Project
The purpose o f the Human Genome Project is to determine the sequence of all
the genes present in humans. Once a gene has been sequenced, alterations to it can be
detected by PCR.
PCR has also greatly decreased the tim e that it is taking to sequence all our
genes by making the quantity o f DNA available for sequencing abundant
The Human Genome Project is also mapping the location o f all our genes on
each o f the chromosomes.
Gene therapy has also been facilitated by PCR
Gene Therapy
Cells can be infected w ith a virus that inserts normal genes into cells that have
altered genes that cause disease. Although still considered experimental treatm ent
some people have been successfully treated for their genetic disease.
One treated individual was a four-year-old girl who had adenosine deaminase
deficiency (ADA). Without treatment she would have had to spend her life in a bubble,
protected from microorganisms because her immune system would be deficient.
PCR permitted the detection o f gene-engineered cells from biological
specimens. This helped scientists to answer questions about the distribution o f
gene-engineered cells in the patient's body and their survival in circulation and lymph
nodes.
Who can donate the organ?
HLA typing
Jason needs a kidney transplant. He has five siblings, who have all volunteered
to donate one o f their kidneys to him. The question is: who will be the best match.
Jason and his siblings who have the same ABO type will be tested to determine
the human lymphocytic antigens (HLA) on the surface o f their cells. There are six
groups o f genes that code for the cell surface antigens: HLA-A, HLA-B, HLA-C,
HLA-DR, HLA-DP, and HLA-DQ. These HLA groups refer to the m ajor
histocompatibility complex gene cluster on chromosome 6. Each individual has two
sets (alleles) o f each o f these six genes that code for the surface antigens.
Testing for these antigens can be performed serologically or by identifying the
genes through PC R PCR is the more sensitive method because some o f the alleles
cannot be separated and identified by serology. PCR directly identifies the gene
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sequence that codes for the protein, while serology identifies the protein product o f the
gene (the antigen).
The sibling who has the m ost alleles in common with Jason will make the best
donor because his kidney will be the least likely to be rejected by Jason.
Whose fossils are these?
Archeological applications:
Scientists are using PCR to analyze very small quantities o f badly damaged
DNA to determine genetic relationships between ancient plants and animals and their
modem counterparts. These archeologists are hunting fossils or ancient bones vdiose
DNA can be amplified and then analyzed.
DNA from dinosaur bones has been studied. Insects trapped in amber have been
studied after their DNA was amplified with PCR. This utilization o f PCR was the
basis of Michael Crighton's novel, Jurassic Park.
Bee trapped in amber
It is known that many present day species o f bee m am tain a symbiotic
relationship with Bacillus species as part o f their normal gut flora. Bacillus species
form spores that may live for many years. The DNA from a bee caught in amber at least
25 million years ago has been amplified by PCR and shown to contain Bacillus DNA.
Now, scientists are attempting to culture the spores to see if they may still be
viable. An extinct species o f bee trapped in a 25-40-million-year-old piece o f amber
was found in the Dominican Republic. Scientists sterilized the amber surface and the
tools used to extract the bee. Under a laminar flow hood, the gut contents o f the bee
were extracted and added to sterile Trypticase Soy Broth. After incubation, living,
growing bacteria were isolated. The DNA o f these bacteria was amplified by PCR and
identified as most closely resembling the DNA o f Bacillus sphaericus.
Sununary o f PCR Applications
Identifying infectious disease
Quantifying target sequences
Monitoring dmg therapy
Identifying people probably guilty o f crimes
Eliminating innocent persons
Determining paternity and other family relationships
Determing who carries altered genes and may be more likely to have genetic
diseases.
Completing the Human Genome Project
Aiding gene therapy
Determining HLA types
Identifying DNA from fossils and insects trapped in amber
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REVIEW NUCLEIC ACID CHEMISTRY
DNA Structure
DNA consists of two complementary strands coiled around each other to form a
twisting ladder called a double helix. The strands are made up o f varying sequences o f
chemical groups called a nucleotide.
A nucleotide consists o f a phosphate group, a sugar (deoxyribose), and a
nitrogenous base. The phosphates and sugar make up the backbone o f the ladder or
helix, while the nitrogenous bases connect in the middle to form the rungs.
There are two purines. Adenine and Guanine, and two pyrimidines. Thymine
and Cytosine. They are attached to the backbone at one end and to their complementary
base with hydrogen bonds in the center.
Base Pair Rule
Adenine (A) pairs with Thymine (T). Guanine (G) pairs with Cytosine (C).
Adenine and Thymine have two hydrogen bonds, while Guanine and Cytosine have
three hydrogen bonds. The hydrogen bonds are weak, allowing them to open during
replication to make two single stands.
DNA Replication
In cells, several enzymes are required for replication. Once the double helix is
separated into single strands, the DNA polymerase enzyme adds a complementary
nucleotide according to the base pair rule. This enzyme requires a small piece o f RNA
to begin the replication process because DNA polymerase m ust have a double strand o f
nucleic acid to form its recognition site.
DNA Denaturing, Annealing, and Hybridization
DNA becomes single-stranded (denatures) when it is heated above 90 degrees C
because the hydrogen bonds break. The two strands w ill come back together (reanneal)
when the temperature drops to 50-55 degrees C. When a DNA molecule armeals to a
separate but complementary, single-stranded DNA molecule, this is called
hybridization.
Backbone Structure
The backbones of the DNA molecule run in opposite directions; the 5' and the
3' ends are named for the orientation of 5' and 3' carbon atoms o f the deoxyribose (five
carbon sugar molecule). A phosphate and a deoxyribose alternate to form the structure
o f the DNA backbone.
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More details
One strand runs finm 5' to 3' and the other runs from 3' to 5'. This is described
as anti-parallel.
The nitrogenous bases meet in the middle and are connected by relatively weak
hydrogen bonds.
There are two hydrogen bonds between A & T, and three between C and G.
RNA
RNA differs in three ways from DNA:
1. RNA is a single-stranded molecule.
2. The sugar in the backbone o f RNA is ribose instead o f deojqoibose.
3. RNA contains the base uracil instead o f thymine.
RNA Details
The sugar in the backbone o f RNA is ribose instead o f the deoxyribose o f DNA
and has one less oxygen in its structure. There is no thymine in RNA. The nitrogenous
base uracil is complementary to adenine.
History o f the Discovery o f the Structure o f DNA
James Watson (top) and Francis Crick (bottom) made the intuitive leap from the
X-ray crystallography experiments o f Maurice Wilkins and Rosalind Franklin to the
structure o f DNA in 1953. W atson and Crick proposed that the structure o f DNA was a
winding helix in which pairs o f bases (adenine and thymine; cytosine and guanine) held
the two strands together. The model these scientists developed explained the evidence
known about DNA and predicted how base pairs might identify amino acids and lead to
protein synthesis. The structure also predicted the method by which DNA replicates.
This model remains the accepted structure o f DNA although it has been elaborated. The
W atson-Crick model o f the DNA double helix provided enormous impetus for research
in the emerging fields o f molecular genetics and biochemistry.
Watson, Crick, and W ilkins shared the Nobel prize in 1962 for determining the
structure o f DNA.
Review Questions:
1.

What are the 4 bases in DNA?

2.

How does DNA replicate?

3.

What happens when you heat DNA >90 degrees C?
What happens when it cools to below 70 degrees C?
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4.

W hat makes up the backbone o f DNA?

5.

What are the bonds between the bases called?

6.

Make the complementary DNA strand for GGCTAT.
Make the complementary RNA strand for GGCTAT.

HISTORY OF PCR DISCOVERY
Rarely can the place and time o f an important scientific discovery be pinpointed
as PCR can. Kary Mullis was driving on California Highway 128 on a Friday night in
1983. He was trying to solve a particular DNA problem in his head. When he thought
o f PCR, he couldn't believe no one else had invented i t Indeed, because it is such a
simple concept most DNA scientists were very irritated that they had not made it!
Mullis Video
More History
Dr. Mullis, a biochemist bom in 1945, was working for Cetus Corporation
making oligonucleotides at the time. Later Cetus sold the rights to PCR to
Hofi&nan-LaRoche Corporation. Mullis won the Nobel prize in Chemistry for its
invention in 1993.
Because Dr. Mullis is a surfer and holds controversial scientific viewpoints, he
is considered a maverick to the scientific establishment.
Biotechnology Timeline
1977
A synthetic, recombinant gene was used to clone a protein for the first time.
Sixteen bills were introduced in congress to regulate recombinant DNA
research.
The gene for rat insulin was isolated.
Scientists at Harvard sequenced DNA using chemicals instead o f enem ies.
1978
Human insulin was first produced using recombinant DNA technology.
Genetic engineering was used to produce rat insulin.
Stanford University scientists transplanted a mammalian gene.
RFLP technique was developed. (See (Questions menu under forensic pathology)
1979
The protein coat o f the virus that causes Hepatitis B was cloned.
The gene for human growth hormone was cloned
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1980

The Supreme Court ruled that genetically altered life forms could be patented,
opening up commercial exploitation o f genetic engineering.
1981

Genentech, Inc. cloned interferon.
A yeast expression system for producing the hepatitis B surface antigen was
reported.
The first transgenic animals were produced when genes o f other animals were
transferred into mice.
The gene for insulin was mapped and in situ hybridization was developed.
Congressman A1 Gore held a hearings on the relationship between academia and
commercialization o f biomedical research.
1982

FDA gave Genentech permission to market genetically engineered human
insulin and in 1983 Eli Lily received a license to make it
Government permission was given to test genetically engineered bacteria to
control frost damage to potatoes and strawberries.
1983

Kary Mullis invented the polymerase chain reaction, the most revolutionary new
technique in molecular biology.
The first monoclonal antibody-based diagnostic test for Chlamydia trachomatis
received FDA approval.
Stanford scientists filed a patent for an E. coli expression vector.
The AIDS virus was isolated at the Pasteur Institute in Paris and NIH.
Genetically engineered plants were patented.
Families with genetic diseases, such as Huntington's chorea, cystic fibrosis, and
Duchenne muscular dystrophy were shown to have a distinct and
characteristic patterns o f restriction firagment lengths.
Instruments were developed that could construct fragments o f DNA o f
predetermined sequence from 5 to 75 base pairs long (oligonucleotides).
1984

Chiron cloned and sequenced the entire HTV genome.
A gene that helps regulate blood pressure was isolated.
A product patent was received for prokaryote DNA.
1985

PCR was first reported in Science.
The human insulin receptor gene was sequenced.
The gene that codes for human lung surfactant protein was cloned.
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Genetically engineered plants resistant to insects, viruses, and bacteria were
field tested.
NIH approved guidelines for performing experiments in gene therapy on
humans.
1986
Antibodies and enemies were combined to form "ab îm es" to create
pharmaceuticals.
An automated DNA fluorescence sequencer was invented.
The FDA granted a license for recombinant hepatitis vaccine.
The first genetically-altered plants were released.
1987
Genetically engineered tissue plasminogen activator to treat heart attacks was
approved for marketing.
A patent was received for extending tomato shelf life.
Yeast artificial chromosomes (YACs) were invented to express large proteins.
1988
The first genetically engineered mouse was patented in the U.S. by Harvard
scientists.
Another patent was received for an immune-deficient mouse with a reconstitued
human immune system.
1989
A recombinant vaccine against the deadly rinderpest virus that killed m illions o f

cattle in developing countries was developed.
1990
The Human Genome Project was launched to map all the genes in the human
body.
The hepatitis C antibody test was licensed.
The gene linked to breast cancer in families was discovered.
The first transgenic dairy cow was created to produce milk proteins for infant
formula.
A 4 year-old girl with ADA deficiency that destroys the im m une system was the
first recipient o f gene therapy.
1993

Kary M ullis won the Nobel Prize in Chemistry for inventing PCR.

PCR PROCEDURE MENU
PCR Procedure
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The first step is to heat the double-stranded DNA to make the DNA into single
strands (dénaturation) by heating the master mix. This step is performed in the thermal
cycler, but can also occur in water baths or other devices that allow temperatures to
change. The instrument heats the master mix to > 90 degrees C, usually about 94.
Step 2
After the strands are separated by heating, (dénaturation) the mixture is cooled,
usually to between 50 and 60 degrees C.
The primers will anneal to the strands they are complementary with. The master
mix contains a large amount of these short primers. The primers anneal to the target
strands before the targets can reanneal to each other. This is called hybridization or
annealing.
Step 3
The thermal cycler heats to 72 degrees C, the optimal temperature for the Taq
(pronounced 'tak') polymerase enzyme to work.
Taq polymerase extends the primers by adding nucleotides complementary to
the target strands in the 5' to 3' direction. This happens very quickly, in a matter o f
seconds.
Now, there are twice as many strands as were in the test tube at the beginning o f
the cycle. Each new strand can also serve as a template for further amplifications.
Cycle 2
The three steps are repeated in cycle 2, but now there are twice as many targets.
When the Taq polymerase extends the primers, there are now twice as many strands.
Each new strand serves as a new template. With every cycle, the number o f targets
doubles. The target strand exponentially increases.
Theoretically, there will be a billion copies following 40 cycles.
Exponential Amplification
The number o f new strands of DNA containing the Target sequence doubles
after each cycle.
Exponential amplification Table
1
2

2
4

3

8

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

16
32
64
128
256
512
1024
2048
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12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
40

4088
8192
16348
32768
65536
131.072
262.144
524.288
1.048.576
2.097.152
4.194304
8388.608
16.777316
33354.432
67.108364
134317.728
268.435.456
536.870312
1.073.741.824
1.099311.627.776

Master Mix Menu
Master Mix
The master mix is the combination o f components and reagents necessary for
amplification to occur. It m ust contain the target DNA, extra nucleotides, an excess
amount o f the two primers, Taq DNA polymerase, magnesium chloride, and buffers.
This mixture must be prepared in a sterile, clean environment to prevent
contamination with previously amplified DNA. Once all the components have been
added, the tube is placed in the thermal cycler.
Buffers and MgCl;
Buffers are added to the master mix to optimize the pH o f the reaction.
Magnesium chloride is required in the PCR master mix because it is required by the
DNA polymerase enzyme in order for it to fimction properly. The exact concentration
o f magnesium chloride and buffers must be adjusted for each different procedure
depending on the sample and its preparation.
Target DNA
DNA containing the sequence that the scientist wishes to study is extracted from
the nucleus of cells and placed into the test tube, being very careful not to contaminate
it.
The sequence o f the bases that bracket the target must be known in order to
synthesize the primers. The target is usually about 500-1,000 base pairs long, but this
size may vary.
Primers
Two different primers are required, one for one strand and another for the
complementary strand. They bracket the target on either side and are usually 20-30
base pairs long. These primers are synthesized in the laboratory or purchased, and must
be complementary to the ends o f the target They must also be unique to the target so
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that no other DNA is amplified. The primers make the PCR procedure specific so they
must be chosen carefully.
Primers are required because the DNA polymerase enzyme must begin at a
double stranded piece o f DNA. This double stranded area forms the recognition site for
the en^m e.
Extra Nucleotides
Nucleotides are the building blocks o f DNA. They consist o f a phosphate
group, a deoxyribose (sugar) molecule, and one o f the four bases. In this example, the
base is adenine. With an abundance o f these nucleotides (of all 4 bases), the DNA
polymerase en ^m e can add them to the primers to make a new strand o f DNA.
Taq DNA Polymerase
DNA Polymerase is the enzyme that duplicates DNA by adding nucleotides to
the primers. It can only add them in one direction. [5’ to 3']
Originally, DNA polymerase from Escherichia coli was used, but it was
destroyed at the high temperatures required to denature the DNA, therefore, it had to be
added at each cycle.
Scientists found a bacterium, Thermus aquaticus, that grows in the hot springs at
Yellowstone National Park. Its DNA polymerase, called Taq, can withstand high
temperatures and only has to be added to the m aster mix at the beginning o f the
procedure.
Thermal Cycler
Once the master mix is complete, the tube containing it is placed into a thermal
cycler. The thermal cycler is an automated, microprocessor-driven heating block that
cycles through the times and temperatures optimal for the PCR procedure.
Each PCR procedure has optimal times and temperatures that must be
determined prior to performing the actual test
When the DNA has been amplified, it m ust be detected by gel electrophoresis or
DNA probes.
Detection Methods Menu
Gel Electrophoresis Procedure
Prepare agarose gel in casting tray
Remove com and submerge gel under buffer
Load 40 ul of each sample in consecutive wells
Next Step
Snap on safety cover, cormect leads to power source and initiate electrophoresis
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Remove gel and stain for visualization
Destain to anlyze results
Principle o f Gel Electrophoresis
Gel electrophoresis takes advantage o f the negative charge o f the phosphate
groups in the DNA molecule. In an electrical field w ith a positive and a negative pole,
pieces o f DNA are attracted to the positive charge. They move through the gel. TTie gel
acts as a sieve so that the smallest fiagments move fastest
More details
In electrophoresis races, the small DNA wins!
Electrophoresis Equipment
For electrophoresis, the gel is placed in a tank o f buffered water. When the
electric current is applied, the DNA molecules migrate through the gel. After a tim e,
the current is turned off and the entire gel is placed in a DNA staining solution.
Staining the Gel

The DNA molecules are stained with ethidium bromide that fluoresces w ith
ultraviolet light. The molecules show up as bands. There are millions o f DNA
molecules in each band.
Ethidium Bromide is a dye whose structure contain a hexagonal carbon ring.
Because it is in a flattened plane, it can insert itself between the bases that make up the
DNA double helix. Once inserted, EtBr changes the physical characteristics o f DNA
such that when EtBr-stained DNA is illuminated with ultraviolet light, it fluoresces.
When fluorescent, it is easily detected and amenable to photography so that a
permanent record can be made. EtBr is a mutagen and must be handled carefully in the
laboratory.
Interpreting the Gel
This Polaroid o f an ethidium bromide-stained gel demonstrates the successful
PCR amplification of Herpes simplex virus in a cerebral spinal fluid specimen o f a
patient The first lane contains the beta globulin control, proving that the specimen was
firom a human tissue or fluid. The second lane contains the patient specimen w ithout
primers for Herpes simplex virus indicating that it contained human globulin but it was
partly inhibited because it is a faint band. The next three lanes contain negative controls
and shows no bands, therefore, there was no contamination. The next two lanes contain
the patient specimen (CSF). The last lane contains the Herpes simplex virus control.
Because the specimen and the HSV control bands contain DNA sequences that are the
same size (they are the same distance fix>m the begining wells), the specimen must
contain HSV DNA.
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DNA Probes
The probes are single stranded pieces o f DNA that are complementary to the
target DNA. A chemiluminescent, biotin, or avidin molecule is usually attached to the
probe. If the target and the probe hybridize, the labled hybrid can be detected by
measuring the luminescence or color change.
Examples
A label is attached to the probe. When the probe hybridizes to the target DNA,
the label makes the hybrid visible. Unhybridized probe is removed by washing.
Therefore, a signal from the probe indicates that the target DNA was present in the
sample.
Roche Probe
A microwell format that is easy to use:
PCR
Denature and hybridize
Wash and add avidine HRP conjugate
Wash, add substrate
Add stop solution
Read absorbance
A label is attached to the probe. When the probe hybridizes to the target D N A the
label makes the hybrid visible. Unhybridized probe is removed by washing. Therefore,
a signal from the probe indicates that the target DNA was present in the sample.
Detection Review Questions
1.

PCR products are most frequently identified b y __________

2.

How is Gel electrophoresis performed in PCR?

3.

How do DNA probes work?

Limitations of PCR
The primary limitation o f PCR is a false positive reaction from amplicon
carryover. Amplicons are the amplified strands of target DNA left over from previous
amplifications. They can contaminate the current PCR procedure, serving as templates
for amplification and producing a false positive reaction.
False negatives can occur when there are inhibitors in the sample. False
negatives may also occur if technique is not adequate.
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Preventing Amplicon Carryover
M illions o f amplicons are produced in a typical PCR procedure. Each
one of these amplicons can serve as a template for future PCR procedures. Because
these amplicons are tiny and easily aerosolized, they may contaminate the workspace. If
they were to get into the new specimens or master mixes, they would produce a false
positive reaction. To prevent this, it is important that the DNA extraction fiom
specimens and the master mix be prepared in a clean area, separate fiom amplification
steps and detection that may be contaminated by amplicons. Technologists should
handle the master mix carefully and prevent amplicons fiom adhering to their bodies.
Instruments, tubes, pippette tips, etc. should not be shared between the clean area and
the contaminated area o f the laboratory.

UNO
The PCR procedure can be adapted to prevent amplicon carryover using the
uracil-N-glycosylase (UNO) enzyme. Uracil DNA glycosylase (UNG) has the function
in vivo o f removing uracil from DNA following deamination o f cytosine to uracil.
UNG cleaves the N-glycosidic bond between the base (uracil) and the sugar phosphate
backbone o f DNA. If PCR products contain uracil instead o f thymine, they can be
degraded by UNG without affecting the target DNA in samples.
Example UNG procedure
Deoxyuridine triphosphate is substituted for thymidine triphosphate in the
master mix, therefore, all amplifications will contain uracil in place o f thymine (A).
The new DNA in the specimen to be amplified does not contain uracil (B). UNG in the
master mix catalyzes the destruction o f uracil-containing DNA strands prior to thermal
cycling (D). Contam inating amplicons are broken apart during the first dénaturation
cycle so that they are unable to serve as templates for PCR. UNG is inactivated at
cycling temperatures, so that newly formed amplicons are unaffected prior to detection
(E).
Review Questions
1.

What is the end product o f polymerase chain reaction (PCR)?

2.

Why are primers used in PCR?

3.

How do you separate the two strands of DNA (to become single-stranded)?

4.

What is it called when two strands o f DNA are separated to form a single
strand?
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5.

A cycle o f PCR consists o f what steps (in order)?

6.

What components must be included in the test tube at the beginning o f PCR in
order for the process to complete its goal?

7.

What is exponential amplification?

8.

The instrument that facilitates the cycles o f PCR is called a__________.

9.

Why does DNA polymerase adds nucleotides to the primers in one direction?

10.

The specificity o f the PCR reaction is determined b y _________.

11.

To prevent amplicon carryover to new specimens, what enzyme can be added to
the solution?

12.

The number o f molecules produced in the PCR procedure at the end o f the third
cycle when only two double strands were present in the DNA extraction solution
would be
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